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1. Overview

The sequencer first arbitrates between vectors of 64 vertices thal arrive directly from primitive assembly and vectors
of 16 quads (64 pixels) that are generated in the raster engine.

The vertex or pixel program specifies how many GPR’s it needs to execute. The sequencerwill not start the next
vector until the needed spaceis available.

The sequencer is based on the R300 design. It chooses two ALU clauses and a fetch clause to execute, and
executes all of the instructions in a clause before looking for a new clause of the same type. Two ALU clauses are
executed interleaved to hide the ALU latency. Each vector will have eight fetch and eight ALU clauses, but clauses do
not need to contain instructions. A vector of pixels or vertices ping-pongs along the sequencer FIFO, bouncing from
fetch reservation station to alu reservation station. A FIFO exists between each reservation stage, holding up vectors
until the vector currently occupying a reservation station has left. A vector at a reservation station can be chosen to
execute. The sequencer looks at all eight alu reservation stations to choose an alu clause to execute and all eight
fetch stations to choose a fetch clause to execute. The arbitrator will give priority to clauses/reservation stations
closer to the bottom of the pipeline. It will not execute an alu clause until the fetch fetchesinitiated by the previous
fetch clause have completed. There are two separate sets of reservation stations, one for pixel vectors and one for
vertices vectors. This way a pixel can pass a vertex and a vertex can pass a pixel.

To support the shader pipe the raster engine also contains the shader instruction cache and consiant store. There
are only one constant store for the whole chip and one instruction store. These will be shared among the four shader
pipes. The four shader pipes also execute the same instuctieninstruction thus there is only one sequencer for the
whole chip.
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1.1 Top Level Block Diagram
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There are two sets of the above figure, one for vertices and one for pixels.

Depending on the arbitration state, the sequencerwill either choose a vertex or a pixel packet. The control packet
| consists of 243 bits of state, 6-7 bits for the base address of the Shader program and some information on the

coverage to determine fetch LOD plus other various small statebits.
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On receipt of a packet. the input state machine (not pictured but just before the first FIFO) allocated enough spacein
the registers to store the interpolated values and temporaries. Following this, the input state machine stacks the
packetin the first FIFO.

On receipt of a command, the level 0 fetch machine issues a texuretexiure request and corresponding register
address for the fetch address (ta). A small command (tcmd) is passed to the fetch system identifying the current level
number (0) as well as the register write address for the fetch return data. One fetch request is sent every 4 clocks
causing the texturing of sixteen 2x2s worth of data (or 64 vertices), Once all the requests are sent the packetis put in
FIFO 1.

Upon recept of the return data, the fetch unit writes the data to the register file using the write address that was
provided by the level O fetch machine and sends the clause number (0) to the level 0 fetch state machine to signify
that the write is done and thus the data is ready. Then, the level 0 fetch machine increments the counter of FIFO 1 to
signify to the ALU 1 that the data is ready to be processed.

On receipt of a command, the level O ALU machine first decrements the input FIFO counter and then issues a
complete set of level 0 shader instructions. For each instruction, the state machine generates 3 source addresses,
one destination address (3 cycles later) and an instruction. Once the last instruction as been issued, the packetis put
into FIFO 2.

There will always be two active ALU clauses at any given time (and two arbitrersarbiters). One arbitrerarbiter
will arbitrate over the odd instructions (4 clocks cycles) and the other one will arbitrate over the even
instructions (4 clocks cycles). The only constraints between the two areitrersarbiters is that they are not
allowed to pick the same clause number as the other one is currently working on if the packet is not of the
same type (render state).

if the packet is a vertex packet, upon reaching ALU clause 3, it can export the position if the position is ready. So the
arbitverarbiter must prevent ALU clause 3 to be selected if the positional buffer is full (or can’t be accessed). Along
with the positional data, the location where the vertex data is to be put is also sent (parameter data pointers).

 

{ISSUE: How do we handle parameter cache pointers (computed, semi-computed or not computed)?}

A special case is for HOS surfaces wich can export 12 parameters per last 6 clauses to the output buffer. If the output
buffer is full or doesn't have enough space the sequencerwill prevent such a vertex group to enter an exporting
clause.

Regular pixel and vertex shaders can export 12 pararneters to memory from the last clause only (7).

All other level process in the same way until the packetfinally reaches the last ALU machine (7). On completion of the
level 7 ALU clause, a valid bit is sent to the Render Backend which picks up the color data. This requires that the last
instruction writes to the output register — a condition that is almost always true. If the packet was a vertex packet,
instead of sending the valid bit to the RB, it is sent to the PA so it can know that the data present in the parameter
store is valid.

Only two ALU state machine may have access to the register file address bus or the instruction decode bus at one
time. Similarly, only one fetch state machine may have access to the register file address bus at one time. Arbitration
is performed by three arstrerarbiter blocks (two for the ALU state machines and onefor the fetch state machines).
The arbtrerearbiters always favor the higher number state machines, preventing a bunch of half finished jobs from
clogging up the registerfiles.
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The gray area represents blocks that are replicated 4 times per shader pipe (16 times on the overall chip).

1.3 Control Graph 
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In green is represented the Fetch control interface, in red the ALU control interface, in blue the InterpolatedV/ector

 
control interface and in purple is the outputfile control interface.

2. Interpolated data bus
The interpolators contain an IJ buffer to pack the information as much as possible before writing it to the register file.
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Above is an example of a tile we might receive. The IJ information is packed in the lJ buffer 2 quads at a time. The
sequencerallows at any given time as many as four quadsto interpolate a parameter. They all have to come from the
same primitive. Then the sequencer controls the write mask to the register to write the valid data in.

3. Instruction Store

There is going to be only one instruction store for the whole chip. It will contain 4096 instructions of 96 bits each.

 
 A -{t is likely to be a 1 port memory; we use 1
clock to load the ALU instruction, 1 clocks to load the Fetch instruction, 1 clock to load 2 control flow instructions and
1 clock to write instructions.

The instruction store is loaded by the CP thru the INSTRUCTION DATA, INSTRUCTION INDEX PORT control
registers, The INSTRUCTION INDEX PORT is  aute-incremented on both reads and writes to the
INSTRUCTION DATA register.
     

The next picture shows the various modes the CP can load the memory, The Sequencer has to keep track of the
loading modes in order to wrap around the correct boundaries, The MSB of the INSTRUCTION INDEX PORT
register contains the packet type for the seauencer to know where it must wrap around. The wrap around peints are
arbitrary and they are specified in the VERTEX SHADER BASE and PIXEL SHADER BASE registers.
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4. SequencerInstructions
All control flow instructions and move instructions are handled by the sequencer only. The ALUs will perform NOPs
during this time (MOV PV,PV, PS,PS).

5. Constant Stores

The-constant-slore-ie-managed-by-ihe-GP-The sequencer is aware of where the constants are using a remaping
table-alee-managed-by-the-GF. A likely size for the constant store is S/2x/28-1024x 128 bits.The-censiantelere-ia
alec-planned-ie-be-shared.-The read BW from the constant store is 126 bits/clock and the write bandwith is 32/4
bits/clock.

In order to do constant store indexing, the sequencer must be loaded first with the indexes (that come from the
GPRs). There are 144 wires fram the exit of the SP to the sequencer (9 bits pointers x 16 vertexes/clock). Since the
data must pass thru the Shader pipe for the float to fixed convertion, there is a latency of 4 clocks (1 instruction)
between the time the sequenceris loaded and the time one can index into the constant store. The assembly will look
like this

MOVA R1.X,R2.X% // Loads the sequencerwith the content of R2.X, also copies the content of R2.X into R1.*
NOP // latency of the float to fixed conversion
ADD  R3,R4,CO/R2.X]// Uses the state from the sequencer to add R4 to CO[R2.X] into R3

Note that we don’t really care about what is in the brackets because we use the state from the MOVAinstruction.
R2.X is just written again for the sake of simplicity.

The storage needed in the sequencerin order to support this feature is 2*64"9 bits = 1152bits.

The texture state is also kept in a similar memory. The size of this memory is 192x128. Which lets us load a texture
statein277?

The control flow constant memory docsn’t sit behind a renaming table. itis register mapped and thus the driver must
reload its content each time there is a state change.

6. Looping and Branches
Loops and branches are planned to be supported and will have to be deall with at lhe sequencerlevel. VVe plan on
supporting constant loops and branches using a control program.

The controlling state.
As per Dxthe following state is available for control flow:

Boolean(15:0]
loop_count[7:0][7:0]

In addition:
loop_start [7:0] [7:0]
loop_step [7:0] [7:0]

Exist to give more control to the controlling program.

Wewill extend that in the R400 to:
Boolean[255:0]
Loop_count[7:O][15:0]
Loop_Start[7:0) [15:0] times 2-3(one for constant,registert1, register?)
Loop_Step[?:0] [15:0] times 2-3(ane for constant, register, regisier2zregiater)
Loop_End[7:0] [15:0]
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{ISSUE: Howis the controlling state loaded and how many contexts do we have?}

We have a stack of 4 elementsfor calling subroutines and 4 loop counters to allow for nested loops.

6.2 The Control Flow Program
The R300 uses a match method for control flow: The shader is executed, and at every instruction its address is
compared with addresses (or address?) in a control table. The “event” in the contro! table can redirect operations in
the program.

The Method chosenfor the R400 is a “control program”. The control program has ten basic instructions:

Execute
Conditional_execute
Conditional_Execute_Predicates
Conditional_jump
Call
Return
Loop_start
Loop_end
End_of_clause
NOP

Execute, causes the specified numberofinstructionsin instruction store to be executed.
Conditional_execute checks a condition first, and if true, causes the specified numberof instructions in instruction
store to be executed.
Loop_start resets the corresponding loop counter to the start value on the first pass after it checks for the end
condition and if met jumps over to a specified address.
Loop_end increments (decrements?) the loop counter and jumps back the specified numberof instructions.
Call jumps to an address and pushes the IP counter on the stack. On the return instruction, the IP is poped from the
stack.
Conditional_execute_or_Jump executes a block of instructions or jumps to an address is the condition is not met.
Conditional_execute_Predicates executes a block of instructionsif all bits in the predicate vectors meet the condition.
End_of_clause marks the end ofa clause.
Conditional_jumps jumps to an addressif the condition is met.
NOPis a regular NOP

NOTE THAT ALL JUMPS MUST JUMP TO EVEN CFP ADDRESSES. Thus the compiler must insert NOPs where
needed to align the jumps on even CFP addresses.

Also if the jump is logically bigger than pshader_cnt_size (or vshader_cnitl_size) we break the program (clause) and
set the debug registers. If an execute or conditional_execute is lower than cntl_size or bigger than size we also break
the program (clause) and set the debug registers.

We haveto fit instructions into 48 bits in order to be able to put two control flow instruction perline in the instruction
store.
 
  
 

Execute

47 464 4. 24 B.A
Addressing | 00001 RESERVED | Instruction count | Exec Address

    
Execute up to 4k instructions at the specified addressin the instruction memory. 

NOP 
47 46... 42 41...0

Addressing 00010 RESERVED
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This-MUSTbeafonvardiume-This is a regular NOP, 

Conditionnal_Execute
 

41... 34 | 33 32...24 | 23... 12 | 11...0a 46 48

Addressing | 00011  Boolean address Condition RESERVED| Instruction_count | Exec Address
 

instructions (up to 4k instructions)
lf the specified boolean (8 bits can address 256 booleans) meets the specified condition then execute the specified

 

Conditionnal_Execute_Predicates

47 ' 46... 42 41... 38 ' 37 | 36...24 | 23... 12 | 11.90
|Addressing 007100 | Predicate vector

 
Check the AND/OR of all current predicate bits. if AND/OR matches the condition execute the specified number of
instructions. VWe need to AND/OR this with the kill mask in order not to consider the pixels that aren't valid.

— “Loop_Start 7

| Condition RESERVED | Instruction count | Exec Address
a

 

 
41... 16 15... 4 [ 3...0|IRESERVED Jump addressa7 [a642

00101
Addressing 

only. Also computes the index value.
Loop Start. Compares the loop count with the end value. If loop condition not met jump to the address. Forward jump

 

Loop End
   

 
 

 00111 RESERVED Start address -2 oI:Si: o
 47 [ 46... 42 41... 16 15...4 3...0|||

Addressing 

Loop end. Increments the counter by one and jumps BACKonily to the start of the loop.

The waythis is described does not prevent nested loops, and the inclusion of the loop id makethis easy to do. 
Cail 
 

47 | 46. 42 41...12 | 11...0
| O7000 RESERVED | Address

Addressing | '
 

Jumpsto the specified address and pushes the IP counter on the stack. 
Retum 

47
01001 RESERVED

 46.42 | 41.0
|IAddressing 

Pops the topmost address frorn the stack and jumps to that address. If nothing is on the stack, the program will just
continue to the next instruction.
 

Conditionnal_Jump_
47| 46.4234 P33 32.182 8
 

01010 “Boolean address|Condition | RESERVED | FWonly Address
Addressing i |
 

if condition met, jumps to the address. FORWARD jump only allowedif bit 12 set. Bit 12 is only an optimization for the
compiler and should NOT be exposed to the API.
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End_of_Clause

47] 46 ADT 41.0
  01011 RESERVED =

Addressing 

Marks the end of a clause.

To preventinfinite loops, we will keep 9 bits loop counters instead of 8 (we are only able to loop 256 times). If the
counter goes higher than 255 then the loop_end or the loop_start instruction is going to break the loop and set thde

debug registers.FeaRoeMGISSR ngoxee aos:
AS index er conetant indexiingiebite

 
the-index axoseds the nurnber of requested regiisters.
The basic modelis as follows:

The render state defined the clause boundaries:
Vertex_shader_fetch[7:0][7:0] // eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
Vertex_shader_alu[7:O0][7:0] # eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
Pixel_shader_fetch[7:0][7:0] # eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
Pixel_shader_alu[7:0][7:0] #/ eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located

Apointer value of FF meansthat theclause doesn't contain any instructions. __ — de(Formatted
The control program for a given clause is executed to completion before moving to another clause, (with the
exception of the pick two nature of the alu execution). The control program is the only program aware of the clause
boundaries.

6.3 Data dependantpredicate instructions
Data dependant conditionals will be supported in the R400. The only way we plan to support thoseis by supporting
three vector/scalar predicate operations of the form: 

PRED_SETE_# - similar to SETE except that the result is ‘exported’ to the sequencer.
PRED_SETGT_#- similar to SETGT except that the result is ‘exported’ to the sequencer
PRED_SETGTE_# - similar to SETGTE exceptthat the result is ‘exported’ to the sequencer

For the scalar operations only we will also support the two following instructions:
PRED_SETEO_#-—SETEO
PRED_SETE1_#~-SETE1

The export is a single bit - 1 or O that is sent using the same data path as the MOVA instruction. The sequencerwill
maintain 4 sets of 64 bit precicate vectors (in fact 8 sets because we interleave two programsbut only 4 will be
exposed) and useit to control the write masking. This predicate is not maintained across clause boundaries. The #
sign is used to specify which predicate set you want to use 0 thru 3.

Then we have two conditional execute bits. Thefirst bit is a conditional execute “on” bit and the secondbit tells us if
we execute on 1 or QO. For example, the instruction:

PO_ADD_# RO,R1,R2
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| Is only going to write the result of the ADD into those GPRs whose predicate bit is 0. Alternatively, P1_ADD_# wouldonly write the results to the GPRs whose predicate bit is set. The use of the PO or P1 without precharging the

sequencerwith a PRED instruction is undefined.

{Issue: do we have to have a NOP between PRED andthefirst instruction that uses a predicate?}

6.4 HW Detection of PV,PS
Because of the control program, the compiler cannot detect statically dependant instructions. In the case of non-
masked writes and subsequent reads the sequencerwill insert uses of PV,PS as needed. This will be done by
comparing the read address and the write address of consecutive instructions. For masked writes, the sequencerwill
insert NOPs wherever there is a dependant read/write.

The sequencerwill also have to insert NOPs between PRED_SET and MOVAinstructions and their uses.

6.5 Registerfile indexing
Because we can have loops in fetch clause, we need to be able to index into the registerfile in order to retrieve the
data created in a fetch clause loop and use it into an ALU clause. The instruction will include the base address for
register indexing and the instruction will contain these controls:

Bit? Bit 6
0 0 ‘absolute register
0 1 ‘relative register’
i 0 ‘previous vector’
1 1 ‘previous scalar’

In the case of an absolute register we just take the address asis. In the case of a relative register read we take the
base address and we acid toit the loop_index and this becomes our new address that we give to the shaderpipe.

The sequenceris going to keep a loop index computed as such,

__index=Loop_counter*Loop_iterator+Loop_init

The index is going to return O if it is out of the range.

6.6 Predicated Instruction support for Texture clauses
For texture clauses, we support the following optimization: we keep 1 bit (thus 4 bits for the four predicate vectors)
per predicate vector in the reservation stations. A value of 1 means that one ore more elemenis in the vector have a
value of one (thus we haveto do the texture fetches for the whole vector. A value of O means that no elements in the
vector have his predicate bit set and we can thus skip over the texture fetch. We have to make sure the invalid _ . a4 Formatted
blnels aren’l considered with this optimization.

 

6.7 Debugging the Shaders
In order to be able to debug the pixel/vertex shaders efficiently, we provide 3-2methods.

6.7.1 Method 1: Debugging registers
Current plans are to expose 2 debugging, or error notification, registers:
1. address register where the first error occurred
2. count of the numberof errors

The sequencerwill detect the following groups oferrors:
- count overflow
- jump error

relative jump address > size of the control flow program
relative jurnp address > length of the shader program
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- constant overflow
- register overflow
- call stack

call with stackfull
return with stack empty

 
With two of the errors, a jump error or a register overflow will cause the program to break. In this case, a break
means that a clause will halt execution, but allowing further clauses to be executed.

With the other errors, program can continue to run, potentially to worst-caselimits.

If indexing outside of the constant range, causing an overflow error, the hardware is specified fo return the value with
an index of 0. This could be exploited to generate error tokens, by reserving and initializing the Oth register (or
constant)for errors.

ISSUE | Interrupt to the driver or nor?

6.7.2 Method 2: Exporting the values in the GPRs (12)
The sequencer will have a count register and an address register for this mode and 3 bits per clause specifying the
execution mode for each clause. The modes can be:

1) Normal
2) Debug Kill
3) Debug Addr_+ Count

4)Debug-Count ee
Under the normal mode execution follows the normal course. Under the kill mode, all control flow instructions are
executed but all normal shaderinstructions of the clause are replaced by NOPs. Only debug_export instructions of
clause 7 will be executed under the debugkill setting. Under the Ave-other modes, normal execution is done until we

reach an address specified by the address register erand instruction: count (useful for loops) specified by the countregister. Afte a e After we have
nit the instruction n times(n==count we switch the clause to the killmnode. >
 

 

 

Thethird Gebuig:oper‘wil bepeanyAdeedt for HAY. debug. Forthis mode;the-sequencervAll keep the-following-control

  
  

_— (Formatted6Bullets and Numbering
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Flag Select is-a-cembination of Shader_pipe, clause_+count address, /ecior_number and render_state.His-only
active for] _sheder_pine-alaiime-andfort vectorofa-given-_state.Thedrveris responsibleto-resel the-output
registerte-0-before-execuiing-3-ghven-program.

7. Pixel Kill Mask

A vector of 54 bits is kept per group of pixels/vertices. Its purpose is to optimize the texture feich requests and allow
the shaderpipe to kill pixels using the following instructions:

MASK_SETE
MASK_SETGT
MASK_SETGTE

8. HOS surfaces
HOS surfaces are able to export from the 6 last clauses but to memory ONLY.If they want to export to the parameter
cache they haveto doit in the last clause (7). They can also export position in clause 3.

9 Register file allocation
The register file allocation for vertices and pixels can either be static or dynamic. In both cases, the register file in
managed using two round robins (one for pixels and one for vertices). In the dynamic case the boundary between
pixels and vertices is allowed to move, in the static case it is fixed to VERTEX_REG_SIZEfor vertices and 256-
VERTEX_REG_SIZEforpixels.
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Above is an example of how the algorithm works. Vertices come in from top to bottom: pixels comein from bottom to
top. Vertices are in orange and pixels in green. The blueline is the tail of the vertices and the greenline is the tail of
the pixels. Thus anything between the two lines is shared. When pixels meets vertices the line turns white and the
boundary is static until both vertices and pixels share the same “unallocated bubble”. Then the boundary is allowed to
move again.

10. Fetch Arbitration

The fetch arbitration logic chooses one of the 8 potentially pending fetch clauses to be executed. The choice is made
by looking at the fifos fromm 7 to 0 and picking the first one ready to execute. Once chosen, the clause state machine
will send one 2x2 fetch per clock (or 4 fetches in one clock every 4 clocks) until all the fetch instructions of the clause
are sent. This means that there cannot be any dependencies between two fetches of the same clause.

The arbitrator will not wait for the fetches to return prior to selecting another clause for execution. The fetch pipe will
be able to handle up to X(?) in flight fetches and thus there can be a fair numberof active clauses waiting for their
fetch return data.

11. ALU Arbitration

ALU arbitration proceeds in almost the same way than fetch arbitration. The ALU arbitration logic chooses one of the
8 potentially pending ALU clauses to be executed. The choice is made by looking at the fifos from 7 to 0 and picking
the first one ready to execute. There are two ALU arbitrers, one for the even clocks and one for the odd clocks. For
exemple, here is the sequencing of two interleaved ALU clauses (E and O stands for Even and Odd sets of 4 clocks):

EinstO OinstO Einsti Oinstl Einst2 Oinst2 EinstO Oinst3 Einst1 Oinst4 Einst2 Oinst0...
Proceeding this way hides the latency of 8 clocks of the ALUs.
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| 12. Handling Stalls
When the output file is full, the sequencer prevents the ALU arbitration logic to select the last clause (this way nothing
can exit the shader pipe until there is place in the output file. If the packet is a vertex packet and the position buffer is
full (POS_FULL) then the sequencer also prevents a thread to enter the exporting clause (437). The sequencerwill
set the OUT_FILE_FULLsignal n clocks before the output file is actually full and thus the ALU arsitrerarbiter will be
able read this signal and act accordingly by not preventing exporting clauses to proceed.

  

13. Content of the reservation station FIFOs

21 bits of Render State 7 bits for the base address of the GPRs, somebits for LOD correction and coverage mask
information in order to fetch fetch for only valid pixels, quad address and 1 bit to specify if the vector is of pixels or
vertices. Since pixels and vertices are kept in order in the shader pipe, we only need two fifos (ane for vertices and
one for pixels) deep enough to cover the shader pipe latency. This size will be determined later when wewill know
the size of the smail fifos between the reservation stations.

14. The Output File
The outputfile is where pixels are put before they go to the RBs. The write BW to this store is 256 bits/clock. Just

before this output file are staging fealsters with write BVV Si2 bits/clock and read BW 256 bite/clock.-Forthis reason; The staging registers are ax128 (and there are16“of those on the whole chip).

5. |J Format

The IJ information sent by the PA is of this format on a per quad basis:

We have a vectorof IJ’s (one IJ per pixel at the centroid of the fragment or at the center of the pixel depending on the
mode bit). The interpolation is done at a different precision across the 2x2. The upperleft pixel’s parameters are
always interpolated at full 20x24 mantissa precision. Then the result of the interpolation along with the difference in IJ
in reduced precision is used to interpolate the parameter for the other three pixels of the 2x2. Here is how we do it:

Assuming PO is the interpolated parameter at Pixel 0 having the barycentric coordinates (0), J(Q) and so on for P1,P2
and P3. Also assuming that A is the parameter value at VO (interpolated with I, B is the parameter value at V1
(interpolated with J) and C is the parameter value at V2 (interpolated with (1-I-J).

AOL = I(1)- I)

AOL = J) -J(0)

AO2E = 1(2) - 1(0) P4

AO2S = J(2)-J(0)

AO3I = 1(3)— 1(0)

AO3J = J(3)—J(0) P2 P3

PO=C £I(O)*(A-C)4 IO) *(B-Pre POFADL*Ud ye AOL B_C)
P2 = PO+A021 *(A~C) + AO2I *(B-C)

P3 = P0+ A031 *(A—-C)+A03 *(B-C)

PO is computed at 20x24 mantissa precision and P11 to P3 are computed at 8X24 mantissa precision. So far no visual
degradation of the image was seen using this scheme.

Multiplies (Full Precision): 2
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Multiplies (Reduced precision): 6
Subtracts 19x24 (Parameters): 2
Adds: 8

FORMAT OF PO's [J : Mantissa 20 Exp 4 for | + Sign
Mantissa 20 Exp 4 for J + Sign

FORMATof Deltas (x3):Mantissa 8 Exp 4 for | + Sign
Mantissa 8 Exp 4 for J + Sign

Total numberof bits : 19*2 + 8°6 + 4*8 + 4*2 = 128

The Deltas have a leading 1, the Full precision lJs don't. This means that in the case of the deltas we MUSTbe able
to shift 8 right (exponent value of O means number = 0, exponent value of 1 means shift right 8). This means that the
maximum range for the IJs (Full precision) is +/- 64 and the range for the Dellas is +/- 128.

16. The parameter cache
The pararneter cache is where the vertex shaders export their data. It consists of 16 128x128 memories (/R/1W).
The reuse engine will make it so that all vertexes of a given primitive will hit different memories.

(7. Vertex position exporting

On clause 4-er-8)2 the vertex shader can export to the PA both the vertex position and thePoint sprite. It canalso do
so at clause &/if not done at clause 43.- “The storage needed to perform the position export is at least 64x128
memories for the position and 64x32 memories for the sprite size. It is going to be taken in the pixel output fifo from
the SX blocks.

18. Exporting Arbitration
Here are the rules for co-issuing exporting ALU clauses.

1) Position exports and position exports cannot be co-issued.
2) Position exports and memory exports cannot be co-issued.
3) Position exports and Z/Color exports cannot be co-issued.
4) Memory exporis and Z/Color exports cannot be co-issued.
5) Memory exporis and memory exports cannot be co-issued.
6) Z/color exports and Z/color exports cannot be co-issued.
7) Parameter exports and 2/Color exports CAN beco-issued.
8) Parameter exports and parameter exports CAN be co-issued.
9) Parameter exports and memory exports CAN be co-issued.

19. Real time commands

We are unable to use the pararneter memory since there is no way for a command stream to write into it. Instead we
need to add three 16x128 memories (one for each of three vertices x 16 interpolants). These will be mapped onto the
register bus and written by type O packets, and output to the the parameter busses (the sequencer and/or PA need to
be able to address the reatime parameter memory as well as the regular parameter store. For higher performance we
should be able able to view them as two banks of 16 and do double buffering allowing one to be loaded, while the
other is rasterized with. Most overlay shaders will need 2 or 4 scalar coordinates, one option might be to restrict the
memory to 16x64 or 32x64 allowing only two interpolated scalars per cycle, the only prablern | see with this is, if we
view support for 16 vector-4 interpolants important (true only if we map microsef'sMicrosoft's high priority stream to |
the realtime strearn), then the PA/sequencer need to support a realtime-specific mode where we need to address 32
vectors of parameters instead of 16.
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 20, State management
Every clock, the sequencer will report to the CP the oldest statesstill in the pipe. These are thestates of the
programsastheyenter thelastALUclause.

te

21. XY Address imports a
The SC will be able to send the XY addresses to the GPRs. It does so by interleaving the writes of the Is (fo the IJ
buffer) with XY writes (to the XY buffer), Then when writing the data to the GPRs, the sequencer is going to
iptercolete the | date or pasa ins XY data thru a Fix--floal converter and exoander and write ihe converted values to
the GPRs. The Xys are currently SCREEN SPACE COORDINATES. The values in the XY buffers will wrap.

20-22 Reaisters

26-42?.1Control

    
 

 

: 9) Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
ae renee eae Scere ReuRSREE

  

DYNAMIC_REG Dynamic allocation (pixel/vertex) of the register file on oroff.
VERTEX_REG_SIZE What portion of the register file is reserved for vertices (static allocation only)
PIXEL_MIN_SIZE Minimal size of the registerfile's pixel portion (dynamic only)
VERTEX_MIN_SIZE Minimal size of the register file's vertex portion (dynamic only)
ARBITRATION_policy policy of the arbitration between vertexes and pixels
C8T_SIZE_P Size of the constant store for pixels
CST_SIZE_V Size of the constant store for vertexes
INST_STOR_ALLOC interleaved, separate, interleaved+shared,separate+shared
VERTEX WRAP start point for the vertex instruction siore (RT always ends al vertex wrap and

Begins at0)
PIXELWRAP=—-——-— start point for the pixel shader instruction store-(veriex-shader alwaye-etarts

ato}

RTVYUR bo 3 i i i a slipper G3 2

NO_INTERLEAVE debug state register. Only allows one program at a time into the GPRs
NO INTERLEAVE ALU debug state register, Only allows one ALU program at a time to be executed (instead
of2)

NOPREDOPTIMIZE turns off thepredicate bit optimization (conditionalexecutepredicates is always
executed,

INSTRUCTION INDEX
PORT This is where the CP puts the base address of the instruction writes and type (aulo-

incremented on reads/writes)
INSTRUCTION DATA This is where the CP puts the actual data going to the instruction memo    

 
CONSTANT DATA This is where the CP outs constant data Soe : ae

ees { Formatted: Bullets and Numbering }
20-222.2 Context ee

Vshader_fetch[7:0][7:0] sight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses contro! program is located
Vshader_aluf[?:O][7:0] eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses contro! program is located
Pshader_fetch[?:0][7:0] eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
Pshader_alu{7:0][7:0] eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
PSHADER base pointerfor the pixel shader
VSHADER base pointerfor the vertex shader
Vshader_cnitl_size size of the vertex shader(# of instructions in control program/2)
Pshader_cntl_size size of the pixel shader (# ofinstructions in control prograrm/2)
Pshader_size size of the pixel shader (cnti+instructions)
Vshader_size size of the vertex shader (cntl+instructions)
REG_ALLOC_PIX number of registers to allocate for pixel shader programs
REG_ALLOC_VERT numberof registers to allocate for vertex shader programs
FLAT_GOURJO...15] which parameters are to be gouraud shaded
CYL_WRAP[O...63] for which parameters (and channels (cyzw)) do we do the cyl wrapping.
P_export_mode Oxxxx : Normal mode
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1xxxx : Multipass mode
If normal, bbbz where bbb is how many colors (0-4) and z is export z or not
If multipass 1-12 exports for color.

vshader_export_mask which of the last 6 ALU clauses is exporting
vshader_export_mode 0: position (1 vector), 1: position (2 vectors), 3:multipass
vshader_export_count/6] # of interpolated parameters exported in clause 7 OR

# of exported vectors to memory per clause in multipass mode (per clause)
Control Flow 24 Dwords that contain the control flow constants.ringtatohe

 

  
 
  

 

. st

24.23. DEBUG registers

Dwerd—select_._.__channe_seleciformethod3
Mode ——__ operating mode formethod 3. .

24-223.1 Context ~

PROB_ADDR instruction address where thefirst problem occurred
PROB_COUNT number of problems encountered during the execution of the program
Count instruction counter for debug method 2
Addr __._break address for method number2
Clause_mode[3] clause mode for debug method 2

a

22.24. Interfaces

22.124.1 External Interfaces

Whenever an x is used. it means that the bus is broadcast to all units of the same name. For example, if a bus is
neared 8O--8Px i means that 8O is going io broadcast! the same information to all SP instances.

22-41-14241.1 PASC fo SPO: I bus “
This is a bus that sends the [J information to the IJ fifos on the top of each shader pipe. At the same time the contral
information goes to the sequencer. There are 4 of these buses over the whole chip (SPQ thru 3) 
 

       
 

 
 
 

 
helower 24 LS8s ofthe interlace;Kk

 
$¢ SPi wr mask
S¢_SP 1 desi
SC_SP2data

    
  | Idinformation sentover2clocks (or XY infosentover1

| clock in the lower 24 LSBsof the interface
[i | Write Mask

4 _ Controls the write destination CY buffer, |J buffer)
64 | lJ information sent ever 2 clocks (or XY info sent over 1

 

SC _SP2dest
SC _SP3 date
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4 woe GRMRALLed: DU isan Jumberin22.4.224.1.2 PAMSC to SEQ :ld Contro/ bus :aeee
This is the control information sent to the sequencer in order to control the lJ fifos and all other information needed to
execute a shader program on the sent pixels. This information is sent over 2 clocks, if SENDXYis asserted the next
 

  
 
 
 

 

 

 

control packet is going to be ignored and XY information is qoing to be sent.on the IJ bus (for the quads that where
just sent).

Name -_| Direction [Bits |Description-
Write-MaskSC 5@ 9 wr mask PASC-—-SEQiSP) 4 Quad Write mask left to right
LOD-CORRECTESS SO lod correct 8C-SOPRA-BEGISR|24 PLOD correction per quad (6 bits per quad)

} |.
EASTNSC SQ flat verlex SC--SOPA—-SEQiSP|2 Provoking vertex for flat shading

}
PFEROSC SQ param ptro SC-SQRA-SEGHSP|11 [P Store pointer for vertex 0

} [ /
SC 80 param otriPeRT4 SC—SOQPA—-SEQGP|11 P Store pointer for vertex 1
aa

SC 80 paramorePPrag 8C—SOPA--SEGQSE|11 | P Store pointer for vertex 2 
} -

SCE-OFE_VECTOR SQ end of vec|SC--SOPA—-SEGHSP|1 End of the vector
t t }
DEALLOCSC 30 store deallog SC--SGQPA--SECUSP|1 | Deallocation token for the P Store 

} I
STATESC SQ state SC--SQPA-SEQSP|243 | State/constant pointer (6*3+3) 

} ~
VALIDSC SQ. valid pixel SC—-SQPA—-SEGISP|16 Valid bits for all pixels

} i
SC--SQPA-—SEGSP|1 | Null Primitive (for PC  deallocation

 

NULLSC SQ null prim 

 

 

 
 

 
 

  } |purposes) _
SC SQ end of primeOFFPRIM SC -SGQPA--SEGUSE|1 End Ofthe primitive

}

EBEAGESC SQ fbface 8C-—-SOPA--SEQGe | Front face = 1, back face = 0} |
SC_SQ_sendxy SC-SQ Sending XY information [XY informationis

_ going te be sentonthe next clock
TYPESC SQ prim ivpe SC--SOPA--SEQIGP Stippled line and Real time command need

} to load tex cords from alternate buffer
000 : Normal

011: Real Time
100: Line AA

| 107: Point AA
. | 110: Sprite

SCSORTRn BEQ-—-PABO--SC 4 Stalls the PA in n clocks
S¢ 30 RTS PASC-SEQUISPSOQ 1 | BASCready to send data

’ ’ _ « 4 ‘ormatted: Bullets an om rin22-+-324.1.3 SEQ to SPO. interpolator bus - c = = “s : = Te
Name | Direction Bits | Description
 

 
FTYPESG SPx intern prim type SEQ—SPxG 3 Type of the primitive

000 : Normal
004-:Stippledline/Paly
011: Real Time
100 : Line AA
101 : Point AA
110: Sprite

PASSO SPx intero flat vix [SEQ >SPOx [2 | Provoking vertex for flat shading
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24 September, 2001 4 September, 201518 GEN-CXXXXX-REVA 2f of 35

FLATGOURAUDSG SPx interop flat gouray|SEQ—>SPGx 1 Flat or gouraud shading
d

SQ SPx Interp cyl wrapGy.WRAP SEQ—SPQx ra Wich parameter needs to be cylindrical
L Le wrapped ;

SQ SPx_ interp iilineld--Line- number SEQ—SPx0 | 2 Line in the WOCY buffer to use to
| interpolate

SQ SPx interop buff swapswas-Buffers | SEO—SPOx 4 Swap the lJ/X¥ buffers at the end of thei interpolation

SQSPx_interpjixy “8O-55Px | 4 Read from the[J buffer or fromthe XY| buffer
SGQ_SPx_intero paramOParam-o S2OQ—SP0x 1 Weare interpolating parameter 0

22-+-424|4 SEQ to SPO-: Parameter-Cache Read control bus “Te
The four following interlaces (SQ@--SP, SQ--SX,SP-—-SX and SX—Interpolators) are all SYNCHRONIZED together,

Name | Direction . | Bits | Description
$0_3Px Pptrd4 SEQ >SPxO | 79__| Pointer of PC (7-LSBs-0f- Pointer)
SQ SPxBotri2 | SBQ--SPxPo [ #9 | Pointer of PC ELS Bs-ofPeintes.
$o SPx_Potro? | 9? _ Pointer of PC (¢-LSEs-of Pointer}
8Q_ SPO read ena La | Read enables for the 4 memories in the SPO

SPi_fead ena [4 d_ enables for the 4 memories in the SP1: V4
S0_5P3 read _ena ra Read«enables for the 4 memories in the“SP3

22-+-324.1.5 SEQ to SXO: Parameter Cache Mux control Bus “

Name | Direction L _ Description
$o$4Mm | SEQ—SXx0 _ Mux control for PC (4 MSbsof Pointer)
$Q_5Xx_ Mmux2t | SEQ .SXxO _ Mux control for PC (4 MSbsof Pointer)

 
  $Q Ske Mmux3g2 2SXxD

24.1.6 SP to SX: Parameter data

_SEQ-

 

| Mux contral for PC (4 MSbs of Pointer)

 
 
  

Name Direction Bits | Description

SEO SXO datad |SPO--SXO 1128 | Parameter data 0SFO _SxX0 datat Parameter data 1
 
 

 

“SPO SXO data?_
 
 

  
Parameter data?— 

 SFO SX0 data3
 

| Parameter data 3 

ilSF4
 

| Pararneter data 0  SX1_datad

SP1_SX1_datal   | Parameter data 1 
 
    
  SP2_8x0 datal  | Parameter data 1 
 

SP2_SX0data? Parameter data 2 
SP2 SXO data3 Parameter data 3 

Parameter 
 

Parameter data 1  
  

 Parameter data 2  
SP3.SX1_ daie3 TSP3—-SX1 | Parameterdata3 

 
 
  

 
 

 
   

 
 

gaet-624.1,7 SXO to SPG_Interpolaters: Parameter Cache Return bus *

Name | Direction |Bits _ Description
OXxX_SPxVutx_data_10 SXxXO—S Px 128 | Vertex data to interpolate
SAX SPx Myxdata 27 | SAXESSPxO ; 128 | Vertex data to interpolate
SAX _SPx Vyix_data_32 | SXxG--SPxd 1128 | Vertex data to interpolate
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22.43241.8VGT to SPOO/SEQ : Vertex Bus 
 

 
 

 
     

  
   

Name Direction | | Bits Description _VGT_ SPO vrix_IndexesVerlex VGT—SPO 128|Pointers of indexes or HOS surface information

indexes a
VST SPO end of veclEOFvector|VGT--SPOGEG 4 End of the vector
VGT_SPO vr format inguts_vert|VGT—SPO/SEG | 1 QO: Normal 128 bits per vert

| ‘i double 256 bits per vert
VGT_S@_end_ofyect VGT-»SO i End of the vector
VGT_ SQ vrbc format VGT-»S@ 1

VOGTSQstatesTATE VGT--SEQ L243 | Render State (6°3+3 for constants)

22-18-Ce4te-SEQ-Censiantstore-joad- -

PSSUE:-How,Who-and-whal-is-thesize-efthis-bus?}

24.1.9 SEQ to CP: State report

a . <--| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

--=| Formatted: Bullets and Nurmbering :

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

“« a a Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

   
 
 
        Name |Direction | Bits | Description

3Q_CPvitstate SEQCP [3 _| Oldestvertexstatestillinthepipe
$O_ CP pix state | SEQ--CP 3 _ Oldest pixel state still in the pipe 

22-41-1224 1.10 SPO to SXO: Pixel/Vertex read-from-RBswiite to 8X

 

  
 
 
 

  

 
 
   
 

 
 
      

Name Direction Bits _ Description
SPOSXOExportdata SPO—>SXO 64516256|432- pairss of 32 bits channel values
SPO SxO Shader Dest — SPO->SXO 4 | Specifies one of the of up to 12 exoortdestinations
SPUSX1Exportdata SPISX 296 4pairsof32bitschannelvalues
SP1_SX1_ Shader Dest SP1->SX1 4 | Specifies one of the of up lo 12 exporl desiinations
SP25X0Exportdata SP28X0 255
SP2 SXO Shader Dest SP2-2SX0 4
SPSAIExportdate SPoSH1 206
SP3 SX1 Shader Dest SP3-2SX1 4 ||
SPx_SXx_ Shader_Count SPO—SXO 3 Each set of four pixels or vectors is exported over

eight clocks. This field specifies where the SP is in
_ that sequence.

SPx_SXx_Shader_Last SPO—SX0 1 The—currentexport clauseis—over_tiruefor_one

| instruction-of-ihe-next-clause.Asserted on the first
; | shader count of the last export of

SPO SAO Shader_PixelValid SPO >SX0 4x4 Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports (depth and all color
buffers). 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per
clock 
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SPO SXO Shader_WordValid|SPO—SX0 2 Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit

word of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16
| pixels or vectors

Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be“SP SX Shader PixelValid | SP1-SX1 i

buffers), 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per
clock
Specifies whether to write low and/ar hi

  
SPL Sx Shader Wordvalic|SP1--5%1 h Se-bitIna   

SP2SXOShaderPixelValid SP2--5X0 4 : Result of pixelkill in the shader pipe,which must be
output for all pixel exports (depth and all color
buffers), 4x4 because 16 pixcis are computed per

clock

 

  

 

 

     
 

 

 
 

 
     
 SP2 SXO Shader Wordvalic|SP2--SX0 2 Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit

| word of the 64-bit export data frorn each of the 16| pixels or vectors
SP3 SAT Shader PixelValid SPS 5X1 4 Result of pixel killin the shader pipe, which must be

outoul for al) pixel exports (depth and ail color
buflers). 4x4 because 16 pixels are compuled per

| clock
SP3_ 5X1 Shader WordValic|SPO-5X1 2 Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit

| word of the 64-bit export data from each ofthe 16
| pixels or vectors Ss

. . J | Formatted: Bullets and Numberin22-44324.1.11SEQ to SXX0-: Control bus oo a
Name Direction Bits|Description
8Q Sx» Expor_Pixel | SEQSXx8 1 1: Pixel

| 0: Vertex
8 Sx%x_ Export SEND SEQ—SXx0 1 Raised to indicate that the SQ is starting an export
$Q_SxXx_Export_Clause | SEQ--SkxO 3 Clause number, which is needed for vertex clauses
|SQ _SxXx ExportStatess |SEQ—SxxG|2473| State ID, which is needed for vertex clauses

  
These fields are sent synchronously with SP export data, described in SPO-—SX0interface
{ISSUE: Where are the PC pointers}

22-14-4424 1.12 S&@ to SEQ : Outputfile control SE = La  
 

 
 

 
Name _ Direction ‘Bits Description
Bxx_ SO Exporl_PFScount ro|BA0R4xSEO 1 Raised by SXO0to indicate that the following twofields

j ee reflect the result of the most recent export |
320C8Q@_Export_Position SXx0--SEQ 1 Specifies whether there is room for another position.
Soc 8Q_Export_Buffer SAGK-SEQ 7 Specifies the space availbleavailable in the output

buffers.
0: buffers are full
1: 2K-bits available (32-bits for each of the 64
pixels in a clause)

64: 128K-bits available (16 128-bit entries for each of
64 pixels)
65-127: RESERVED
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“ . aye = ae a~ =<|Formatted: Bullets and Numbering :

22+4624.1.13Shader Engine to Fetch Unit Bus-Gast-Bus)
Four quad's worth of addresses is transferred to Fetch Unit every clock. These are sourced from a different pixel within
each of the sub-engines repeating every 4 clocks. The registerfile index to read must precede the data by 2 clocks. The
Read address associated with Quad 0 must be sent 1 clock after the Instruction Start signal is sent, so that data is read
3 clocks after the Instruction Start.

Four Quad’s worth of Fetch Data may be written to the Register file every clock. These are directed to a different pixel
of the sub-engines repeating every 4 clocks. The register file index to write must accompany the data. Data and Index
associated with the Quad 0 must be sent 3 clocks after the Instruction Start signal is sent. 
 

 
 

 
 

     
 

  
   

   

Name Direction Bits Description
TexRegFile-Read_DataSPO TPO fetch addr|SPO->-TEXPO 2048512|46-4Fetch Addresses read from the

Registerfile
Tex_RegFileWrie—DateTPO SPO data TPOEM-»SPO 2048512|16-4texture results
SP1 TPi fetch adedr SP1->TPi 512 4 Fetch Addresses read from the
rs. _ Register file . ee

TPTSP1data TPi--SP1 812 4texture resultsSP2 TP2 fetch addr SP2->TP2 B12 read from the£

Tee 22 dala TP2-2SP¢ Si2 | 4 texture results |
SP3_ TP3_fetch addr SP3->TPS S12 4 Fetch Addresses read from the

“TP3_SP3data TP308P3 Biz
[TPxSPxgprdst TPxoSPKLP Write adcress intothe gprs

TPxSPxoprcmask TPx-SPx 4 Channs| mask

  
 

 

2244724.1.14 Sequencer to Fetch Unit bus (SlowBus) — Ts

Once every four-clock, the fetch unit sends to the sequencer on wichwhich clause it is now working and if the data in
the registers is ready or not. This way the sequencer can update the fetch counters for the reservation station fifos.
The sequencer also provides the irtructioninstruction and constants for the fetch to execute and the address in the
registerfile where to write the fetch return data.

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
  
 

 
 

   
 

 
   

  
 

  
Name Direction Bits|Description
Tex-ReadyTPxSQ data rey _TEAPx— SEQ 1 _| Data ready _
TPxSQclausenumtexClauseNum TEXPx— SEO 3 | Clause number
SO TPx constTex—est SEQ—TEMPx 4064 | Fetch state adcrese—1Q—bis—sent

_ over 4 clocks
Fex-nsiSQ_TPx_instuct SEQ—TEXPx 4224 | Fetch instruction adedrese—i2—bits

7 ; | sent over 4 clocks
SQ_TPx endofclauseEOCLAUGE SEQ—TEXPx 1 Last instruction of the clause
PHASESO TPx phase SEQ-—-TEMPx 42 | Write phase signal
SQ@_ TPO lod correctLOD-CORRECT SEQ—TEXPO 696 |LOD correct 3 bits per comp 2

|components per quad “46-quads
MaskSQTROpmask SEQ—TEXPO 644|Pixel mask 1 bit per pixel
SQ_TPt lod carrect SO-9TPT 8 LOD correct 3 bits per comp 2

ee a| gom onents erquadquadsS$C_TP1_pmask SQ->TP1 4 oP
BQ TP? Joc correct $Q--TP2 6

$Q_TP2 pmask _SQ-»TP2 A Pix
SQTP3 Jod correct SQ->TP3 6

SQUTP3 pmask$Q0--TP3 4 |
Tex_Clause_NurS@ TPx clause num SEQ—TEXPx 3 | Clause number
TexVWriteRagister_IndexSQ_TPxwritegorindex SEQ->TEXPx 7 Lindex into Register file for write of
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 241.15 Seguencerto SP: GPR contro!

ORIGINATE DATE EDIT DATE DOCUMENT-REV. NUM. PAGE

24 September, 2001 4 September, 201515 GEN-CXXXAX-REVA 31 of 35eeerenceen1ktwMEPerener veeheen
_returned Fetch Data

 
 

  
 
   

 
 
    

     

  
  

 
 

 
 
 
  

  
 

  
Name Direction Bits|Description

8Q_SPx apr wr addr | $Q--SPy 7 | Write address
$Q_SPx_gpr rd addr | $Q-2SPx 7 | Read address
SQ_SPx_apr re addr SG SPx i Read Enable
SQ SP. gor we addr (BQ -3e% A Write Enable

prophase mux $0 >SPx 2 The phase mux
2 3BPX 14 |

SPO 4
4 Thepixel mask

a 4 | Thepixelmask
SOSPsgprpixelmask 4 Thepixelmask

24.1.16 Seguencerio SPx: Parameter cache write control .
Name Direction Bits | Description a oe
SQ SPx pc wraddr 7 Wite address
SQ_SPxpeweaddr i Write Enable

x 1
 
 

241.17 Sequencer to SPx: Instructions 

Name | Dir
ection 

SQ 8Fx instruct start $0—
 

instruction sent over 4 clocks_
   

“SQ. _SPx Shader Count $Q-3SP)
 “|Stall signal

Each set of four pixels or vectors is exported over
| eight clocks. This fleld specifies where the SP is in
| that sequence,
 

SQ SPx Shader Last [sa Asseried on the first shader count of the last export
| of the clause 

S0_SP0 Shader PmelVald | SQ. hi Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports (depin_ and all color
buffers),414because 16 pixels are computed per

| glock
 

SQ_SPO0 Shader WordValid | SQ 2oSPO Ina Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit
| Word of the 64-bit export data fromeach of the 16
| pixelsorvectors
 

$Q_SF me Shader, PixelValid 10} SPI Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel experts (depth andall color
buffers), 4x4 because 16 pixels are cormputed_per

| glock
 

SQ_S8P od Shader WordValid | SQ Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit

| word of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16
|_ pixelsorvectors

 

 

$0_SF2ShaderPxelValid |$0 3BP2 Result of pixel Kill in the shaderclos, which must be
output for all pixel exports (depth and all color
buffers), 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed _per

| Glock
 

SQ_8F? Shader WordValid | SQ Ina “Specifies whether to write low and/or _high 32-bit
| word of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16ixels or vectors 

SQ SP3 Shader PixelValid $o

 
Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports (depth and all color
buffers), 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per

| clock 

 
$Q_§P3. Shader WerdValid SQ—SPa

 
2

 
‘Specifieswhethertowritelowand/orhigh32-bit
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24 September, 2001 4 September, 201516 32 of 35K fi.

| word of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16 |.) ss oe/ eee or vectors a Coe : : :
. cee 4 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

24.1.18 SPtoSequencer Constant address load “ ———

Name i Direction i Bits | Description : ‘ Se es :
SPO SQ constadd, SPO 2SQ,.iBG Constant address loadtothe sequencer, = {Formatted

Seren Spree 4s j b=20 SPi--S2 36 | Constant address load to the sequencer Ny
[SPS [1 | Data valid
SP2SQ 26___| Constantaddress oad to the sequencer -\ Formatted

SP2 SO valid | §P2->8Q im | Data valid oe
SF3_SQconstaddr | SES250. 36 | Constantaddress load to the sequencer
SE3 SQ valid | SPS. 8Q Ta | Data valid
      

  es Formatted: Bullets and Numbering :
 
    
 

241.19 Sequencer to SPx: constant broadcast “ee oe

Name | Direction T Bits _Description : : :

241.20 SPOtoSequencer: Kill vector load es
SPO es pis | pain =SPO SQ_kill vect | SPO-SQ | Kill vector load (Formatted

: Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

 
 

  
 

 
  
  

 
     

 
  

: | SP3380, | [Kil — ee
. a 4 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

241.21 SQ to CP: RBBM bus — ==

Name | Direction |Bits|_Besctiption_oo: aSQ RBB rs | §O-20P !4 | Read Strobe :

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 8Q RBB id 32 Read Data

SOQRBBM_nrtrtr : _ Optional
SG REBM oor

24.1.22 CP to SQ: RBBM bus ee 
   
 
 
 

  
  
 

 

 
 

 
  Name | Direction — |Bits (Description

rbbm_we | CP5Q i WriteEnable _
rbbm_a CP»SO aa ss -- Upper Extent is T8D
rbbm wd | CP-38O | 32

Spbmbe _ nn a
thomreCP 29SQ | i -ReadEnable
rbb_rs0 | GP.»SQ id _ Read Return Strobe 0
robb rst CP-3S5Q 1 | Read Return Strobe 14
robb rdO | GP280 | 32 | Read Data 0
rob rd4 CPS | 32 | Read Data G
RBBM_SQ_ soft reset [CPW05Q ii | Soft Reset
 

ee 4 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
23-25, Examples of program executions a — a

23-1425.1.1 Sequencer Control of a Vector of Vertices

1. PA sends a vector of 64 vertices (actually vertex indices — 32 bits/index for 2048 bit total) to the RE’s Vertex FIFO
* state pointer as well as tag into position cacheis sent along with vertices
® space wasallocated in the position cache for transformed position before the vector was sent
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e also before the vector is sent to the RE, the CP has loaded the global instruction store with the vertex
shader program (using the MH?)

e The vertex program is assumed to be loaded when we receive the vertex vector.
® the SEQ then accesses the IS base for this shader using the locai state pointer (providedto all

sequencers by the RBBM when the CP is done loading the program)

2. SEQ arbitrates between the Pixel FIFO and the Vertex FIFO — basically the Vertex FIFO always haspriority
* atithis point the vector is rernoved fram the Vertex FIFO -
e the arbitrerarbiter is not going to select a vector to be transformed if the parameter cacheis full unless the | :

pipe as nothing else to do (ie no pixels are in the pixel fifo). a

3. SEQ allocates space in the SP register file for index data plus GPRs used by the program
e the number of GPRsrequired by the program is stored in a local state register, which is accessed using the

state pointer that came down with the vertices
« SEQ will not send vertex data until spacein the registerfile has been allocated

4. SEQ sends the vectorto the SP register file over the RE_SP interface (which has a bandwidth of 2048 bits/cycle)
e the 64 vertex indices are sent to the 64 register files over 4 cycles

e RFOQof SU0, SU1, SU2, and SU3 is written the first cycle
e RF1 of SU0, SU1, SU2, and SU3 is written the second cycle
e RF2 of SUO, SU1, SU2, and SU3 is written the third cycle
e RF3 of SU0, SU1, SU2, and SU3 is written the fourth cycie

e the index is written to the least significant 32 bits (floating point format?) (what about compound indices)
of the 128-bit location within the register file (w); the remaining data bits are set to zero (, y, Z)

5. SEQ constructs a control packet for the vector and sendsit to the first reservation station (the FIFO in front of
fetch state machine 0, or TSMQ FIFO)
e the control packet contains the state pointer, the tag to the position cache and a registerfile base pointer.

6. TSMO accepts the control packet and fetches the instructions for fetch clause 0 from the global instruction store
e TSMO0wasfirst selected by the TSM arbiter beforeit could start

all instructions of fetch clause 0 are issued by TSMO
oN the control packet is passed to the next reservation station (the FIFO in front of ALU state machine 0, or ASMO

FIFO)
e TSMO does not wait for requests made to the Fetch Unit to complete; it passes the register file write index for

the fetch data to the TU, which will write the data to the RF as it is received
e once the TU has written all the data to the register files, it increments a counter that is associated with ASMO

FIFO; a count greater than zero indicates that the ALU state machine can go ahead start to execute the ALU
clause

9. ASMO accepts the control packet (after being selected by the ASM arbiter) and gets the instructions for ALU
clause 0 from the global instruction store

10. ali instructions of ALU clause O are issued by ASMO, then the control packetis passed to the next reservation
station (the FIFO in front of fetch state machine 1, or TSM1 FIFO)

11. the control packet continues to travel down the path of reservation stations until all clauses have been executed
® position can be exported in ALU clause 3 (or 47): the data (and the tag) is sent over a position bus (whichis

shared with all four shader pipes) back to the PA’s position cache
e A parameter cache pointer is also sent along with the position data. This tells to the PA where the data is

going to be in the parameter cache.
e there is a position export FIFO in the SP that buffers position data before it gets sent back to the PA
« the ASM arbiter will prevent a packet from starting an exporting clauseif the position export FIFOis full

® parameter data is exported in clause 7 (as well as position dataif it was not exported earlier)
e parameter data is sent to the Parameter Cache over a dedicated bus
e the SEQ allocates storage in the Parameter Cache, and the SEQ deallocates that space when there is no

longer a need for the parameters(it is told by the PA when using a token).
e the ASM arbiter will prevent a packet from starting on ASM? if the parameter cache(or the position buffer

if position is being exported) is full
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12. after the shader program has completed, the SEQ will free up the GPRsso that they can be used by another
shader program

| 23-4225 1.2 Sequencer Control of a Vector of Pixels oe = ==
1. As with vertex shader programs, pixel shaders are loaded into the global instruction store by the CP S = :

e At this point it is assumed that the pixel program is loaded into the instruction store and thus ready to be read.

2. the RE’s Pixel FIFO is loaded with the barycentric coordinates for pixe| quads by the detailed walker
*® the state pointer and the LOD correction bits are also placed in the Pixel FIFO
e the Pixel FIFO is wide enough to source four quad’s worth of barycentrics per cycle

3. SEQ arbitrates between Pixel FIFO and Vertex FIFO — when there are no vertices pending OR there is no space
left in the register files for vertices, the Pixel FIFO is selected

4. SEQ allocates space in the SP register file for all the GPRs used by the program
e the number of GPRs required by the program is stored in a local state register, which is accessed using the

state pointer
® SEQ will not allow interpolated data to be sent to the shader until space in the register file has been allocated

5. SEQ controls the transfer of interpolated data to the SP registerfile over the RE_SP interface (which has a
bandwidth of 2048 bits/cycle). See interpolated data bus diagramsfor details.

6. SEQ constructs a control packet for the vector and sendsit to the first reservation station (he FIFO in front of
fetch state machine 0, or TSMO FIFO)
® note that there is a separate set of reservation stations/arbiters/state machines for vertices and for pixels
* the control packet contains the state pointer, the register file base pointer, and the LOD correction bits

| e ali other informationsinformation (such as quad address for example) travels in a separate FIFO
7. TSMO accepts the control packet and fetches the instructions for fetch clause O from the global instruction store

e TSMO0wasfirst selected by the TSM arbiter beforeit could start

all instructions of fetch clause 0 are issued by TSMO

the contro! packet is passed to the next reservation station (the FIFO in front of ALU state machine 0, or ASMQ
FIFO)
e TSMO0does not wait for fetch requests made to the Fetch Unit to complete; it passes the registerfile write

index for the fetch data to the TU, which will write the data to the RF as it is received
* once the TU has written all the data for a particular clause io the register files, it increments a counter thatis

associated with the ASMO FIFO; a count greater than zero indicates that the ALU state machine can go
ahead and pop the FIFO and start to execute the ALU clause

10. ASMO accepts the conirol packet (after being selected by the ASM arbiter) and gets the instructions for ALU
clause 0 from the global instruction store

11. all instructions of ALU clause 0 are issued by ASMO, then the control packet is passed to the next reservation
station (the FIFO in front of fetch state machine 1, or TSM1 FIFO)

12. the contro! packet continues to travel down the path of reservation stations until all clauses have been executed
* pixel data is exported in the last ALU clause (clause 7)

e it is sent to an output FIFO whereit will be picked up by the render backend
e the ASM arbiter will prevent a packet from starting on ASM7if the output FIFO is full

13. after the shader program has cornpleted, the SEQ will free up the GPRsso that they can be used by another
shader program

23.1325 1.3 Notes Ee
14. The state machines and arbirerearbiters will operate ahead of time so that they will be able to immediately start

the real threadsorstall.
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 15. The register file base pointer for a vector needs to travel with the vector through the reservation stations, but the

instruction store base pointer does not — this is because the RF pointer is different for all threads, but the IS
pointeris only different for each state and thus can be accessed via the state pointer

16. Waterfalling still needs to be specked out. . . : es oe . oe Se
_ccc| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering; Pe . 7 7 — een

24-26, Open issues ee
There is currently an issue with constants. If the constants are not the same for the whole vector of veriices, we don't
have the bandwithbandwidth fram the fetch store to feed the ALUs. Two solutions exists for this problem: foe

1) Let the compiler handie the case and put those instructions in a fetch clause so we can use the ~~
bandwithbandwidth there to operate. This requires a significant amount of temporary storage in the | :
register store.

2) Waterfall down the pipe allowing only at a given time the vertices having the same constants to operate in
parrallelparalie|. This might in the worst case slow us down bya factorof 16. | :

Need to do some testing on the size of the registerfile as well as on the registerfile allocation method (dynamic VS
static).

Saving power?
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Changed the interfaces to reflect the changesin the
SP. Added some details in the arbitration section.
Reviewed the Sequencer spec after the meeting on
August 3, 2001.
Added the dynamic allocation method for register
file and an example (written in part by Vic) of the
flow of pixels/vertices in the sequencer.
Added timing diagrams (Vic)

Changed the spec to reflect the new R400
architecture. Added interfaces.
Added constant store management, instruction
store management, control flow management and
data dependant preciication.
Changed the control flow method to be more
flexible. Also updated the external interfaces.
incorporated changes made in the 10/18/01 control
flow meeting. Added a NOP instruction, removed
the conditional_execute_or_jump. Added debug
registers.
Refined interfaces to RB. Added state registers.

Added SEQ—SPO interfaces. Changed delta
precision. Changed VGT-—SPO0interface. Debug
Methods added.
Interfaces greatly refined. Cleaned up the spec.

Added the different interpolation modes.

Added the auto incrementing counters, Changed
the VGT--SQ interface. Added content on constant
management, Updated registers.
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1. Overview

The sequencer is based on the R300 design. It chooses two ALU clauses and a fetch clause to execute, and
executes all of the instructions in a clause before looking for a new clause of the same type. Two ALU clauses are
executed interleaved to hide the ALU latency. Each vector will have eight fetch and eight ALU clauses, but clauses do
not need to contain instructions. A vector of pixels or vertices ping-pongs along the sequencer FIFO, bouncing from
fetch reservation station to alu reservation station. A FIFO exists between each reservation stage, holding up vectors
until the vector currently occupying a reservation station has left. A vector at a reservation station can be chosen to
execute. The sequencer looks at all eight alu reservation stations to choose an alu clause to execute and ail eight
fetch stations to choose a fetch clause to execute. The arbitrator will give priority to clauses/reservation stations
closer to the bottom of the pipeline. It will not execute an alu clause until the fetch fetchesinitiated by the previous
fetch clause have completed. There are two separate sets of reservation stations, one for pixel vectors and one for
vertices vectors. This way a pixel can pass a vertex and a vertex can pass a pixel.

To support the shader pipe the sequencer also contains the shader instruction cache, constant store, control flow
constants and texture state. The four shader pipes also execute the same instruction thus there is only one
sequencer for the whole chip.

The sequencer first arbitrates between vectors of 64 vertices that arrive directly from primitive assembly and vectors
of 16 quads (64 pixels) that are generated in the scan converter.

The vertex or pixel program specifies how many GPRsit needs to execute. The sequencer will not start the next
vector until the needed space is available in the GPRs.
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1.1 Top Level Block Diagram
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There are two sets of the above figure, one for vertices and one for pixels.

Depending on the arbitration state, the sequencerwill either choose a vertex or a pixel packet. The control packet
consists of 3 bits of state, 7 bits for the base address of the Shader program and someinformation on the coverage to
determine fetch LOD plus other various small state bits.

On receipt of a packet, the input state machine (not pictured but just before the first FIFO) allocated enough spacein
the registers to store the interpolated values and temporaries. Following this, the barycentric coordinates (and XY
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screen position if needed) are sent to the interpolator buffers which are going to use these barycentric coordinates to
interpolate the parameters and place the interpolated values into the GPRs. Then, the input state machine stacks the
packetin thefirst FIFO.

On receipt of a command, the level 0 fetch machine issues a texture request and corresponding register address for
the fetch address (ta). A small command (temd) is passed to the fetch system identifying the current level number (Q)
as well as the register write address for the fetch return data. One fetch request is sent every 4 clocks causing the
texturing of sixteen 2x2s worth of data (or 64 vertices). Once all the requests are sent the packet is put in FIFO 14.

Upon receipt of the return data, the fetch unit writes the data to the register file using the write address that was
provided by the level 0 fetch machine and sends the clause number (0) to the level 0 fetch state machine to signify
that the write is done and thus the data is ready. Then, the level 0 fetch machine increments the counter of FIFO 1 to
signify to the ALU 1 that the data is ready to be processed.

On receipt of a command, the level O ALU machine first decrements the input FIFO counter and then issues a
complete set of level O shader instructions. For each instruction, the state machine generates 3 source addresses,
one destination address (3 cycles later) and an instruction. Once the last instruction as been issued, the packetis put
into FIFO 2.

There will always be two active ALU clauses at any given time (and two arbiters). One arbiter will arbitrate
over the odd instructions (4 clocks cycles) and the other one will arbitrate over the even instructions (4
clocks cycles). The only constraints between the two arbiters is that they are not allowed to pick the same
clause numberas the other one is currently working on if the packet is not of the same type (renderstate).

If the packet is a vertex packet, upon reaching ALU clause 3, it can export the position if the position is ready. So the
arbiter must prevent ALU clause 3 to be selected if the positional buffer is full (or can’t be accessed). Along with the
positional data, if needed the sprite size and/or edge flags can also be sent.

{ISSUE: Howdo we handle parameter cache pointers (computed, semi-computed or not computed)?}

A special case is for multipass vertex shaders-whienshaders, which can export 12 parameters per last 6 clauses to
the output buffer. If the output buffer is full or doesn't have enough space the sequencer will prevent such a vertex
group to enter an exporting clause.

Multipass pixel shaders can export 12 parameters to memory from the last clause only (7).

All other level process in the same way until the packetfinally reaches the last ALU machine (7). Upen-completion.of
avertex ehader,abitissenticthe SC io Jeti inow thetitcen beginsending pixele of this-group tothe sequencer,

Only two ALU state machine may have access to the register file address bus or the instruction decode bus at one
time. Similarly, only one fetch state machine may have access to the register file address bus at one time. Arbitration
is performed by three arbiter blocks (two for the ALU state machines and one for the fetch state machines). The
arbiters always favor the higher number state machines, preventing a bunch ofhalf finished jobs from clogging up the
registerfiles.
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The gray area represents blocks that are replicated 4 times per shader pipe (16 times on the overall chip).

1.3 Control Graph 
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In green is represented the Fetch control interface, in red the ALU control interface, in blue the InterpolatedV/ector

 
control interface and in purple is the outputfile control interface.

2. Interpolated data bus
The interpolators contain an IJ buffer to pack the information as much as possible before writing it to the register file.
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Above is an example of a tile we might receive. The IJ information is packed in the lJ buffer 2 quads at a time. The
sequencerallows at any given time as many as four quadsto interpolate a parameter. They all have to come from the
same primitive. Then the sequencer controls the write mask to the register to write the valid data in.

3. Instruction Store

There is going to be only oneinstruction store for the whole chip. It will contain 4096 instructions of 96 bits each.

It is likely to be a 1 port memory; we use 1 clock to load the ALU instruction, 1 clocks to load the Fetch instruction, 1
clock to load 2 control flow instructions and 1 clock to write instructions.

The instruction store is loaded by the CP thru the INST DATAINSTRUCTION-DATA, INST INDEX PORT
INSTRUCTIONINOEMBomRL-control registers. The INSTINDEMPORTINGTRUCTIONHNDEM-BORT is auto-

incremented on both reads and writes to the INST DATAINSTRUCTION.OATA register.

The next picture shows the various modes the CP can load the memory. The Sequencer has to keep track of the
loading modes in order to wrap around the correct boundaries. The MSB of the INST INDEX PORT

INSTRUCTIONINDEX.PORT-register contains the packet type for the sequencer to know where it must wrap
around. The wrap around points are arbitrary and they are specified in the VERTEX-SHADERVSBASE and
PIXELSHADERSBASE registers.

For the Real time commands the story is quite the same but for some small differences. The CF will use the
INST INDEX PORT RT and INST DATA RT register pair instead of the requiar ones and there are no wrap around
oints for real time so the driver must be careful nol to overwrite regular shader data. The shared code (shared

subroutines) uses the same path as real time,
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4. SequencerInstructions
All control flow instructions and move instructions are handled by the sequencer only. The ALUs will perform NOPs
during this time (MOV PV,PV, PS,PS).

5. Constant Stores oe a

5] Memory organizations eee
i j A likely size for the ALU constant store is

1024x1238 ‘bits. The read BW from theALU constant store is 128 bits/clock and the write bandwidth is 32 bits/clack
(directed by the CP bus size noi by memory ports)32/4-bile/clock.

 
 

air. The size of the remaving table is 128 lines (each lineaddresses 4 constants).Thewritegranularityis4
constants or 512 bits. It takes 16 clocks to write the four constants.

The texture state is also kepi ina similar memory. The size of this memory is 192x128. The memory thus halds 128
texture slates (192 hits per state), The logical size exposed 32 different states total, which are going to be shared
between the pixel and the vertex shader. The size of the remaping table to for the texture state memory |s 16 lines
each line addresses 2 texture state lines in the real memory). The write granularity is 2 texture state lines (or 384

bits). Thedriversends512bitebuttheCPignoresthetop.128bills.Itthustakes12clockstowrite thetwotexturestates.

    
 
 

 
   

  

The control flow constant memory doesn't sil behind a renaming table. It is register rmaoped and thus the driver must
reload its content each time there is a slate change. Its size is 256°32 because it must held 8 caples of the 32 dwords
of control flaw constants.
  

The CP is loading the constant store using the CONST DATA and CONST ADDR registers. it does so by writing to
the CONSTADDRregisterthelogical address for theconstant blockitwantstoupdate and then writes16times to
the CONST DATA register, The CONST ADDR is auto-incremented on both reads and writes to the CONST DATA
register. ee ae a co

5.2 Managementof the remaping tables SS
The sequencer is responsible io manage two remaping tables (one for the constant store and one for the texture
state), On a stale change (by the driven, the sequencer will broadside copy the contents ofits remaping tables to a
new one. We have & different remaping tables we can use concurrently. More details and a diagram to come...

$45.3 Constant Store Indexing “a———<==
In order to do constant store indexing, the sequencer must be loaded first with the indexes (hat come from the oe =: |
GPRs). There are 144 wires from the exit of the SP to the sequencer(9 bits pointers x 16 vertexes/clock). Since the
data must pass thru the Shader pipe for the float to fixed conversion, there is a latency of 4 clocks (1 instruction)
betweenthe time the sequencer is loaded and the time one can index into the constant store. The assemblywill look
like this

 

MOVA RLX.R2X // Loads the sequencerwith the content of R2.X, also copies the content of R2.X into R1.*
NOP #f latency of the float to fixed conversion
ADD  R3,R4,CO[R2.X]// Uses the state from the sequencer to add R4 to CO[R2.X] into R3

Note that we don't really care about what is in the brackets because we use the state from the MOVA instruction.
R2.X is just written again for the sake of simplicity and coherency.

The storage needed in the sequencerin order to support this feature is 2*64*9 bits = 1152bits.
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55 Real Time Commands
The real time commands constants are written by the CP using the CONST DATA RT and CONST ADDR RT
registers. It works is the same way than when dealing with reguiar constant loads BUT in this case the CP is not
sending a logical adgress bul rather a physical address and the reads are nol passing thru the remaping tabie but are
directly read from the memory. The boundary between the two zones is defined by the CONST EO RT control

register.

 
 
 
 

CONST_EO_RT

RT SECTON }
(ReadsAViites are direct)

REGULAR SECTION
(Reads/VWrites are passing

thru a remaping table}   
 292x428.Which lete-usload-atexture
stete-in 2 clocks.Thememonthushelde96 texturestates (2*128bisperstate)

The-control-flow-constant-memorydoasrisit-behind-atrenaming-table—itis-registar-mapped-and-thus-the-driver-must
reloac-lis-content each-time-thereis-a-state-change.\Its-size-is-102°32-because-it-must-hold-8-copies-ofthe24.dwords
obcontrolowconsiantie.

 
6. Looping and Branches
Loops and branches are planned to be supported and will have to be dealt with at the sequencerlevel. We plan on
supporting constant loops and branches using a contro! program.

6.1 The controlling state.
The R400 controling slate consisis of:
48-per-Dic8-the-following-state-is-avallable-forcontralflaw:

Boglean|15:0)
loop..count]Z-O)7:0}

in addition:

cee] Formatted: Bullets and Numbering :
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lopeterAay

 

Boolean(2$52560]
Loop_count[7:0][284:031:0]
Loop_Start[7:0)-(734-037:0)
Loop_Step[7:0]-{24:31:0]

Thatis 256 Booleans and 32 loops.

Wehave a stack of 4 elements for nested callings ofsubroutines and 4 loop counters to allow for nested loops.

6.2 The Control Flow Program
ett Gi ea beats

 

  

The basic model is as follows:

The render state defined the clause boundaries:
Vertexshaderfeteh[7:OU7:01__/ eight &bitpointersto the locationwhereeach clausescontrolprogram is located
Vertex shader alu[7:017:0 # eight & bit pointers to the location where cach clauses control program is located
Pixel shader fetch[7:017:0 J eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located

 
 

    

 
 _Given clauseis executed to completion before

tureofthealexecution).Thecontro! program istheonlyprogramawareoftheclause
 
  exception ofthepicktwo!

boundaries.
 

 
The-Method-chosen-for-the R400is-a-“contre!pragram”-The control program has ten-eleven basic instructions:

 

Execute
Conditional_execute
Conditional_Execute_Predicates
Conditional_jump
Call
Return
Loop_start
Loop_end
End_of_clause
Conditional_End_of_clause
NOP

Execute, causes the specified numberofinstructionsin instruction store to be executed.
Conditional_execute checks a condition first, and if true, causes the specified numberof instructions in instruction
store to be executed.
Loop_start resets the corresponding loop counter to the start value on the first pass after it checks for the end
condition and if met jumps over to a specified address.
Loop_end increments (decrements?) the loop counter and jumps back the specified numberofinstructions.
Call jumps to an address and pushes the IP counter on the stack. On the return instruction, the IP is popped from the
stack.
Conditional_execute_or_Jump executes a block of instructions or jumps to an address is the condition is not met.
Conditional_execute_Predicates executes a block ofinstructions if all bits in the predicate vectors meet the condition.

| End_of_clause marks the end of a clause.
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Conditional End _of clause marks the end ofa clause if the occondition |is met.
Conditional_jurnmps jumps to an addressif the condition is met.
NOPis a regular NOP

 

NOTE THAT ALL JUMPS MUST JUMP TO EVEN CFP ADDRESSES. Thus the compiler must insert NOPs where
needed to align the jumps on even CFP addresses.

Also if the jump is logically bigger than pshader_cntl_size (or vshader_cntl_size) we break the program (clause) and
set the debug registers. If an execute or conditional_execute is lower than entl_size or bigger than size we also break
the program (clause) and set the debug registers.

We haveto fit instructions into 48 bits in order to be able to put two control flowinstruction perline in the instruction
store.

Note that whenever a field is marked as RESERVED, it is assumed that all the bits of the field are cleared (0  
 

   
 
  
 
 

 

  
 

 
“o| Formatted 

| ; Execute ;een AP AB42 AA 2812 |Addressing | 00001 | RESERVED instruction Exe‘aianass |
| --count

Execute up to 4k instructions at the specified address in the instruction memory.

NOP |
47 46... 42 41... 0 oe

Addressing | 00010 | RESERVED be

This is a regular NOP.

Conditionnal_Execute

47 46.42 | 4444-34 40... 33 3322 | S231... 24 23... 12 \ 11....0
Addressing 00011 RESERVED|Boolean Condition | RESERVED Instruction | Exec Address

Boolean address —count
L._ address | i
 

if the specified boolean (8 bits can address 256 booleans) meets the specified condition then execute the specified
instructions (up to 4k instructions) 

Conditionnal_ Execute_Predicates   

   
I

a7 42] 41.35|4434... 3732|3631...24 23..12 | 471...0 |3833 |
Addressing | 00100 | RESERVED | Predicate | Condition | RESERVED instruction~ | Exec Address ||

| | | vector | count |
 

Check the AND/OR of all current predicate bits. | AND/OR matches the condition execute the specified number of
instructions. We need to AND/ORthis with the kill mask in order not to considerthe pixels that aren't valid. 

Loop_Start 1 _ 
47 | 46... 42 | 41... 47 | 46-81612 | fo O1 LO |)60101 RESERVED durae | Loop oJump | 8

Addressing | | addressioop ID | address |
  

Loop Start. Comparesthe loop count with the end value. If loop condition not met jump to the address. Forward jump
only. Also computes the index value. 

— nnnPaPo i.47 146... 42 | 41... 17 | 16... 512 | 4-811Of
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lo00114 RESERVED Slag | LeepiDetart
Addressing | addressioan 1D address  
Loop end. Increments the counter by one and jumps BACKonly to the start of the loop.

The way this is described does not prevent nested loops, and the inclusion of the loop id make this easy to do. 
 
 

Call

47 (46... 42 | 41...12 [41.0
01000 RESERVED Jump

Addressing | addressAddres8    
 

Jumps to the specified address and pushesthe IP counter on the stack.

Return
47 | 46... 42 | 41....0
 
 

| 01007 | RESERVED
Addressing |
 

Pops the topmost address frorn the stack and jumps to that address. If nothing is on the stack, the program will just
continue to the next instruction.
 

Conditionnal,eee
 
 

 
 || 47 42|4144. | 40..338 | 3332 | 322.4381 | 1230. 12, 11

Sai RESERVED | Boolean | Condition if FW RESERVEDEW | JumpAddressing | | Beclean address | | onlyRESe en | addressAddres
| | address | | RBVER | | & |
 

| If condition met, jumps to the address. FORWARD jumponly allowedif bit 42-37set. Bit 42-31_is only an optirnization
for the compiler and should NOT be exposed to the API. 

Conditional_End_of_ Clause
  
 

 
 

| 47 46. a2 | 4 [4033 | 3332 | 2231001074 [RSESERVED Boolean | Condition | RESERVED
Addressing| | Beclean | address | !address | 

This is an optimization inn the case of very short shaders (where the control flow instruction can’t be hidden anymore
and thus are notfree. In this case,if the condition is met, the clause is ended, else we continue the execution of the
clause.
 

End_of,Clause 

47 | 46... 42 41... 0 
 

 
Addressing | 01011 | RESERVED 

Marks the end of a clause.

To prevent infinite loops, we will keep 9 bits loop counters instead of 8 (we are only able to loop 256 times). If the
counter goes higher than 255 then the loop_end or the loop_start instruction is going to break the loop and set the
debug registers.

 
Vartex“shader=alul?:OZ:Oh. i” eight 8 bit pointers. to the. location where each Causes control programs.s located
peel,shaderaresmey— oteight. & it.pointers.49 the locationwhere: each.Clauses.controlprogram. is located 
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4 -pointer-value-of FF-means-thatihe-clausedoesn‘t-contain-any-instructions.

The-contrel-pragram-—far-a—given-clause-is-execuied-to-—completion-beflore-_moving-ie-another-clause,—twiththe
exception-ofthe-pick two-nature-ofthe-alu-execulion).The-centrol_program-is-the-enly-pregram-aware-ofihe-clause
boundaries.

6.3 Data dependant predicate instructions
Data dependant conditionals will be supported in the R400. The only way we plan to support those is by supporting
three vector/scalar predicate operations of the form:

PRED_SETE_# - similar to SETE exceptthat the result is ‘exported’ to the sequencer.
PRED SETNE # -similarto SETNE exceptthat the result is ‘exported’ to the sequencer.
PREDSETGT_# - similar to SETGT except that the result is 'exported' to the sequencer
PRED_SETGTE_#- similar to SETGTEexceptthat the result is ‘exported’ to the sequencer

 

For the scalar operations only we will also support the two following instructions:
PRED_SETEO_#— SETEO
PRED_SETE1_#-—SETE1

The export is a single bit - 1 or O that is sent using the same data path as the MOVAinstruction. The sequencerwill
maintain 4 sets of 64 bit predicate vectors (in fact 8 sets because we interleave two programs bul only 4 will be
exposed) and useit to control the write masking. This predicate is not maintained across clause boundaries. The #
sign is used to specify which predicate set you want to use 0 thru 3.

Then we have two conditional execute bits. Thefirst bit is a conditional execute “on” bit and the secondbit tells usif
we execute on 1 or 0. For example, the instruction:

PO_ADD_# RO,R1,R2

Is only going to write the result of the ADD into those GPRs whose predicate bit is 0. Alternatively, P1_ADD_# would
only write the results to the GPRs whosepredicate bit is set. The use of the PO or P1 without precharging the
sequencer with a PRED instruction is undefined.

{Issue: do we have to have a NOP between PRED andthefirst instruction that uses a predicate?}

6.4 HW Detection of PV,PS
Because of the control program, the compiler cannot detect statically dependant instructions. In the case of non-
masked writes and subsequent reads the sequencerwill insert uses of PV,PS as needed. This will be done by
comparing the read address anc the write address of consecutive instructions. For masked writes, the sequencerwill
insert NOPs wherever there is a dependant readMrite.

The sequencerwill also have to insert NOPs between PRED_SET and MOVAinstructions and their uses.

6.5 Register file indexing
Because we can have loops in fetch clause, we need to be able to index into the registerfile in order to retrieve the
data created in a fetch clause loop and use it into an ALU clause. The instruction will include the base address for
register indexing and the instruction will contain these controls:

Bit7 Bit 6
0 0 ‘absolute register
0 1 ‘relative register’
4 0 ‘previous vector’
4 1 ‘previous scalar

In the case of an absolute register we just take the address as is. In the case of a relative register read we take the
base address and weaddto it the loop_index and this becomes our new address that we give to the shader pipe.
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The sequenceris going to keep a loop index computed as such:

Index = Loop_counter*Loop_iterator + Loop_init.

The index is going to returnOif it is out of the range.

6.6 Predicated Instruction support for Texture clauses
For texture clauses, we support the following optimization: we keep 1 bit (hus 4 bits for the four predicate vectors)
per predicate vector in the reservation stations. A value of 1 means that one ore more elements in the vector have a
value of one (thus we haveto do the texture fetches for the whale vector. A value of 0 means that no elements in the
vector have his predicate bit set and we can thus skip over the texture fetch. We have to make sure the invalid
pixels aren’t considered with this optimization.

6.7 Debugging the Shaders
In order to be able to debug the pixel/vertex shaders efficiently, we provide 2 methods.

6.7.1 Method 1: Debugging registers
Current plans are to expose 2 debugging, or error notification, registers:
1. address register wherethefirst error occurred
2. count of the numberof errors

The sequencerwill detect the following groups of errors:
- count overflow
- jump error

relative jump acdress > size of the control flow program
relative jump address > length of the shader program

- constant overflow
- register overflow
- call stack

call with stackfull
return with stack emply

With two of the errors, a jump error or a register overflow will cause the program to break. In this case, a break
means that a clause will halt execution, but allowing further clauses to be executed.

With the other errors, program can continue to run, potentially to worst-case limits.

If indexing outsice of the constant range, causing an overflowerror, the hardware is specified to return the value with
an index of 0. This could be exploited to generate error tokens, by reserving and initializing the Oth register (or
constant) for errors.

{ISSUE : Interrupt to the driver or not?}

6.7.2 Method 2: Exporting the values in the GPRs (12)
The sequencer will nave a count register and an address register for this mode and 3 bits per clause specifying the
execution mode for each clause. The modes can be:

1) Normal
2) Debug Kill
3) Debug Addr + Count

Under the normal mode execution follows the normal course. Under the kill mode, all control flow instructions are
executed but all normal shaderinstructions of the clause are replaced by NOPs. Only debug_export instructions of
clause 7 will be executed under the debug kill setting. Under the other mode, normal execution is done until we reach
an address specified by the address register and instruction count (useful for loops) specified by the count register.
After we have hit the instruction n times (n=count) we switch the clause to the kill mode.
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Under the debug mode (debug kill OR debug Addr + count), it is assumed that clause 7 is always exporting 12 debug
vectors and that all other exports to the SX block (position, color, z, ect) will been turned off (changed into NOPs) by
the sequencer(evenif they occur before the address stated by the ADDR debug register).

7. Pixel Kill Mask

A vector of 64 bits is kept by the sequencer per group of pixels/vertices. Its purpose is to optimize the texture fetch
requests and allowthe shader pipeto kill pixels using the following instructions:

 
MASK_SETE
MASK SETNE
MASK_SETGT
MASK_SETGTE

8. HOS-surfacesMultipass vertex shaders (HOS)

: oe 

9 Register file allocation
The register file allocation for vertices and pixels can either be static or dynamic. In both cases, the register file in
managed using two round robins (one for pixels and one for vertices). In the dynamic case the boundary between
pixels and vertices is allowed to move, in the static case it is fixed to VERTEX_REG_SIZEfor vertices and 256-
VERTEX_REG_SIZE for pixels.
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Above is an example of how the algorithm works. Vertices come in from top to bottom; pixels comein from bottom to
top. Vertices are in orange and pixels in green. The blueline is the tail of the vertices and the greenline is the tail of
the pixels. Thus anything between the two lines is shared. When pixels meets vertices the line turns white and the
boundary is static until both vertices and pixels share the same “unallocated bubble”. Then the boundary is allowed to
move again.

10. Fetch Arbitration

The fetch arbitration logic chooses one of the 8 potentially pending fetch clauses to be executed. The choice is made
by looking at the fifos fromm 7 to 0 and picking the first one ready to execute. Once chosen, the clause state machine
will send one 2x2 fetch per clock (or 4 fetches in one clock every 4 clocks) until all the fetch instructions of the clause
are sent. This means that there cannot be any dependencies between two fetches of the same clause.

The arbitrator will not wait for the fetches to return prior to selecting another clause for execution. The fetch pipe will
be able to handle up to X(?) in flight fetches and thus there can be a fair numberof active clauses waiting for their
fetch return data.

11. ALU Arbitration

ALU arbitration proceeds in almost the same way than fetch arbitration. The ALU arbitration logic chooses one of the
8 potentially pending ALU clauses to be executed. The choice is made by looking at the fifos from 7 to 0 and picking
the first one ready to execute. There are two ALU arbitrers, one for the even clocks and one for the odd clocks. For
exemple, here is the sequencing of two interleaved ALU clauses (E and O stands for Even and Odd sets of 4 clocks):

EinstO OinstO Einsti Oinstl Einst2 Oinst2 EinstO Oinst3 Einst1 Oinst4 Einst2 Oinst0...
Proceeding this way hides the latency of 8 clocks of the ALUs.
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When the output file is full, the sequencer prevents the ALU arbitration logic to select the last clause (this way nothing
can exit the shacer pipe until there is place in the output file. If the packet is a vertex packet and the position buffer is
full (POS_FULL) then the sequencer also prevents a thread to enter the exporting clause (97). The sequencerwill set
the OUT_FILE_FULL signal n clocks before the output file is actually full and thus the ALU arbiter will be able read
this signal and act accordingly by not preventing exporting clauses to proceed.

13. Content of the reservation station FIFOs

24-3 bits of Render State 7 bits for the base address of the GPRs, some bits for LOD correction and coverage mask
information in order to fetch fetch for only valid pixels, quad address and 1 bit to specify if the vector is of pixels or
vertices. Since pixels and vertices are kept in order in the shader pipe, we only need two fifos (ane for vertices and
one for pixels) deep enough to cover the shader pipe latency. This size will be determined later when wewill know
the size of the smail fifos between the reservation stations.

14. The OutputFile
The outputfile is where pixels are put before they go to the RBs. The write BW to this store is 256 bits/clock. Just
before this output file are staging registers with write BVV 512 bits/clock and read BW 256 bits/clock. The staging
registers are 4x128 (and there are 16 of those on the whole chip).

 

1S. J Format

The lJ information sent by the PA is of this format on a per quad basis:

We have a vectorof IJ’s (one IJ per pixel at the centroid of the fragment or at the center of the pixel depending on the
mode bit). The interpolation is done at a different precision across the 2x2. The upperleft pixel’s parameters are
always interpolated at full 20x24 mantissa precision. Then the result of the interpolation along with the difference in IJ
in reduced precision is used to interpolate the parameter for the other three pixels of the 2x2. Here is how we do it:

Assuming PO is the interpolated parameter at Pixel 0 having the barycentric coordinates I(Q), J(@) and so on for P1,P2
and P3. Also assuming that A is the parameter value at VO (interpolated with 1), B is the parameter value at V1
(interpolated with J) and C is the parameter value at V2 (interpolated with (7-I-J).

AOL = Fa) — (0)

AOLT = JA) - J(0)

AO2T = 1(2) - [(0) PO Pt

AOZS = F(2) - F(0)

AOBI = FG) (0)

AOBd = 1()- /(0) P2 PS
 

P0=C+I(0)*(A-C)+ JO) *(B-C)

Pl=PO+A0U *(4—-C)+ AOL *(B-C)

P2 = PO0+A021 *(A-C) + AOD *(B-C)

P3 = PO+A03F *(A-C)+ A037 *(B-C)

PO is computed at 20x24 mantissa precision and P1 to P3 are computed at 8X24 mantissa precision. So far no visual
degradation of the image was seen using this scheme.

Multiplies (Full Precision): 2
Multiplies (Reduced precision): 6
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Subtracts 19x24 (Parameters): 2
Adds: &

FORMAT OF PO's [J : Mantissa 20 Exp 4 for | + Sign
Mantissa 20 Exp 4 for J + Sign

FORMATof Deltas (x3):Mantissa 8 Exp 4 for | + Sign
Mantissa 8 Exp 4 for J + Sign

Total numberof bits : 4@20°2 + 246-447944°25"6 + 4*8 + 4*2 -= 128

The Deltas have a leading 1, the Full precision Js don’t. This means that in the case of the deltas we MUSTbe able
to shift 8 right (exponent value of O means number = 0, exponent value of 1 means shift right 88). This means that the
maximum range for the IJs (Full precision) is +/- 634 and the range for the Deltas is +/- 1287.

15.1 Interpolation of constant attributes — —— Ts
Because of the floating point imprecision, we need to take special provisionsif all the interpolated terms are the same
or if two of the barycentric coordinates are the same.

 

We start with the premise that ifA= Band B=C and C =A, then P0,1,2.3=A, Since one or more of the LW terms
may be zero, so we extend this to:

 

if(A=Band B=candC=A)
PO 1232 A 

 

 

 

fd i=0
POS A

} else ifd '= 0) f
cere BY

helse {
POR:

a
jirest of the quad interpolated normally

b
else
{
_ _normal interpolation

i

i6. The parameter cache
The parameter cache is where the vertex shaders export their data. It consists of 16 128x128 memories (1R/1W).
The reuse engine will make it so that all vertexes of a given primitive will hit different memories.

17. Vertex position exporting
On clause 3 the vertex shader can export to the PA both the vertex position and the point sprite. It can also do so at
clause 7 if not done at clause 3. The storage needed to perform the position export is at least 64x128 memories for
the position and 64x32 memories for the sprite size. It is going to be taken in the pixel outputfifo from the SX blocks.
The clause where the position export occurs is specified by the EXPORT LATE register. If turned_on, it means that
the export is going to sccur at ALU clause 7 if unset pesition export eccurs al clause 3,

18. Exporting Arbitration
Here are the rules for co-issuing exporting ALU clauses.
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1) Position exports and position exports cannot be co-issued.
2) Position exports and memory exports cannot be co-issued.
3) Position exports and 2/Color exports cannot be co-issued.
4) Memory exports and Z/Color exports cannot be co-issued.
5) Memory exports and memory exports cannot be co-issued.
6) Z/color exports and Z/color exports cannot be co-issued.
7) Parameter exports and Z/Color exports CAN be co-issued.
8) Parameter exports and parameter exports CAN be co-issued.
9) Parameter exports and memory exports CAN be co-issued.

 
O15  - 16 parameter cache

iii1A831- Empty (Reserved?)
32:43 _- 12 vertex exports to the frame buffer and index
A&A] - Empty
ARBO - 12 debug export (interpret as normal veriex export
60 ~ export addressing mode
61 - Empty
62 - sprite size export that goes with position export

(poeint_h,point_ w.edgeflag misc)
_63__=position

So - Color for buffer 0 (primary)
i ~ Colorfor buffer 1
2 ~ Calor for buffer 2
3 - Color for buffer 3

coh7 Empty
8 ~ Buffer 0 Color/Foa (orimary)
9g - Buffer 1 ColorFog
10 ~ Buffer 2 Color/Fog
11 - Buffer 3 ColorFog
1255 -Empty
18:31 - Empty (Reserved?
32:43 _- 12 exports for multipass pixel shaders.

cnth?-Empty
45:50 ~ 12 debug exports (interpret as normal pixel export)
60 - export addressing mode
61:62  - Emply
63 ~ 2 for primary buffer (Z exported to ‘alpha’ component

19.20. Special Interpolation modes

419.120.1 Real time commands

 
We are unable to use the pararneter memory since there is no way for a command stream to write into it. Instead we
need to add three 16x128 memories (one for each of three vertices x 16 interpolants). These will be mapped onto the
register bus and written by type 0 packets, and output to the the parameter busses (the sequencer and/or PA need to
be able to address the reatime parameter memory as well as the regular parameter store. For higher performance we
should be able able to view them as two banks of 16 and do double buffering allowing one to be loaded, while the

 
= od Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

cc) Fermatted: Bullets and Numbering 5

19.2 Pixel Shading ~a

2 > Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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other is rasterized with. Most overlay shaders will need 2 or 4 scalar coordinates, one option might be to restrict the
memory to 16x64 or 32x64 allowing only two interpolated scalars per cycle, the only problem | see with this is, if we
view support for 16 vector-4 interpolants important (true only if we map Microsoft's high priority stream to the realtime
stream), then the PA/sequencer need to support a realtime-specific mode where we need to address 32 vectors of
parameters instead of 16. This modeis triggered by the primitive type: REAL TIME.

When working with sprites, one may want to overwrite the parameter 0 with SC generated data. Also, XY screen
coordinates may be needed in the shader program. This functionality is controlled by the gen_|O register (in SQ) in
conjunction with the SND_XY register (in SC). Also it is possible to send the faceness information (for OGL front/back
special operations) to the shader using the same control registers. Here is a list of all the modes and howthey
interact together:

Gen_stis a bit taken from the interface between the SC and the SQ.This is the MSBofthe primitive type. If the bit is

set, it means we are dealing with Point AA, Line AA or Sprite and in this casee the vertex values are going to be-readhevenerated between 0
  

Param _Gen_l0 disable, snd_xy disable, no gen_st — 10 = No modification
Param Gen_l0 disable, snd_xy disable, gen_st — !0 = No modification
Param Gen_I0 disable, snd_xy enable, no gen_st — 10 = No modification
ParamGen_lO disable, snd_xy enable, gen_st — 10 = No modification
Param Gen_l0 enable, snd_xy disable, no gen_st— 10 = garbage, garbage, garbage, faceness
Param Gen_|0 enable, snd_xy disable, gen_st — 10 = garbage, garbage,s, t
Param Gen_lO enable, snd_xy enable, no gen_st — 10 = screen x, screen y, garbage, faceness
Param _Gen_lO enable, snd_xy enable, gen_st — 10 = screen x, screen y, , t

    
both use thiscountto write the 1” pass dala to memory andthenuse thecounttoretrieve the data onthe 2”pass.
The count is always generated in the same way but il is passed to the shader in a slightly different way depending on
the shadert ixel or vertex). This is toggled on and off using the GEN INDEX register. While there is only one
court broadcast io the registers, the LSB are hardwired lo specific values making the index different for all elements
in the vector,

  

20.3.1 Vertex shaders

 
that the compiler must allocate 3 GPRsin all multipass vertex shader modes),

20.3.2 Pixel shaders

in the case of pixel shaders, (GEN INDEX is set, the data will be pul in the x fleld ofthe 2register (10), 
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  INTERPOLATORSAUTO

COUNT
 

oe
AUTO COUNT | 00000 |

 

The Auto Count Value is
Mux broadcast to all GPRs.It is

loaded into a register wich has
its LSBs hardwired to the

GPR number(6 thru 63). Then
if GEN_INDEXis high, themux selects the aute-count

value and it is loaded inte the
GPRsto be either used te

retrieve data using the TP or
sent to the SX forthe RB to

use it to write the cata to
memory

 
 

20-21, State management
Every clock, the sequencer will report to the CP the oldest states still in the pipe. These are the states of the
programs as they enter the last ALU clause.

241-22, XY Adcress imports
The SC will be able to send the XY addresses to the GPRs. Ii does so by interleaving the writes of the [Js (to the IJ
buffer) with XY writes (to the XY buffer). Then when writing the data to the GPRs, the sequenceris going to
interpolate the IJ data or pass the XY data thru a Fix—-float converter and expander and write the converted vaiues to
the GPRs. The Xys are currently SCREEN SPACE COORDINATES. The values in the XY buffers will wrap. See
section 20.249.2 for details on howto control the interpolation in this mode.

22.1 Vertex indexes imporis ~
In order to import vertex indexes, we have G4y2x96 staging registers. These are loaded one at a time by the VGT
block, They are loaded in floating point format and can be transferred in 4 or $ clocks to the GPRs.

22.23 Registers

2423.1Control
DYNAMIC-REG DYNAMIC
VERTEXREG 0
REG SIZE PIXPIXELMIN_SIZE SMinienalsize of the register fifile’s pixel portion vninirnalsize whendynarnic¢ allocation turned on)

_VERTEM-MIN-SIZE-—Vinimal-eSize of the register file's vertex portion (minimal
sige when dynamic allocation turned on)iaynamic-caky)

ARBITRATION_polisyPOLICY policy of the arbitration between vertexes and pixels
INST_STORE_ALLOC interleaved, separate
VERTEMBASEINST BASE VTX start point for the vertex instruction store (RT always ends at

vertex_base and

Dynamic allocation (pixelvertex) of the registerfifile on orr off.  

REGSIZEVTA.
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Begins at 0)

PIXEL-BASEINST BASE PIX start point for the pixel shader instruction store
NQUINTERLEAVEONE THREAD debug state register. Only allows one program at a time into the

GPRs
NOUINTERLESVE-ALUONE ALU debug state register. Only allows one ALU program at a time to be executed

(instead of 2)
INSTRUCTION_INDEX
_PORT This is where the CP puts the base address of the instruction writes and type (auto-

incremented on reads/writes)
INSTRUCTION_DATA This is where the CP puts the actual data going to the instruction memory
CONSTANT_DATA This is where the CP puts constant data (32bits)
CONSTANT_ADDR This is where the CP puts the logical constant address (9 bits) : — ae :
INSTRUCTION INDEX : ‘ : BS ee

PORT RT This is where the CP puts ine base address of the instruction writes and type for oo = 4 Formatted
Real Time (auto-incremented on reads/writes) — = : ee

INSTRUCTION DATA RT This is where the CP outs the actual date going te the instruction memory for oe oe :
Real Time

CONSTANT DATA RT This is where the CP puts constant data for Real Time (32 bits)
CONSTANT ADDR RT This is where the CP puts the logical constant address for Real Time ( bits
CONSTANT EQ RT This is the size of the space reserved for real tirne in the constant store (from 0 to

CONSTANT EG RT). The remaping table operates onthe rest ofthe memory
EXPORT LATE Controls whether or not we are exporting position from clause 3. If set, position

exportsoccur at clause 7. —— -

eos <<] Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

    

22.2232Context

Vehaderfeteh[ZOLOVS FETCH (0.73 eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses
control program is located

Vehader-alufZ0UC-0IVS ALU {0.7} eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses
control program is located

PSFETCH10...7} Pshader_fetchi7-O1F:0) eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control
program is located

PS ALU {0.7} Pehaderailsoreg) eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control
program is located

PSHADERPS BASE base pointer for the pixel shader in the instruction store
VBHADERVS BASE base pointer for the vertex shader _in the instruction store
VehbadercnilelzeVS CF SIZE size of the vertex shader (# of instructions in control program/2)
PshadercotlisgePS CF SIZE size of the pixel shader( ofinstructions in control program/2)
PehadersizePSSIZE size of the pixel shader (cntl+instructions)
Venader-czeVS SIZE size of the vertex shader (cntl+instructions)
REG-ALLOGPIMPS NUM REG numberof registers to allocate for pixel shader programs
REG-ALLOG-VERTYVS NUM REG numberof registers to allocate for vertex shader programs 
ELATGOUR[S..-IBIPARAM SHADE One 16 bit register specifying which parameters are to be

gouraud shaded (6 = flat, 1 = gouraud)
CYLWIRAPIO...BB]PARAM VWRAP 64 bits: for which parameters (and channels (xyzw)) do we

do the cyl wrapping (Q=linear, T=cylindrical).
PiexpertmedePSEXPORTMODE—_—— Oxxxx : Normal mode

1xxxx : Multipass mode
lf normal, bbbz where bbb is how many colors (0-4) and z is export z or not
lf multipass 1-12 exports for color.

vehadarexcortmaskVS EXPORT MASK which of the last 6 ALU clausesis exporting (multipass only)
yehaderoxgormede/S EXPORT MODE0: position (1 vector), 1: position (2 vectors), 3:multipass
yvehaderexperl_count6lySEXPORT

COUNT {0.6} Six 4 bit counters representing the —#¥ of interpolated parameters exported in
clause 7 (ecated in VS_ EXPORTCOUNT6)OR

# of exported vectors to memory per clause in multipass mode (per clause)
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ORIGINATE DATE EDIT DATE DOCUMENT-REV. NUM. PAGE

24 September, 2001 4 September. 20"[DS GEN-CXXRAK-REVA 31 of 43
GEN“10 Do we overwrite or not the parameter O with XY data and generated T and S values
GEN_ INDEX Aulo generates an address from 0 to X&. Puts the results into Ri for pixel shaders

and RS for vertex shaders
CONST BASE VIMOOA7X-CST-BASE bits) Logical Base address for the constants of the Vertex shader
PiIXStBASECONST BASE PIX (9 bits) Logical Base address for the constants of the Pixel shader
PIX-CST-SIZECONST SIZE PIX (8 bits) Size of the logical constant store for pixel shaders
VECST_SIZECONSTSIZEVT(8 bits) Size of the logical constant store for vertex shaders
INST PRED OPTIMIZE Turns on the predicate bit optirnization Gf of, conditional execute predicates is 

always executed),
CE BOOLEANS 228 boolean bite
CF LOOP COUNT 32x8 bit counters (numberof times we traverse the loa
CF LOOP START 32x86 bit counters (init value used in index computation
CF LOOP STEP 32x8 bit counters (step value used in index computation)

23-24, DEBUG registers

23-124.]Context

   

ae 4 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

DBPROBADDR— instruction address where thefirst problem occurred
DBPROB_COUNT--— numberof problems encountered during the execution of the program
GouniDB INST COUNT instruction counter for debug method 2
AdedrDe BREAK ADDR break address for method number2
DB CLAUSE

MODE ALU (0... 7iGlause—rmoedel3] clause mode for debug method 2.(0: normal, i: addr, 2: kil)
DB CLAUSE

MODE FETCH 10...7 clause mode for debug methed 2 (O nermal, 1 addr, 2: kill

 

24.25. Interfaces S—iisC

24.125.1 External Interfaces

Wheneveran x is used, it means that the bus is broadcast to all units of the same name. For example, if a bus is
named SQ—SPxit means that SQ is going to broadcast the same information to all SP instances.

24-4425.1.1SC to SP: Li bus -

 
_ >| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

   
 

 

 

 
 
 

  
 
 

 
  
 

This is a bus that sends the IJ information to the [J fifos on the top of each shader pipe. At the same time the control
information goes to the sequencer. There are 4 of these buses over the whale chip (SPQ thru 3)

Name | Direction i Bits | Description
S$C_SP0_data SC—SPO 64 | lJ information sent over 2 clocks (or XY info sent over 7

_ clock in the lower 24 LSBsofthe interface)
$C_SP0_q_wr_mask | SC-»SPO 1 | Write Mask
SC_SPO_dest | SCSPO ia _ Controls the write destination (XY buffer, IJ buffer)
SC_SP1_data SC—SP1 64 | LJ information sent over 2 clocks (or XY info sent over 1

_ | _ clock in the lower 24 LSBsoftheinterface)
SC_SP1_q_wr_mask |SC->SP1 4 | Write Mask
SC_SP1_dest $SC—SP1 1 _ Controls the write destination (XY buffer, |J buffer)
SC_SP2_data SC >SP2 64 iJ information sent over 2 clocks (or XY info sent over 1
ee __| ¢lock in the lower 24 LSBs ofthe interface) |

|SC_SP2_q_wr_mask | SC >$P2 L1 | Write Mask
SCSP2dest SC—SPF2 1 _ Controls the write destination (XY_ buffer, lJ buffer)

SC_SP3_data | SC>SP3 64 | iJ information sent over 2 clocks (or XY info sent over 1
. _ clock in the lower 24 LSBsoftheinterface)

SC_SP3_q_wr_mask SC—SP3 1 | Write Mask
SC_SP3_dest | S$C—SP3 14 | Controls the write destination (XY buffer, [J buffer)
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ORIGINATE DATE EDIT DATE R400 Sequencer Specification PAGE

| | 24 September, 2001 4 September, 20155 32 of 43i Ang 

 

24.1225 1.2 SC to SEQ: IJ Control bus

This is the control information sent te the sequencer in order to control the lJ fifos and all other information needed to
execute a shader program on the sent pixels. This information is sent over 2 clocks, if SENDXY is asserted the next
control packet is going to be ignored and XY information is going to be sent on the IJ bus (for the quads that where

a S =| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

   
 
 

  
    
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
  
  

    
 

  
  
 
 
   
 

  
  

just sent).

Name | Direction Bits |Description
SC_SQ_q_wrmask SC-5Q 4 _ Quad Write maskleft to right
SC_SQ_lod_correct ! 8C-—-5Q | 24 | LOD correction per quad (6 bits per quad)
SC_SQ_flat_vertex SCS 2 Provoking vertexfor flatshading
$C_SQ_param_ptrO | SC--SQ 14 Store pointer for vertex 0
SC_SQ_param_ptri SC-—SQ 11. P Store pointer for vertex 1
SC_SO_param_ptr2 | $C-—SQ 141 | P Store pointer for vertex 2
SC_SQ_end_of_vect _|SC>80 [1 End ofthevector

SC_SQ_store_dealloc [SC-SQ 1 | Deallocation token for the P Sto
SC_SQ_state | SC—SQ 3 | State/constant pointer (6*3+3)
8C_80valid_pixel 8C—80 16 | Valid bits for all pixels
8¢_SQ_null_prim | $C-—-80 4 | Null Primitive (for PC deallocation purposes)
SC_SQ_end_of_prim $050 1 | End Of the primitive
SC_SQ_fbface |SC-SQ i1 | Front face = 1, back face = 0 |
S8C_S80_sencd_xy 8Cc-80 4 | Sending XY information [XY information is going to be

| sent on the next clock]
SC_SQ_prim_type sC-SQ 3 Real time command need to load tex cords from

_alternate buffer. Line AA, Point AA and Sprite reads
| their parameters from GEN_T and GEN_Sregisters.
| OOO : Normal
| O11: Real Time
| 100: Line AA

| | 107: Point AA
| 110: Sprite

SC_SQ_newvector SC--SG 4 | This primitive comes froma new vector ofvertices.
| Make sure that the corresponding vertex shader has
_finished before starting the groupof pixels.
|SC_SQ_RTRn ‘|SQ-SC_ Stalls the PA in n clocks

8C_SQ_RTS _8C--SQ a | SC ready to send data ae
. ge es] Formatted: Bullets and Numberin

| ee3251.3_SQ fo SP: interpolator bus - ee ee eee a aes
Name Direction Bits | Description
SQ_SPx_interp_prim_type SQ—SPx 3 | Type of the primitive

| 000 : Normal
| 011: Real Time— 100: Line AA

| | 101: Point AA
Po 110: Sprite ee

SQ_SPx_interp_flat_vix | SQ—SPx 2 | Provoking vertex for flat shading
8Q_SPx_interp_flat_gouraud|SQ—-SPx 1 | Flat or gouraud shading
SQ_SPx_interp_cyl_wrap | SQ>SPx | 4 | Wich parameter needsto be cylindrical wrapped
8Q_S5Px_interp_ijline SQ—SPx 2 | Line in the IJ/XY buffer to useto interpolate
8Q_SPx_interp_bufhswap | SQ-SPx 1 | Swap the 1J/XY buffers at the endof the interpolation
5Q_5Px_interp_gen_l0 SQ—SPx 1 i Generate 10 or not, This tells the interpolators net to

| | | use the pararneter cache but rather overwrite the data
| with interpolated 7 and 0. Overwrite if gen 10 is high.
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This interface is synchronized with the Interpolater bus, This centrois the input mux to the GPRs. The three types of
  

| ORIGINATE DATE EDIT DATE DOCUMENT-REV. NUM. PAGE
| 24 September, 2001 4 September, 20755 GEN-CoOOOO-REVA | 33 af 43i at ce i

2] Formatted: Bullets and Numbering :

 

 

 
  *| Formatted 
  

 
  

data are: generated index, Interpolated data. vertex index dala (coming from the slaging registers).

Name | Direction | Bits | Description
SQ SPx data type, | SQSPx, 4 | OO: interpolateddata

| | | OL Staging register data

50.SPxindexcount | SQ25Px iz? _| inde:
SQ SPx slage addr $Q->5Px 4 | Staging reqister address

| | O: First staging register
  

t _lusecond staging register
    

es") Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
 

 
    

 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 
 

  
 
 

25.15 SQ to SPx: Parameter cache write control * =m

Name | Direction Bits|Description
SOSPxpewraddr SO-28Px i Writeaddress : ee :
SQ SPx pc we addr _ [30 SPX 1 WriteEnable ee oe me eee a

SQ_SPx_pcphasemux | SQ-2SPx 1 | The output selector min igor ys parametercache) oe Fe Se oo4 J. Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
24.4-425.1.6 SQ to SP: Parameter Cache Read contro! bus er
The four following interfaces (SQ-SP, SQ—-5X,SP—SX and SX-—interpolators) are all SYNCHRONIZED together. ae o — a :

Name “Direction | Bits | Description oe :
$Q_SPx_ptrO | SQ-»SPx Lg | Pointer ofPC oe
SQ_SPx_ptrt | $Q-3SPx 19 Pointer of PC :
$Q_SPx_ptr2 SQ—SPx 9 _ Pointer of PC .
SQ_SP0_reacd_ena | SQ-3SP0 L4 _Read enables for the 4 memories in the SPQ
5Q_SP1_read_ena | SQ—SP1 | 4 _ Read enables for the 4 memories in the SP1 one ce
SQ_SP2_read_ena| SQ OUSP2 4_Read enables forthe 4memories inthe SP20 0 : es : ee
8Q_SP3read_ena _$0-.SP3 L4 | Read enables for the 4 memories in the SP3 es es : ee

+-325.1.7 SQ to SX: Parameter Cache Mux contro! Bus | —— eT
Name Direction Bits | Description oe ee oe
SQ_SXx_mux0 | SQ-»SXx L4 Mux contral for PC (4 MSbs of Pointer) :

SOSkxmuxt |SQ>SXx_ | 4 |Mux controlfor PC (4MSbsofPointer) :
SQ_SXx_mux2 | $Q-3SXx L4 | Mux controlforPC(4MSbsofPointer)
 

+ eS -[ Formatted: Bullets and ‘Numbering oe —
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

  
Name Direction Bits | Description
SPO_SXO_datad | SPO--SXO | 128 | Parameter data 0
SP0_SX0datat SPO0—SXO 128 | Parameter data 1
SPO_SX0_data2 | SPO--SXO | 128 | Parameter data 2

SPO_SX0_data3 SPO—-SXO 128 _ Parameter data 3
SP1_SX1_dataO | SP1--SA1 | 128 | Parameter data 0
SP1_SX1_datat SP1—SX1 128 | Parameter data 1
SP1_SX1_data2 | SP1--SX1 [128 | Parameter data 2
SP1_SX1_data3 SP1—Sx1 126 | Parameterdata 3
SP2_SX0_data0 | $P2-SX0 1428 | Parameter data 0
5P2_SX0_datat “SP2—8X0 128 | Parameter data 1
SP2_SX0_data2 $P2-3SX0 | 128 | Parameter data 2

[SP2.SX0.data3t—“‘CéC~S™S‘|SP25SxXO0i”'428 | Pararneter data 3
SP3_SX1_datad SP3—SxX1 128 | Parameter data 0

SP3_SXi_datai SP3-SX1 | 128 | Parameter data 1
SP3_SXi_data2| SPBSXT (128 | Parameterdata2=#=|
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24 September, 2001 4 September, 20155 34 of 43w J eereneeennnnnnenennmecnuneneetaeneTeeseteed2Aeneeeeee :

SP3_SX1_data3 | SP3-+SX1 | 128 | Parameter data 3 iE oe
4 Formatte lets and Numberin

241725 1.9 SX to Interpolaters: Parameter Cache Return bus - (formate —— —
Name Direction Bits | Description : :
SXx_SPx_vb_data_0 | SXx»SPx |128 | Vertex data to interpolate : : : : &
SXx_SPx_vix_data_1 SXx—SPx 128 | Vertex data to interpolate ee Ses
SXx_SPx_vix_data_2 | SXx-»SPx 1128 | Vertex data to interpolate oe : See :

. . . ane = -| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
25.1.10 SQ to SPO: Staging Register Data eee

‘Name |Direction ‘Bits[Description- : aa Soe ES :
|SQSPOvatvsisrdata| S@- SPO | 96 | Pointers of indexes or HOS surface Information

80 SPO vat vsisr couble $Q-2SP0 1 _@: Normal 96 bits per vert 1: double 192 bits per vert
$0 SFO data valid LSO-3SP0 ima | Data is valid

  
     

= gee orma ei Bull an umberin25.1.1] PA to SQ : Vertex interface - =ae leanMien= “ = =<
25,1. 11.1 Interface Signal Table ee a
The area diflerence between ihe bwo methods is nol sufficient to warranl complicaling the interface or the siale
requirements of the VSISRs. Therefore, the POR for this interface is that the VGT will transmit the data to the
YSISKs (via the Shader Sequencen in full, 32-bit floating-point format, The VGT can transmit up to six 32-bit
floating-point values io each VSISR where four or more values require bye ansmissien clocks, The date bus is 96

 

 
  
 

bits wide.

Name Bits Description

| PASQvatvsisrdata $6 Pointers of indexes or HOS surface information
PA SQ vot vsisr double 1 0: Normal 96 bits per vert 1; double 192 bits per vert 

PA SQ vot end of vector 1 indicates the last VSISR date set for the current process vector (for double vector

PA_SQ votstate 3 Render State (6°3+3 for canstants). This signal is guaranteed to be correct when
s high.

  
  
 

  
   
    PA SG vat send 1 Data on the VGT_SQis receive (see write-up for standard R400 SEND/RTR

interface handshaking)
SQ PA vat rir 1 Reedy to receive (see write-up for standard R400 SEND/RTR interface

  
handshaking)

251.112 Interface Diagrams «-—[FormatedBueandtaberng
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| ORIGINATE DATE EDIT DATE DOCUMENT-REV. NUM. PAGE
| 24 September, 2001 4 September, 20756 GEN-CoO000¢-REVA | 37 of 43i ray is i

24-18-VGL--SPO60.VetexBus *

SEQ to CP: State report

Name | Direction | Bits | Description
SQ_CP_vrbx_ state SEQ--CP 13 | Oldest vertex state still in the pipe
SQ_CP_pix_state | SEQ..CP [3 | Oldest pixel state still in the pipe

24-1-4025.1.13 SP to SX: Pixel/Vertex write to SX “

Name Direction Bits Description
SPO_SX0_Export_data | SPO-+3X0 | 256 4 pairs of 32 bits channel values .
SPO_SX0_Shader_Dest SPO=SX0 4 Specifies one of the of up to 12 exportdestinations
SPi1_SX1_Export_data _SP1>SX1 | 256 4 pairs of 32 bits channel values

| SP1_SX1_Shader_Dest SP1—SX1 4 Specifies one of the of up to 12 export destinations
SP2_SXA0_Export_data | SP2--SX0 | 256 4 pairs of 32 bits channel values
SP2_SX0_Shader_Dest SP2—SX0 4 Specifies one of the of up to 12 export destinations
SP3_SX1_Export_data LSP3-2341 (256 4 pairs of 32 bits channel values .
SP3_SX1_Shader_Dest SP3—Sx1 4 Specifies one of the of up to 12 export destinations _
SPx_SXx_Shader_Count SP0—SX0 3 Each set of four pixels or vectors is exported over

| eight clocks. This field specifies where the SP is in that
_ I sequence.

SPx_SXx_Shader_Last SP0—SxX0 1 Asserted on the first shader count of the last export of
the clause

SPO_SX0_Shader_PixelValid|SPO—SXO | 4 Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be
| output for all pixel exports (depth and all color buffers).

: | 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per clock
SPO_SXO_Shader_WordValid|SPO—-SX0O 2 Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit word

of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16 pixels or
vectors

SP1_SX1_Shader_PixelValid|SP1—5SX1 4 Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be
\ output for all pixel exports (depth and all color buffers).
| 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per clock

SP1_SX1_Shader_WordValid|SP1—5SX1 2 Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit word
of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16 pixels or

: vectors
SP2_SX0_Shader_PixelValid|SP2—SX0O 4 Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be

output for all pixel exports (depth and all color buffers).
4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per clock

SP2_SX0_Shader_WordValid|SP2—-SX0 | 2 Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit word
\ of the 64-bit expart data from each of the 16 pixels or

. [ vectors |
SP3_SX1_Shader_PixelValid|SP3—SX1 4 Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be

output for all pixel exports (depth and all color buffers).
| 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per clock

SP3_SX1_Shader_WordValid|SP3—-5X1 2 Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit word
of the 64-bit expart data from each of the 16 pixels or
vectors

24-4+4425.1.14 SQ to SXControl bus ‘

Name Direction [Bits _ Description
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ORIGINATE DATE EDIT DATE R400 SequencerSpecification PAGE           
 
       

| 24 September, 2001 4 September, 20155 33 of 43| ty Elalas

| SQ_SX_exp_Pixel | SQ—>SXx [1 | 1: Pixel| | | 0: Vertex

$Q_SXx_exp_start SQ>8Xx -1 | Raised to indicate that the SQ is starting an export
SQ_SXx_exp_ Clause | SQ->SXx 3 _ Clause number, which is needed for vertex cla
SQ_5Xx_exp_State SQ >SXx C3 _ State ID, which is needed for vertex clauses

    

Thesefields are sent synchronously with SP export data, described in SPO—SX0Ointerface
{ISSUE: Where are the PC pointers}

    F 
 
 

 
 

oe ‘ormatted: Bullets and Numberin

| 2444225.1.15SX to SQ: Output file contro! oe =< “
Name _ Direction | Bits | Description ]
SXx_SQ_Export_count_rdy SXx-5Q 1 | Raised by SX0to indicate that the following twofields

| reflect the result of the most recent export
S8Xx_SQ_Export_Position SXx-»SQ 4 | Specifies whether there is room for anotherposition.
SxXx_SQ_Export_Buffer SXx—-38Q 7 | Specifies the space available in the output buffers.

| O: buffers are full
1: 2K-bits available (32-bits for each of the 64

| pixels in a clause)

| 64: 128K-bits available (16 128-bit entries for each of
| 64 pixels)
| 65-127: RESERVED

4 4 . . | orma ed: ulle and Numberin -2444325.1.16 Shader Engine to Fetch Unit Bus - f = = = cn _ = =
Four quad's worth of addressesis transferred to Fetch Unit every ciock. These are sourced from a different pixel within
each of the sub-engines repeating every 4 clocks. The registerfile index to read must precede the data by 2 clocks. The
Read address associated with Quad 0 must be sent 1 clock after the instruction Start signal is sent, so that data is read
3 clocks after the Instruction Start.

   
 

Four Quads worth of Fetch Data may be written to the Register file every clock. These are directed to a different pixel

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
    
   

of the sub-engines repeating every 4 clocks. The register file index to write must accompany the data. Data and Index
associated with the Quad 0 must be sent 3 clocks after the Instruction Start signalis sent.

Name [ Direction Bits|Description . .
SPO_TPO fetch addr SPO0->TPO 512|4 Fetch Addresses read from the Registerfile
TPO_SPO_data | TPO-SPO 512|4 texture results oo
SP1_TP1_fetch_addr _SP1->TP4 512 4 Feich Addresses read from the Registerfile
TP1_SP1_data TP1 >SP4 512 4 texture results
SP2_TP2_fetchaddr |SP2->TP2 5i2_|4 Fetch Addresses read from the Registerfile
TP2_SP2_data TP2—>SP2 512 4 texture results
SP3_LTPSfetchaddr SP3->TPSss| B42 | 4 Fetch Addresses read from the Register file
TP3_SP3_data | TP3—SP3 512|4texture results
TPx_SPx_gpr_dst TPx—SPx 7 Write address into the gors
TPx_SPx_gpr_cmask | TPx>SPx 4 Channel mask

    
   

4 4 . - 4 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering :
24-4+4425.1.17 Sequencer to Fetch Unit bus —ne
Once every clock, the fetch unit sends to the sequencer on which clause it is now working and if the data in the
registers is ready or not. This way the sequencer can update the fetch counters for the reservation station fifos. The
sequencer also provides the instruction and constants for the fetch to execute and the address in the register file
where to write the fetch return data.
 
 
 

      
Name | Direction | Bits | Description
TPx_SQ_data_rdy TPx— SQ 4 | Data ready
TPx_SQ_clause_num | TPx-» SQ 13 | Clause number

|SQTPx_const_| SQ>TPx __| 64 __| Fetchstate sentover 4 clocks
SQ_TPx_instuct | SQ->TPx (24 | Fetch instruction sent over 4 clocks —
$Q_TPx_end_of_clause | SQ—TPx Li | Last instruction ofthe clause
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ORIGINATE DATE EDIT DATE DOCUMENT-REV. NUM. PAGE

24 September, 2001 4 September, 20155 GEN-CAAKAX-REVA 39 of 43=sevebMicosrt,Pe
SQ_TPx_phase _SQ—TPx 2 _ Write phase signal
SQ_TPO_loc_correct SQ—TPO 6 _LOD correct 3 bits per comp 2 components per quad
SQ_TPO_pmask |SQ--TPO 4 _ Pixel mask1 bit per pixel ;
SQ_TP1_lod_correct SQ—TP 6 | LOD correct 3 bits per comp 2 components per quad
SQ_TP1_pmask | 8Q->TP 4 | Pixel mask 1 bit per pixel
SQ_TP2_lod_correct SQ—TP2 6 _ LOD correct 3 bits per comp 2 components per quad
SQ_TP2_pmask | SQ-sTP2 4 | Pixel mask1 bit per pixel _
SQ_TP3_lod_correct | $Q-5TP3 16 | LOD correct 3 bits per comp 2 components per quad
SQ_TP3_pmask SQ—TP3 4 _Pixelmask 1 bitperpixel
SQ_TPx_clause num SQ--TPxLB_ Clause number — ;
SQ_TPx_write_gpr_index | SQ->TPx L7 | Index into Register file for write of returned Fetch Data

2441525 1.18 Sequencer to SP: GPR contro! he
Name Direction Bits|Description :
SQ_SPx_gpr_wr_addr | 8Q--»SPx 7 | Write address
8Q_SPx_gpr_rd_addr SQ—>SPx 7 Read address
80_SPx_gpr_re_addr {8Q—.8Px 1 | ReadEnable

'SQ_SPx_g | SQ5SPx_ 1Write Enable
|SQ_SPx AMX| SQ>SPx 2.)The phasemux
SQ_SPx_gpr_channel_mask | SQ-+SPx 4 | The channel mask
$Q_SP0_gpr_pixel_ mask SQ—SPO0 4 The pixel mask
$Q_SP1_gpr_pixel_mask |SQ >SP1 4 The pixel mask
SQ_SP2_gpr_pixel_mask SQ >SP2 4 The pixel mask
SQ_SP3_gpr_pixel_mask | SQ->SP3 4 The pixel mask

  
os) Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

   

24.114 Sy: Le rl ot

24-44-7725 1.19 Sequencer to SPx: Instructions 
Name

T = =
| Direction Bits |Description
 

|SQ_SPx_instruct_start
$Q_ SF _instruct

SQ>SPx 1 _[instruction startInstruction sent over 4 clocks |SQ-3SPx [20
 

$Q_ SPx_ stall $Q—SPx 1 _ Stall signal 

SQ_SPx_Shader_Count SQ—SPx 3 Each set of four pixels or vectors is exported over
eight clocks. This field specifies where the SP is in
that sequence.
 

8Q_SPx_Shader_Last “S0Q—SPx Asserted on the first shader count of the last export
_ of the clause
 

$Q_SP0_Shader_PixelValid SQ—SP0 Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports (depth and all color
buffers). 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per
clock 

SQ_SP0_Shacer_WordValid “SQ—SP0 Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit
| word of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16
Lpixels or vectors
 

SQ_SP1_Shader_PixelValid SQ-SP1 Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports (depth and all color
buffers). 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per
clock 

$Q_SP1_Shader_WordValid “SQ—SP1 “Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit
word of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16
pixels or vectors
 

SQ_SP2_Shader_PixelValid SQ—SP2

 
Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports (depth and all color
buffers). 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per

| clack
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$Q_SP2_Shader_WordValid [SQ—5P2
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Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit
word of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16
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| pixels or vectors
$Q_SP3_Shacer_PixelValid SQ—SP3 4 Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be

output for all pixel exports (depth and all color
buffers). 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per

Po clock
SQ_SP3_Shader_WordValid | SQ—SP3 2 | Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit

' | word of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16
| pixels or vectors
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Name | Direction Bits | Description
SPQ_SQ_const_addr | SPO >SQ 136 | Constant address load to the sequencer
SP0_SQ_valid |SPO>SQ 1 |_ Data valid
SP1_SQ_const_addr [SP1i-SQs«| 36 ~——s Constant address load to the sequencer
SP1_SQ_valid _SP1-SQ 1 | Data valid
SP2_SQ_const_addr | SP2—SQ 36 _| Constant address load to the sequencer
SP2_SQ_valid | SP2-»SO 4 | Data valid
SP3_SQ_const_addr | SP3—SQ 36 _| Constant address load to the sequencer
SP3_SQ_valid | 8P3—80 i 14 _ Data valid

| 2444925.1.21 Sequencer to SPx: constant broadcast we
Name | Direction| Bits | Description ee
SQ_5Px_constant _SQ--SPx 128 | Constant broadcast

| 244-2025 1.22 SPO to Sequencer Kill vector load “
Name Direction Bits | Description
SP0_SQ_kill_vect | SPO—=SQ L4 _Kill vector load

-SP1SQkillvect|SPISSQ_4Killvectorlead
SP2_SQ_kill_vect _SP2--8Q 4 | Kill vector load
SP3_SQ_kiil_vect | 8P3—8Q 14 | Kill vector load

Name Direction Bits | Description
SQ_RBB_rs | SQCP 14 | Read Strobe
SQ_RBB_rd SQ—CP | 32. | ReadData|

|SQ_RBBN_nrirr| 1| Optional - Be
SQ_RBBM_rir i | Real-Time (Optional) | =

| 244.2225 .1.24 CP to SQ: RBBM bus “
[Name|Direction Bits |DescriptionJ]

rbbm_we | CP.»SO 114 _ Write Enable .
rbbm_a CPSQ 18 | Address -- Upper Extent is TBD

LCPSQ Dat
_tbbm_be | CP>SQ 4 ByteEnables
rbbm_re CP—SQ 1 | Read Enable
rpb_rs0 | CPSQ 14 | Read Return Strobe O
rbb_rsit CP=SQ 1 | Read Return Strobe 1
rbb_rdO | CP-.SQ 132 | Read Data 0
robrd CP-SOQ 32 | Read Datagd
RBBM_SQ_soft_reset _ CP >5Q 4 _ Soft Reset

24.4-4825.1.20 SP to Sequencer Constant address load SS es = = = ——

-_» (Formatted:Bullets andNumbering 

| 24-251.23 SQ to CP: RBBM bus ooas es

7) Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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25.26. Examples of program executions

2o-+-126.1.1 Sequencer Controi of a Vector of Vertices
41.

10.

11.

   
PA sends a vector of 64 vertices (actually vertex indices — 32 bits/index for 2048 bit total) to the RE’s Vertex FIFO
e state pointer as well as tag into position cacheis sent along with vertices
® space was allocated in the position cache for transformed position before the vector was sent
e also before the vectoris sent to the RE, the CP has loaded the global instruction store with the vertex

shader program (using the MH?)
e The vertex program is assumed to be loaded when we receive the vertex vector.

« the SEQ then accesses the IS base for this shader using the local slate pointer (providedto all
sequencers by the RBBM whenthe CPis done loading the program)

SEQ arbitrates between the Pixel FIFO and the Vertex FIFO — basically the Vertex FIFO always haspriority
e at this point the vector is removed from the Vertex FIFO
e the arbiter is not going to select a vector to be transformed if the parameter cacheis full unless the pipe as

nothing else to do (ie no pixels are in the pixel fifo).

SEQ allocates space in the SP register file for index data plus GPRs used by the program
® the number of GPRs required by the program is stored in a local state register, which is accessed using the

state pointer that came down with the vertices
e SEQ will not send vertex data until space in the register file has been allocated

SEQ sends the vector to the SP register file over the RE_SP interface (which has a bandwidth of 2046 bits/cycle)
e the 64 vertex indices are sent to the 64 register files over 4 cycles

e RFOQ of SU0, SU1, SU2, and SU3 is written the first cycle
e RF1 of SUO, SU1, SU2, and SU3 is written the second cycle
e RF2 of SUO, SU1, SU2, and SU3 is written the third cycle
e RF3of SU0, SU1, $U2, and SU3 is written the fourth cycle

* the index is written to the least significant 32 bits (floating point format?) (what about compoundindices)
of the 128-bit location within the register file (w); the remaining data bits are set to zero (x, y, 2)

SEQ constructs a control packet for the vector and sendsit to the first reservation station (the FIFO in front of
fetch state machine 0, or TSMO FIFO)
e the control packet contains the state pointer, the tag to the position cache and a registerfile base pointer.

TSMO accepts the control packet and fetches the instructions for fetch clause O from the global instruction store
e TSMO0 wasfirst selected by the TSM arbiter before it could start

all instructions of fetch clause 0 are issued by TSMO

the contro! packet is passed to the next reservation station (the FIFO in front of ALU state machine 0, or ASMO
FIFO)
e TSMO does not wait for requests made to the Fetch Unit to complete: it passes the register file write index for

the fetch data to the TU, which will write the data to the RF asit is received
® once the TU has written all the data to the register files, it increments a counter that is associated with ASMO

FIFO; a count greater than zero indicates that the ALU state machine can go ahead start to execute the ALU
clause

ASMO accepts the control packet (after being selected by the ASM arbiter) and gets the instructions for ALU
clause 0 from the global instruction store

ail instructions of ALU clause 0 are issued by ASMO, then the control packet is passed to the next reservation
station (the FIFO in front of fetch state machine 1, or TSM1 FIFO)

the contro! packet continues to travel down the path of reservation stations until all clauses have been executed
® position can be exported in ALU clause 3 (or 47): the data (and the tag) is sent over a position bus (which is

shared with ail four shader pipes) back to the PA’s position cache
e A parameter cachepointeris also sent along with the position data. This tells to the PA wherethe data is

going to be in the parameter cache.
e there is a position export FIFO in the SP that buffers position data before it gets sent back to the PA

PRSOSI04 64:58PRAIAS/TO47AM
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| e the ASM arbiter will prevent a packet from starting an exporting clauseif the position export FIFOis full
e parameter data is exported in clause 7 (as well as position data if it was not exported earlier)

e parameter data is sent to the Parameter Cache over a dedicated bus
« the SEQ allocates storage in the Parameter Cache, and the SEQ deallocates that space whenthere is no

longer a need for the parameters(it is told by the PA when using a token).
« the ASM arbiter will prevent a packet from starting on ASM7if the parameter cache (or the position buffer

if position is being exported)is full

12. after the shader program has cornpleted, the SEQ will free up the GPRsso that they can be used by another
shader program

2or+-226.1.2 Sequencer Controi of a Vector of Pixeis
en o 4 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

1. As with vertex shader programs, pixel shaders are loaded into the global instruction store by the CP

e At this point it is assumed that the pixel program is loaded into the instruction store and thus ready to be read.

2. the RE’s Pixel FIFO is loaded with the barycentric coordinates for pixel quads by the detailed walker
e the state pointer and the LOD correction bits are also placed in the Pixel FIFO
® the Pixel FIFO is wide enough to source four quad’s worth of barycenirics per cycle

3. SEQ arbitrates between Pixel FIFO and Vertex FIFO — when there are no vertices pending OR there is no space
left in the register files for vertices, the Pixel FIFO is selected

4. SEQ allocates space in the SP register file for all the GPRs used by the program
® the number of GPRs required by the program is stored in a local state register, which is accessed using the

state pointer
e SEQ will not allow interpolated data to be sent to the shaderuntil spacein the register file has been allocated

5. SEQ controls the transfer of interpolated cata to the SP registerfile over the RE_SP interface @vhich has a
bandwidth of 2048 bits/cycle). See interpolated data bus diagramsfor details.

6. SEQ constructs a control packet for the vector and sendsit to the first reservation station (the FIFO in front of
fetch state machine 0, or TSMO FIFO)
e note that there is a separate set of reservation stations/arbiters/state machines for vertices and for pixels
e the control packet contains the state pointer, the register file base pointer, and the LOD correction bits
*® all other information (such as quad address for example) travels in a separate FIFO

7. TSMO accepts the control packet and fetches the instructions for fetch clause 0 from the global instruction store
* TSMO wasfirst selected by the TSM arbiter before it could start

all instructions of fetch clause O are issued by TSMO0

the contro! packet is passed to the next reservation station (the FIFO in front of ALU state machine 0, or ASMO
FIFO)
® TSMO doesnotwait for fetch requests made to the Fetch Unit to complete; it passes the registerfile write

index for the fetch data to the TU, which will write the data to the RF asit is received
e once the TU has written all the data for a particular clause to the register files, it increments a counter that is

associated with the ASMO FIFO: a count greater than zero indicates that the ALU state machine can go
ahead and pop the FIFO and start to execute the ALU clause

10. ASMO accepts the control packet (after being selected by the ASM arbiter) and gets the instructions for ALU
clause 0 from the global instruction store

11. ail instructions of ALU clause 0 are issued by ASMO, then the control packet is passed to the next reservation
station (the FIFO in front of fetch state machine 1, or TSM1 FIFO)

12. the contro! packet continues to travel down the path of reservation stations until all clauses have been executed
e pixel data is exported in the last ALU clause (clause 7)

e itis sent to an output FIFO where it will be picked up by the render backend
® the ASM arbiter will prevent a packet from starting on ASM7if the output FIFO is fuil

13. after the shader program has completed, the SEQ will free up the GPRsso that they can be used by another
shader program
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25-+-326.1.3 Notes

14. The state machines and arbiters will operate ahead of time so that they will be able to immediately start the real
threads orstall.

15. The register file base pointer for a vector needs to travel with the vector through the reservation stations, but the
instruction store base pointer does not — this is because the RF pointer is different for all threads, but the IS
pointeris only different for each state and thus can be accessed via the state pointer

16. Waterfalling still needs to be specked out.

26:27, Open issues
There is currently an issue with constanis. If the constants are not the same for the whole vectorof vertices, we don’t
have the bandwidth fram the fetch store to feed the ALUs. Two solutions exists for this problem:

1) Let the compiler handle the case and put those instructions in a fetch clause so we can use the
bandwidth there to operate. This requires a significant amount of temporary storage in the register store.

2) Waterfall down the pipe allowing only at a given time the vertices having the same constants to operate in
paralle!. This might in the worst case slow us down by a factor of 16.

Need to do some testing on the size of the registerfile as well as on the registerfile allocation method (dynamic VS
static).

Saving power?
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Rev 0.1 (Laurent Lefebvre)
Date: May 7, 2001

Rev 0.2 (Laurent Lefebvre)
Date : July 9, 2001
Rev 0.3 (Laurent Lefebvre)
Date : August 6, 2001

First draft.

Changed the interfaces to reflect the changesin the
SP. Added somedetails in the arbitration section.
Reviewed the Sequencer spec after the meeting on
August 3, 2001.

Rev0.4 (Laurent Lefebvre)
Date : August 24, 2001

Added the dynamic allocation method for register
file and an example (written in part by Vic) of the
flow of pixels/vertices in the sequencer.

Rev 0.5 (Laurent Lefebvre) Added timing diagrams (Vic)
Date : September 7, 2001
Rev 0.6 (Laurent Lefebvre)
Date : September 24, 2001
Rev0.7 (Laurent Lefebvre)
Date : October 5, 2001

Changed the spec to reflect the new R400
architecture. Added interfaces.
Added constant store management, instruction
store management, control flow management and
data dependant predication.
Changed the control flow method to be more
flexible. Also updated the external interfaces.
Incorporated changes made in the 10/18/01 control
flow meeting. Added a NOP instruction, removed
the conditional_execute_or_jump. Added debug
registersregisters. |

Rev 1.0 (Laurent Lefebvre) Refined interfaces to RB. Added—state =
Date : October 19, 2001 regislersregisters. |.
Rev 1.1 (Laurent Lefebvre) Added SEQ-—-SPO interfaces. Changed delta
Date : October 26, 2001 precision. Changed VGT—-SPO0interface. Debug

Methods added.
Interfaces greatly refined. Cleaned up the spec.

Rev 0.8 (Laurent Lefebvre)
Date : October 8, 2001
Rev 0.9 (Laurent Lefebvre)
Date : October 17, 2001

Rev 1.2 (Laurent Lefebvre)
Date . November 16, 2001
Rev 1.3 (Laurent Lefebvre)
Date : November 26, 2001
Rev 1.4 (Laurent Lefebvre)
Date : December 6, 2001

Added the different interpolation modes.

Added the auto incrementing counters. Changed
the VGT-—-SQ interface. Added content on constant
management. Updated ragistersGFRs.
Removed from the spec all interfaces that weren't
directly tied to the SQ. Added explanations on
consiantmanagement. AddedPA
synchronization fields and explanation.

 

Rev 15 (Laurent Lefebvre)
Date : December 17, 2001SReeaet
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1. Overview

The sequencer is based on the R300 design. It chooses two ALU clauses and a fetch clause to execute, and
executes all of the instructions in a clause before looking for a new clause of the same type. Two ALU clauses are
executed interleaved to hide the ALU latency. Each vector will have eight fetch and eight ALU clauses, but clauses do
not need to contain instructions. A vector of pixels or vertices ping-pongs along the sequencer FIFO, bouncing from
fetch reservation station to alu reservation station. A FIFO exists between each reservation stage, holding up vectors
until the vector currently occupying a reservation station has left. A vector at a reservation station can be chosen to
execute. The sequencer looks at all eight alu reservation stations to choose an alu clause to execute and ail eight
fetch stations to choose a fetch clause to execuie. The arbitrator will give priority to clauses/reservation stations
closer to the bottom of the pipeline. It will not execute an alu clause until the fetch fetchesinitiated by the previous
fetch clause have completed. There are two separate sets of reservation stations, one for pixel vectors and one for
vertices vectors. This way a pixel can pass a vertex and a vertex can pass a pixel.

To support the shader pipe the sequencer also contains the shader instruction cache, constant store, control flow
constants and texture state. The four shader pipes also execute the same instruction thus there is only one
sequencer for the whole chip.

The sequencer first arbitrates between vectors of 64 vertices that arrive directly from primitive assembly and vectors
of 16 quads (64 pixels) that are generated in the scan converter.

The vertex or pixel program specifies how many GPRsit needs to execute. The sequencer will not start the next
vector until the needed space is available in the GPRs.
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1.1 Top Level Block Diagram
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There are two sets of the above figure, one for vertices and one for pixels.

Depending on the arbitration state, the sequencerwill either choose a vertex or a pixel packet. The control packet
consists of 3 bits of state, 7 bits for the base address of the Shader program and someinformation on the coverage to
determine fetch LOD plus other various small state bits.

On receipt of a packet, the input state machine (not pictured but just before the first FIFO) allocated enough spacein
| the registersGGPRs to store the interpolated values and ternporaries. Following this, the barycentric coordinates (and
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xv screen position if needed) are sent to the interpolator bulfers-which are-geing-lewill use these—barycentis
soordinatesthemto interpolate the parameters and place the interpolated-valueresults into the GPRs. Then, the input
state machine stacks the packet in the first FIFO.

 

On receipt of a command, the level O fetch machine issues a texture-fetch request to the TP_and corresponding
register-GPR address for the fetch address (ta). A small command (tcmd)is passed to the fetch system identifying the
current level number (0) as well as the register GPRwrite address for the fetch return data. One fetch request is sent
every 4 clocks causing the texturing of sixteen 2x2s worth of data (or 64 vertices). Once all the requests are sent the
packet is put in FIFO 1.

 

Upon receipt of the return data, the fetch unit writes the data to the register file using the write address that was
provided by the level O fetch machine and sends the clause number (0) to the level 0 fetch state machine to signify
that the write is done and thus the data is ready. Then, the level 0 fetch machine increments the counter of FIFO 1 to
signify to the ALU +0that the data is ready to be processed.

On receipt of a command, the level OQ ALU machine first decrements the input FIFO (1counter and then issues a
complete set of level 0 shader instructions. For each instruction, the ALU slate machine generates 3 source
addresses, one destination address (¢-eyclee-ater and an instruction. Once the last instruction has been issued, the
packetis put into FIFO 2.

 

There will always be two active ALU clauses at any given time (and two arbiters). One arbiter will arbitrate
over the odd instructions (4 clocks cycles) and the other one will arbitrate over the even instructions (4
clocks cycles). The only constraints between the two arbiters is that they are not allowed to pick the same
clause numberas the other one is currently working on if the packet is not of the same type (render state).

If the packet is a vertex packet, upon reaching ALU clause 3, it can export the position if the position is ready. So the
arbiter must prevent ALU clause 3 to be selected if the positional buffer is full (or can’t be accessed). Along with the
positional data, if needed the sprite size and/or edge flags can also be sent.

{ISSUE: Howdo we handle parameter cache pointers (computed, semi-computed or not computed)7}

A special case is for multipass vertex shaders, which can export 12 parameters per last 6 clauses to the output
buffer. If the output buffer is full or doesn’t have enough space the sequencerwill prevent such a vertex group to
enter an exporting clause.

Multipass pixel shaders can export 12 parameters to memory from the last clause only (7).

All other clausesieve! process in the same way until the packet finally reaches the last ALU machine (7).

Only tve-one pair of interleaved ALU state machines may have access to the register file address bus or the
instruction decode bus at one time. Similarly, only one fetch state machine may have access to the register file
address bus at one time. Arbitration is performed by three arbiter blocks (two for the ALU state machines and one for
the fetch state machines). The arbiters always favor the higher number state machines, preventing a bunch ofhalf
finished jobs from clogging up the registerfiles.
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The gray area represents blocks that are replicated 4 times per shader pipe (16 times on the overall chip).

1.3 Control Graph 
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In green is represented the Fetch control interface, in red the ALU control interface, in blue the InterpolatedV/ector

 
control interface and in purple is the outputfile control interface.

2. Interpolated data bus
The interpolators contain an IJ buffer to pack the information as much as possible before writing it to the register file.
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Above is an example of a tile we-the sequencer might receive from the SC. The write side is how the data get stacked
into the XY and lJ buffers. the read side is how the data is passed to ne GPRs. The IJ information is packed in the IJ
buffer 24 quads at a time_or two clocks. The sequencerallows at any given time as many as four quadsto interpolate
a parameter. They all have to come from the same primitive. Then the sequencer controls the write mask to the
ragieter-GPRs to write the valid data in.

 

3. Instruction Store

There is going to be only oneinstruction store for the whole chip. It will contain 4096 instructions of 96 bits each.

It is likely to be a 1 port memory; we use 1 clock to load the ALU instruction, 1 clocks to load the Fetch instruction, 1
clock to load 2 control flow instructions and 1 clock to write instructions.

The instruction store is loaded by the CP thru the INST_DATA, INST_INDEX_PORTcontrol registeraregister. The
INST_INDEX_PORTis auto-incremented on both reads and writes to the INST_DATAregister. 
The next picture shows the various modes the CP can load the memory. The Sequencer has to keep track of the
loading modes in order to wrap around the correct boundaries. The MSB of the INST_INDEX_PORTregister contains
the packet type for the sequencer to know where it must wrap around. The wrap around points are arbitrary and they
are specified in the VS_BASE and PIX_BASE regietereregisters.

Fer the Real time commands the story is quite the same but for some small differences. The CP will use the
INST_INDEX_PORT_RT and INST_DATA_RTregister pair instead of the regular ones and there are no wrap around
points for real time so the driver must be careful not to overwrite regular shader data. The shared code (shared
subroutines) uses the same path as real time.
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4. SequencerInstructions
All control flow instructions and move instructions are handled by the sequencer only. The ALUs will perform NOPs
during this time (MOV PV,PV, PS,PS).

5. Constant Stores

5.1 Memory organizations
A likely size for the ALU constant store is 1024x128 bits. The read BW from the ALU constant store is 128 bits/clock
and the write bandwidth is 32 bits/clock (directed by the CP bus size not by memory ports).

The maximum logical size of the constant store for a given shaderis 256 constants. Or 512 for the pixel/vertex shader
pair. The size of the remasingre-mapping table is 128 lines (each line addresses 4 constants). The write granularity is
4 constants or 512 bits. It takes 16 clocks to write the four constants.

The texture state is also kept in a similar memory. The size of this memory is 192x128. The memory thus holds 128
texture states (192 bits per state). The logical size expased-exposes 32 different states total, which are going to be
shared between the pixel and the vertex shader. The size of the remapingre-mapping table to for the texture state
memory is 16 lines (each line addresses 2 texture state lines in the real memory). The write granularity is 2 texture
state lines (or 334 bits). The driver sends 512 bits but the CP ignores the top 128bits. It thus takes 12 clocks to write
the two texture states.

The control flow constant memory doesn’t sit behind a renaming table. It is register mapped and thus the driver must
reload its content each time there is a state change. Its size is 286320*32 because it must hold 8 copies of the 32
dwords of control flow constants and the loop construct constants must be aliqned.

The CPis loading the constant store using the CONST_DATA and CONST_ADDR registersregisters. It does so by
writing to the CONST_ADDRregister the logical address for the constant block it wants to update and then writes 16
times to the CONST_DATA register. The CONST_ADDRis auto-incremented on both reacs and writes to the
CONST_DATAregister.

5.2 Managementof the remapingre-mapping tables
The sequencer is responsible to manage two remasingre-mapping tables (one for the constant store and one for the
texture state). On a state change (by the driver), the sequencerwill broadside copy the contents of ifs remapingre-
mapping tables to a new one. We have 8 different semapingre-mapping tables we can use concurrently. Mora-details
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5.2.1Dirtybits B : SSeS a eee
Twe sets of dirty bits will be maintained per logical address. The first one will be set to zero on reset and set when
the logical address is addressed. The second one will be set to zero when ever a new context is written and set for

 
 

require de-allocation of whatever address stored in the renaming table. Ifitis set and the context dirty is not set, then
the physical address store needs to be de-allocaied and a new physical address is necessary to store the incomin
dala, fthey are both sel, then the data will be writien Into the physical address held in the renaming for the current
logical address, No de-allocation or allocalion takes place. This will happen when the driver does a set constant
twice to the same logical address between context changes. NOTE: It is important to detect and prevent this, failure
to do it will allow multiple writes to allocate all physical mernory and thus hang because a context will not fit for

rendering to start and thus free up space. pe Goes oe a
. SS 4 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

5.2.2 Free List Block ee
A free list block that would consist of a counter (called the [FC or Initial Free Counter) that would resetto zero and = a oe a :
incremented every time a chunk of physical memory is used until they have all been used once. This counter would
be checked each time a physical block is needed, and if the original ones have not been used up, us a new one, else
check the free list for an available physical block address. The count is the physical address for when getting a
chunk from the counter,
Storage of a free list big enough to store all physical block addresses,
Maintain three pointers for the free list that are reset to zero. The first one we will call NTF (Next To Free). This

 
 
 
 

   
    

     

   

free more physical memory locations than we have. Once recording address the pointer will be incremented to walk
the free list like a ring.
The second pointer will be called YTF (Yet To Free). The YTF pointer will be advanced by the number of address
chunks de-allocates when _a context finishes. The address between the YTF and NTF cannot be reused because
they are still inuse, But as soon as the context using then is dismissed the YTF will be advanced.
The third pointer will be called NTA (Next Te Allocate). This pointer will oint to the next address that can
be used for allocation as long as the NTA does not equal the YTF and the IFC Is at ils maximum count.

5.2.3 De-allocate Block

This block will maintain a freephysicaladdress bleck countforeach context. Whileincurrent context, acountshall
be maintained specifying how many blocks were written inte the free list at the NTF pointer. This count will be reset
upon reset or when this context is active on the back and different than the previous context, it is actually a count of
blocks in the previous context that will no longer be used. This count will be used to advance the NTF pointer to
rnake available the set of physical blocks freed when the previous context was done, This allows the discard or de-

allocation of any numberof blocks In one clock, Les

5.2.4 Operation of Incremental model
=| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

The basic operation of the model would start with the NTF, YTF, NTA pointers in the freelist set to zero and the free
list counter is set to zero, Also all the dirty bits and the previous context will be initialized to zero, When the first set
constants happen, the reset dirty bit will not be set, so we will allocate a physical location from the free list counter
because its nol atthe max value. The data will be written into physical address zero, Both the additional copyof the
renaming table and the coniext zeros of the big renaming lable will be uodaled for the logical address thal was written
by set start with physical address of 0. This process will be repeated for any logical address that are not dirty until

the conlext changes, [fa Jogical address is hit Inet has ils dirty bits sel while in the same context, bolh cirty bis
would be set, so the new data will be over-writien to the last physical address assigned for this logical addregs.
When_a set constant comes with a different than last context, the previous context stored in the additional renaming
table will be copied to the larger renaming table in the current (new) context location. Then the set constant logical
address with be loaded with a new physical address during the copy _and if the reset dirly was set, the physical
adcress it replaced in the renaming table would be entered at the NTF pointer location on the free list and the NTF
willbe incremented, The de-allocaten counter for ihe previous context (zero) wil be incremented. This as sel siaies

come in for this context one of the following will hapnen: ees : & : SESS oe
updated. Aline will be allocated of the free-list counter ore~ = =

  
    

 
— re (Formatted: Bullets 
 

   

   

  

    

  

 

1.) No dirty bits are set for the logical address bein
the free list at NTA pointer If NTA|= to YTF .
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2.) Reset dirty set and Context dirty not set. A new physical address is allocated, the ohysical address in the

renaming lable is pul on the free list at NTF and if is incrernented along with the de-allocate counter for ihe
last context,

3.) Context dirty is set then the data will be written into the physical address specified by the logical address.

   
 

  

This process will centinue as long as set states arrive. This block will provide back pressure te the CP when ever he 

contexts of constants in use and prevent more than max constants contexis from being sent,
Now preferable when the constant context leaves the last ALU clause it will be sent to this block and compared with
the previous context thal left. (nil le zero) Jf they differ than the older coniext will no longer be referenced and thus
can be de-allocated in the physical memory. This is accomplished by adding the numberof blocks freed this context
to the YTF pointer. This will make all the physical addresses used by this context available to the NTA allocate
pointer for future allocation,

 
  

 
 

also allows the second context to be represented as the first set plus some new additional data by just storing the
delia’s, it allows memory to be efficiently used and when the constants updates are email it can store multiple
context, However, ifthe updates are large, less contexts will be stored and potentially performance will be degraded,
Although it will still perform as well as a ring could in this cage,

    

5.3 Constant Store Indexing
In order to do constant store indexing, the sequencer must be loaded first with the indexes (that come from the
GPRs). There are 144 wires from the exit of the SP to the sequencer (9 bits pointers x 16 vertexes/clock). Since the
data must pass thru the Shader pipe for the float to fixed conversion, there is a latency of 4 clocks (1 instruction)
between the time the sequenceris loaded and the time one can index into the constant store. The assembly will look
like this

MOVA R1.X.R2.X // Loads the sequencerwith the content of R2.X, also copies the content of R2.X into R1.*
NOP // latency of the float to fixed conversion
ADD  R3,R4,CO[R2.*]// Uses the state from the sequencer to add R4 to CO[R2.X] into R3

Note that we don’t really care about what is in the brackets because we use the state from the MOVAinstruction.
R2.X is just written again for the sake of simplicity and coherency.

 
5.4The storage needed in the sequencerin order to support this feature is 2*64*9 bits = 1152 bits. woes

5.55.4 Real Time Commands

The real time commands constants are written by the CP using the CONST_DATA_RT and CONST_ADDR_RT
registersGPRs. It works is the same way than when dealing with regquiar constant loads BUTin this case the CP is
not sending a logical address but rather a physical address and the reads are not passing thru the remasingre-
mapping table but are directly read from the memory. The boundary between the two zones is defined by the
CONST_EO_RTcontrol register.
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CONST_EO_RT

RT SECTON
(ReadsWrites are direct)

te—

REGULAR SECTION
(Reads/\Writes are passing

thru a remaping table)   
 

6. Looping and Branches
Loops and branches are planned to be supported and will have to be dealt with at the sequencerlevel. VWe plan on
supporting constant loops and branches using a contro! program.

6.1 The controlling state.
The R400 controling state consists of:

Boolean[{256:0]
Loop_count[7:0][31:0]
Loop_Start[7:0][31:0]
Loop_Step[7:0][31:0]

That is 256 Booleans and 32 loops.

Wehave a stack of 4 elements for nested calls of subroutines and 4 loop counters to allow for nested loops.

This stete is available on a per shader program basis.

6.2 The Control Flow Program
Examoles of control low programs are located in ihe R400 programming guide document,

The basic modelis as follows:

The render state defined the clause boundaries:
Vertex_shader_fetch[7:0][7:0] // eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
Vertex_shader_alu[7:0][7:0] // eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
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Pixel_shader_fetch[7:0][7:0] // eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
Pixel_shader_alu[7:0][7:0] Hf eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located

A pointer value of FF means that the clause doesn’t contain any instructions.

The control program for a given clause is executed to completion before moving to another clause, (with the
exception of the pick two nature of the alu execution). The contro] program is the only program aware of the clause
boundaries.

The control program has eleven basic instructions:

Execute
Conditional_execute
Conditional_Execute_Predicates
Conditional_jump
Call
Return
Loop_start
Loop_end
End_of_clause
Conditional_End_of_clause
NOP

Execute, causes the specified numberofinstructions in instruction store to be executed.
Conditional_execute checks a condition first, and if true, causes the specified numberofinstructions in instruction
store to be executed.
Loop_start resets the corresponding loop counter to the start value on the first pass after it checks for the end
condition and if met jumps over to a specified address.
Loop_end increments (decrements?) the loop counter and jumps back the specified nurnberofinstructions.
Call jumps to an address and pushesthe IP counter on the stack. On the return instruction, the IP is popped from the
stack.
Conditional_execute_or_Jump executes a block of instructions or jumps to an addressis the condition is not met.
Conditional_execute_Predicates executes a block of instructionsif all bits in the predicate vectors meet the condition.
End_of_clause marks the end of a clause.
Conditional_End_of_clause marks the end of a clauseif the condition is met.
Conditional_jurnps jumps to an addressif the condition is met.
NOPis a reguiar NOP

 

NOTE THAT ALL JUMPS MUST JUMP TO EVEN CFP ADDRESSESsince there are two contro! flow instructions per
memory line. Thus the compiler must insert NOPs where needed to align the jumps on even CFP addresses. oo

Alsoif the jump is logically bigger than pshader_cnti_size (or vshader_cntl_size) we break the program (clause) and =~
set the debug regisiersregisters. If an execute or conditional_execute is lower than cntl_size or bigger than size we
also break the program (clause) and set the debug registersregisters.

We haveto fit instructions into 48 bits in order to be able to put two control flow instruction perline in the instruction
store.

Note that whenevera field is marked as RESERVED,it is assumed thatall the bits of the field are cleared (0).

 
 

  
; Execute |

47 46... 42 | 41... 24 23...12 [11.0 oe
Addressing | 00001 | RESERVED Instruction count | Exec Address |.

Execute up to 4k instructions at the specified address in the instruction memory.  
NOP

47 [ 46... 42 | 41... 0 [oe
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| Addressing | 00010 | RESERVED
 

This is a regular NOP. 

i Conditioanal_Execute |

47 46... 42 } 41 40... 33 32 31... 24 23... 12 —14...0 ||I

 
    | Addressing|00011 | RESERVED|Boolean|Condition | RESERVED instruction count | Exec Address| address | |   

If the specified bocleanSoolean (6 bits can address 256 booleansBooleans) meets the specified condition then
execute the specified instructions (up to 4k instructions)

 

 

I. Conditionnal_Execute_Predicates
47 | 46

Addressing 6016

  

ts 
So| RESERVED Predicate Condition | RESERVED|Instruction count | Exec Address

| || vector
 

Check the AND/OR of all current predicate bits. if AND/OR matches the condition execute the specified number of
instructions. We need to AND/ORthis with the kill mask in order not to consider the pixels that aren't valid. 
  
 

 
 

  
Loop Start. Compares the loop sauntiterator with the end value. If loop condition not met jump to the address.
Forward jump only. Also computes the index value.value. The loop id must match between the start io end, and also
indicates which control flow constants should _be used with the loop. 
 
 
 Loop_End

47 (46... 42 | 41.7? 16... 12 11...0
001114 RESERVED loop ID | startaddress |

Addressing |
 

Loop end. Increments the counter by one, compares the loop count with the end value. If loop condition met
continue, else, encjumps BACK erlte the start of the loop. 

The waythis is described does not prevent nested loops, and the inclusion of the loop id makethis easy to do.
 
 

 

 
 

   
 

Pops the topmost address from the stack and jumpsto that address. If nothing is on the stack, the program will just
continue to the next instruction.
  
  

   
 

 
47 [ 46... 42 41 40... 33 | 32 | 31 30... 12 11...0

010710 | RESERVED | Boolean | Condition | FVWV only | RESERVED Jump address
Addressing | | address | |
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2| 4 34... 33 32 [ 31..24 | 23..12 | 11...0 F
| ||

- Loop_Start / [ee

47 [48 42 44...17 16... 12 W..00 060]00101 RESERVED loop ID | Jump address |
Addressing | |

Call : =
47 |46... 42 | 41...12 _ | 11...0 pee

01000 [ RESERVED | Jump address |Addressing I:

| Jumps to the specified address and pushesthe #@-controlflow pregramcounter on the stack

Return

47 | 46... 42 | 41....0

01001 | RESERVED
Addressing | |

Conditionnal Jump be .
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If condition met, jurnps to the address. FORVVARD jumponly allowed if bit 31 set. Bit 31 is only an optimization for the
compiler and should NOT be exposed to the API. 

Conditional End_of_ Clause
   
 

47 | 46... 42 [_ 41 40... 33 5 32 31.0o1011 RESERVED|Boolean Condition RESERVED
Addressing address      
This is an optimization in the case of very short shaders (where the control flow instruction can't be hidden anymore
and thus are not free. In this case, if the condition is met, the clause is ended, else we continue the execution of the
clause.
 

End_of Clause
  

47 (46...42700 41....0
 

Addressing |O1071_| eoORESERVED
Marks the end of a clause.

To preventinfinite loops, we will keep 9 bits loop counters instead of 8 (we are only able to loop 256 times). If the
counter goes higher than 255 then the loop_end or the loop_start instruction is going to break the loop and set the
debug registereGPRs.

6.3 Data dependant predicate instructions
Data dependant conditionals will be supported in the R400. The only way we plan to support those is by supporting
three vector/scalar predicate operations of the form:

PRED_SETE_# - similar to SETE exceptthat the result is ‘exported’ to the sequencer.
PRED_SETNE_# - similar to SETNE exceptthat the result is 'exported' to the sequencer.
PRED_SETGT_#- similar to SETGT except that the result is ‘exported’ to the sequencer
PRED_SETGTE_#-similar to SETGTE exceptthat the result is ‘exported’ to the sequencer

For the scalar operations only we will also support the two following instructions:
PRED_SETEO_#— SETEO
PRED_SETE1_#-—SETE1

The export is a single bit - 1 or O that is sent using the same data path as the MOVAinstruction. The sequencerwill
maintain 4 sets of 64 bit predicate vectors (in fact 8 sets because we interieave two programs but only 4 will be
exposed) and use it to control the write masking. This predicate is not maintained across clause boundaries. The #
sign is used to specify which precicate set you want to use 0 thru 3.

Then we have two conditional execute bits. Thefirst bit is a conditional execute “on” bit and the second bit tells us if
we execute on 1 or 0. For example, the instruction:

PO_ADD_# RO,R1,R2

Is only going to write the resull of the ADD into those GPRs whose predicate bit is 0. Alternatively, P1_ADD_# would
only write the results to the GPRs whosepredicate bit is set. The use of the PO or P1 without precharging the
sequencer with a PRED instruction is undefined.

{Issue: do we have to have a NOP between PRED andthefirst instruction that uses a predicate?}

6.4 HW Detection of PV.PS
Because of the control program, the compiler cannot detect statically dependant instructions. In the case of non-
masked writes and subsequent reads the sequencer will insert uses of PV,PS as needed. This will be done by
comparing the read address and the write address of consecutive instructions. For masked writes, the sequencerwill
insert NOPs wherever there is a dependant read/write.
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| The sequencerwill also have to insert NOPs ‘between PRED_SET and MOVAinstructions and their uses.
6.5 Registerfile indexing
Because we can have loops in fetch clause, we need to be able to index into the registerfile in order to retrieve the
data created in a fetch clause loop and useit into an ALU clause. The instruction will include the base address for
register indexing and the instruction will contain these controls:

Bit7 Bit 6
0 0 ‘absolute register
0 4 ‘relative register’
4 0 ‘previous vector’
4 1 ‘previous scalar’

In the case of an absolute register we just take the address as is. In the case of a relative register read we take the
base address and we add to it the loop_index and this becomes our new address that we give to the shaderpipe.

The sequenceris going to keep a loop index computed as such:

| Index = Loop_seurteriterator* Loop_Heraterstep + Loop_inistart.

The index is going to return0if it is out of the range. We loop until loop iterator = Joop count. Loop step is a signed
yale (128... 127),

6.6 Predicated Instruction support for Texture clauses
For texture clauses, we support the following optimization: we keep 1 bit (hus 4 bits for the four predicate vectors)
per predicate vector in the reservation stations. A value of 1 means that one ore more elements in the vector have a
value of one (thus we haveto do the texture fetches for the whale vector. A value of 0 means that no elements in the
vector have his predicate bit set and we can thus skip over the texture fetch. We have to make sure the invalid
pixels aren’t considered with this optimization.

6.7 Debugging the Shaders
In order to be able to debug the pixel/vertex shaders efficiently, we provide 2 methods.

6.7.1 Method 1: Debugging registersregisters
Current plans are to expose 2 debugging, or error notification, registereregisters:
1. address register wherethefirst error occurred
2. count of the numberof errors

The sequencerwill detect the following groups of errors:
- count overflow
- jump error

relative jump address > size of the cantrol flow program
relative jump address > length of the shader program

- constant overflow
- register overflow
- call stack

call with stackfull
return with stack emply

With two of the errors, a jump error or a register overflow will cause the program to break. In this case, a break
means that a clause will halt execution, but allowing further clauses to be executed.

With the other errors, program can continue to run, potentially to worst-case limits.
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If indexing outsice of the constant range, causing an overflowerror, the hardware is specified to return the value with
an index of 0. This could be exploited to generate error tokens, by reserving and initializing the Oth register (or
constant) for errors.

{ISSUE : Interrupt to the driver or not?}

6.7.2 Method 2: Exporting the values in the GPRs (12)
The sequencer will nave a count register and an address register for this mode and 3 bits per clause specifying the
execution mode for each clause. The modes can be :

1) Normal
2) Debug Kill
3) Debug Addr + Count

Under the normal mode execution follows the normal course. Under the kill mode, all control flow instructions are
executed but all normal shaderinstructions of the clause are replaced by NOPs. Only debug_export instructions of
clause 7 will be executed under the debug kill setting. Under the other mode, normal execution is done until we reach
an address specified by the address register and instruction count (useful for loops) specified by the count register.
After we have hit the instruction n times (n=count) we switch the clause to the kill mode.

Under the debug mode (debug kill OR debug Addr + count), it is assumed that clause 7 is always exporting 12 debug
vectors and that all other exports to the SX block (position, color, z, ect) will been turned off (changed into NOPs) by
the sequencer (evenif they occur before the address stated by the ADDR debug register).

7. Pixel Kill Mask

A vector of 64 bits is kept by the sequencer per group of pixels/vertices. Its purpose is to optimize the texture fetch
requests and allowthe shader pipeto kill pixels using the following instructions:

MASK_SETE
MASK_SETNE
MASK_SETGT
MASK_SETGTE

8. Multipass vertex shaders (HOS)
Multipass vertex shaders are able to export from the 6 last clauses but to memory ONLY.

9 Register file allocation
The register file allocation for vertices and pixels can either be static or dynamic. In both cases, the register file in
managed using two round robins (one for pixels and one for vertices). In the dynamic case the boundary between
pixels and vertices is allowed to move, in the static case it is fixed to VERTEX_REG_SIZE for vertices and 256-
VERTEX_REG_SIZEforpixels.
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Above is an example of how the algorithm works. Vertices come in from top to bottom; pixels comein from bottom to
top. Vertices are in orange and pixels in green. The blueline is the tail of the vertices and the greenline is the tail of
the pixels. Thus anything between the two lines is shared. When pixels meets vertices the line turns white and the
boundary is static until both vertices and pixels share the same “unallocated bubble”. Then the boundary is allowed to
move again.

10. Fetch Arbitration

The fetch arbitration logic chooses one of the 8 potentially pending fetch clauses to be executed. The choice is made
by looking at the fifos frorn 7 to 0 and picking the first one ready to execute. Once chosen, the clause state machine
will send one 2x2 fetch per clock (or 4 fetches in one clock every 4 clocks) until all the fetch instructions of the clause
are sent. This means that there cannot be any dependencies between two fetches of the same clause.

The arbitrator will not wait for the fetches to return prior to selecting another clause for execution. The fetch pipe will
be able to handle up to X(?) in flight fetches and thus there can be a fair numberof active clauses waiting for their
fetch return data.

11. ALU Arbitration

ALU arbitration proceeds in almost the same way than fetch arbitration. The ALU arbitration logic chooses one of the
8 potentially pending ALU clauses to be executed. The choice is made by looking at the fifos from 7 to 0 and picking
the first one ready to execute. There are two ALU arbirerearbiters, one for the even clocks and one for the odd
clocks. For exaemple, here is the sequencing of two interleaved ALU clauses (E and © stands for Even and Odd sets
of 4 clocks):

EinstO OinstO Einst1 Oinst1 Einst2 Oinst2 EinstO Oinst3 Einsti Oinst4 Einst2 Oinst0...
Proceeding this way hides the latency of 8 clocks of the ALUs. Aliso note that the interleaving also occurs across

clause boundaries,
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12. Handling Stalls
When the output file is full, the sequencer prevents the ALU arbitration logic to-selectirom selecting the last clause | oS
(this way nothing can exit the shaderpipe until there is place in the outputfile. If the packet is a vertex packet and the
position buffer is full (POS_FULL) then the sequencer also prevents a thread to-esterfrom entering the exporting |
clause (37). The sequencerwill set the OUT_FILE_FULL signal n clocks before the outputfile is actually full and thus
the ALU arbiter will be able read this signal and act accordingly by not preventing exporting clauses to proceed.

13. Content of the reservation station FIFOs
The reservation FIFOs coniain the state of the vector of pixels and vertices. We have two sets of those: one for 

pixels, and one. for vertices. They contain 3 bits of Render State 7 bits for the base address of the GPRs, somebits

 
14. The Output File
The outputfile is where pixels are put before they go to the RBs. The write BW to this store is 256 bits/clock. Just
before this output file are staging registersregisiers with write BW 512 bits/clock and read BW 256 bits/clock. The
staging registersregisters are 4x128 (and there are 16 of those on the whole chip).

5. |J Format

The IJ information sent by the PAis ofthis format on a per quad basis:

We have a vector of lJ’s (one IJ per pixel at the centroid of the fragment or at the center of the pixel depending on the
mode bit). The interpolation is done at a different precision across the 2x2. The upperleft pixel’s parameters are
always interpolated at full 20x24 mantissa precision. Then the result of the interpolation along with the difference in IJ
in reduced precision is used to interpolate the parameter for the other three pixels of the 2x2. Here is how we do it:

Assuming PO is the interpolated parameter at Pixel 0 having the barycentric coordinates (0), J(Q) and so on for P1,P2
and P3. Also assuming that A is the parameter value at VO (interpolated with 1), B is the parameter value at V1
(interpolated with J) and C is the parameter value at V2 (interpolated with (7-I-J).

AOE = FO) — 70)

AOL = JO) — J(0)

AO2T = [(2) — 10) PO PA
AO2S = J(2)- J(0)

A037 = £3) - 1(0)

A037 = J(3)- J(0) p2 P3

 

   
 

PO=C +41(0)*(A-C)+J(0)*(B-C)

Pl= P0+A0U *(A-C)+A0L) *(B-C)

P2 = PO+A02T *(A—C) + A027 *(B-C)

P3 = P0+A03F *(A-C)+A03 *(B-C)

PO is computed at 20x24 mantissa precision and P1 to P3 are computed at 8X24 mantissa precision. So far no visual
degradation of the image was seen using this scheme.
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Multiplies (Full Precision): 2
Multiplies (Reduced precision): 6
Subtracts 19x24 (Parameters): 2
Adds: 8

FORMAT OF PO's [J : Mantissa 20 Exp 4 for | + Sign
Mantissa 20 Exp 4 for J + Sign

FORMATof Deltas (x3):Mantissa 8 Exp 4 for | + Sign
Mantissa 8 Exp 4 for J + Sign

Total numberof bits | 20*2 + 8°6 + 4*8 + 4*2 = 128

   
bey

 
to- enSight exponent value of 0. means number =0, exponentvalue-of | meane shift right GLAll numbers are kept
using the un-normalized floating point convention: if exponent is different than O the numberis normalized if net, then
the number is un-normalized. -This-means-thatiThe maximum range for the IJs (Full precision) is +/- 63 and the
range for the Deltas is +/- 127.

15.1 Interpolation of constantattributes
Becauseof the floating point imprecision, we need to take special provisionsif all the interpolated terms are the same
or if two of the barycentric coordinates are the same.

Westart with the premise that ifA= Band B=C and C =A, then PO0,1,2,3 =A. Since one or more of the IJ terms
may be zero, so we extendthis to:

if (A=B and B=G and C=A)
PO,1,2,3 = A;

else if (1 = 0) or (J = 0)) and
(J = 0) or (1-I-J = 0)) and
((1-J-1 = 0) or (7 = 0))) {

f@ = Of
PO=A;

else if(J ‘= 0) {
Po =B:

helse {
PO=C;

/irest of the quad interpolated normally
}
else
{

normal interpolation
}

16. The parameter cache
The parameter cache is where the vertex shaders export their data. It consists of 16 128x128 memories (1R/1W).
The reuse engine will makeit so that all vertexes of a given primitive will hit different memories.

17. Vertex position exporting
On clause 3 the vertex shader can export to the PA both the vertex position and the point sprite. It can also do so at
clause 7 if not done at clause 3. The storage needed to perform the position export is at least 64x128 memories for
the position and 64x32 memories for the sprite size. it is going to be taken in the pixel output fifo from the SX blocks.
The clause where the position export occurs is specified by the EXPORT_LATE register. If turned on, it means that
the export is going to occur at ALU clause 7 if unset position export occurs at clause 3.
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18. Exporting Arbitration
Here are the rules for co-issuing exporting ALU clauses.

1) Position exports and position exports cannot be co-issued.
2) Position exports and memory exports cannot be co-issued.
3) Position exports and Z/Color exports cannot be co-issued.
4) Memory exports and Z/Color exports cannot be co-issued.
5) Memory exports and memory exports cannot be co-issued.
6) Z/color exports and Z/color exports cannot be co-issued.
7) Parameter exports and Z/Color exports CAN be co-issued.
8) Parameter exports and parameter exports CAN be co-issued.
9) Parameter exports and memory exports CAN be co-issued.

19. Export Types
The export type (or the location where the data should be put) is specified using the destination address field in the
ALU instruction. Here is a list of all possible export modes:

19.1 Vertex Shading
0:15 -16 parameter cache
16:31 - Empty (Reserved?)
32:43 - 12 vertex exports to the frame buffer and index
44:47 - Empty
48:59 - 12 debug export (interpret as normal vertex export)
60 - export addressing mode
61 - Empty
62 - sprite size export that goes with position export

(point_h,point_w,edgeflag misc)
63 - position

19.2 Pixel Shading
0 - Color for buffer 0 (primary)
4 - Color for buffer 1
2 - Color for buffer 2
3 - Color for buffer 3
47 - Empty
8 - Buffer 0 Color/Fog (primary)
9 - Buffer 1 Color/Fog
10 - Buffer 2 Color/Fog
11 - Buffer 3 Color/Fog
42:15 - Empty
16:31 - Empty (Reserved?)
32:43 - 12 exports for multipass pixel shaders.
44:47 - Empty
48:59 -12 debug exports (interpret as normal pixel export)
60 - export addressing mode
61:62 - Empty
63 -Z for primary buffer (2 exported to ‘alpha’ component)

20. Special Interpolation modes

20.1 Real time commands

We are unable to use the parameter memory since there is no way for a command stream to write into it. Instead we
need to add three 16x128 memories (one for each of three vertices x 16 interpolants). These will be mapped onto the
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register bus and written by type O packets, and output to the the parameter busses (the sequencer and/or PA need to
be able to address the realtime parameter memory as well as the regular parameter store. For higher performance we
should be able able to view them as two banks of 16 and do double buffering allowing one to be loacied, while the
other is rasterized with. Most overlay shaders will need 2 or 4 scalar coordinates, one option might be to restrict the
memory to 16x64 or 32x64 allowing only two interpolated scalars per cycle, the only problem | see with this is, if we
view support for 16 vector-4 interpolants important (true only if we map Microsoft's high priority stream to the realtime
stream), then the PA/sequencer need to support a reallime-specific mode where we need to address 32 vectors of
parameters instead of 16. This modeis triggered by the primitive type: REAL TIME.

20.2 Sprites/ XY screen coordinates/ FB information
When working with sprites, one may want to overwrite the parameter O with SC generated data. Also, XY screen
coordinates may be needed in the shader program. This functionality is controlled by the gen_|0 register (in SQ) in
conjunction with the SND_XY register (in SC). Also it is possible to send the faceness information (for OGL front/back
special operations) to the shaderusing the same control registereregisier. Here is a list of all the modes and howthey
interact together:

Gen_stis a bit taken from the interface between the SC and the SQ.This is the MSBofthe primitive type. If the bit is
set, it means we are dealing with Point AA, Line AA or sprite and in this case the vertex values are going to generated
between 0 and 1.

Param_Gen_|0 disable, snd_xy disable, no gen_st — 10 = No modification
Param_Gen_l0 disable, snd_xy disable, gen_st — 10 = No modification
Param_Gen_]0 disable, snd_xy enable, no gen_st— 10 = No modification
Param_Gen_|0 disable, snd_xy enable. gen_st — 10 = No modification
Param_Gen_|0 enable, snd_xy disable, no gen_st — 10 = garbage, garbage, garbage, faceness
Param_Gen_|0 enable, snd_xy disable, gen_st — IO = garbage, garbage,s,t
Param_Gen_|0 enable, snd_xy enable, no gen_st — lO = screen x, screen y, garbage, faceness
Param_Gen_I0 enable, snd_xy enable, gen_st — IO = screen x, screen y, s,t

20.3 Auto generated counters
In the cases we are dealing with multipass shaders, the sequencer is going to generate a vector count to be able to
both use this count to write the 1° pass data to memory and then use the countto retrieve the data on the 2™ pass.
The countis always generated in the same waybutit is passed to the shader in a slightly different way depending on
the shader type (pixel or vertex). This is toggled on and off using the GEN_INDEX register. While there is only one
count broadcast to the registereGPRs, the LSB are hardwired to specific values making the index different for all
elements in the vector.

20.3.1 Vertex shaders

In the case of vertex shaders, if GEN_INDEXis set, the data will be put into the x field of the third register (it means
that the compiler must allocate 3 GPRsin all multipass vertex shader modes).

20.3.2 Pixel shaders

In the case of pixel shaders, if GEN_INDEXis set, the data will be putin the x field of the on register (11.x).
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AUTO iINTERPOLATORSCOUNT

STGt | || I
|'

AUTO COUNT opeoco |

The Auto Count Value is
Mux broadcasi to all GPRs.Itis

/ loaded into a register wich has
its LSBs hardwired to the

GPR number (C thru 63). Then
 
| if GEN_INDEXis high, themux selects the auto-count

value and it is loaded inte the
GPRsto be either used te

retrieve data using the TP or
GPRO sent to the SX forthe RB to

| use it to write the data toi memory

|

21. State management
Every clock, the sequencer will report to the CP the oldest states still in the pipe. These are the states of the
programs as they enter the last ALU clause.

21.1 Parameter cache synchronization
of

ates 4 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
 

ixels before the associated group of vertices has finished, the in order for the sequencer not te begin a grou   
seguencer will keep a 6 bit count per state (for a total of 8 counters). These counters are initialized to 0 and ever 

 
the count is greater than O before accepting the transmission (it will in fact accept the transmission but then lower its
ready to receive), Then the sequencer waits for the count to go to one and decrements it, The sequencer can then

issue the group of pixels to the internolators. Every lime ihe stale changes, the new slate counter is inilialized fo 0.

22. XY Address imports
The SC will be able to send the XY addresses to the GPRs. It does so by interleaving the writes of the IJs (to the [J
buffer) with XY writes (to the XY buffer). Then when writing the data to the GPRs, the sequencer is going to
interpolate the IJ data or pass the XY data thru a Fix—-float converter and expander and write the converted values to
the GPRs. The Xys are currently SCREEN SPACE COORDINATES. The values in the XY buffers will wrap. See
section 20.2 for details on how to control the interpolation in this mode.

22.1 Vertex indexes imports
In order to import vertex indexes, we have 64x2x96 staging registersregisters. These are loaded one at a time by the | a
VGTblock. They are loadedin floating point format and can be transferred in 4 or 8 clocks to the GPRs.

23. RegistersKegisters

23.1 Control

REG_DYNAMIC Dynamic allocation (pixel/vertex) of the register file on or off.
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REG_SIZE_PIX

REG_SIZE_VTX

ARBITRATION_POLICY
INST_STORE_ALLOC
INST_BASE_VTX

 

INST_BASE_PIX
ONE_THREAD
ONE_ALU

INSTRUCTION_INDE*
~PORTADOR

INSTRUCTION_DATA
CONSTANT_DATA
CONSTANT_ADDR

 

  
 

INSTRUCTION_INDE*
PORTADDR_RT

INSTRUCTION_DATA_RT

CONSTANT_DATA_RT 

CONSTANT_ADDR_RT
  CONSTANT_EO_RT

EXPORT_LATE

3.2 Context

VS_FETCH_{0...7}
VS_ALU_{0...7}
PS_FETCH_{0...7}
PS_ALU_{0...7}
PS_BASE
VS_BASE
VS_CF_SIZE
PS_CF_SIZE
PS_SIZE
VS_SIZE
PS_NUM_REG
VS_NUM_REG
PARAM_SHADE

PARAM_WRAP

PS_EXPORT_MODE

VS_EXPORT_MASK
VS_EXPORT_MODE
VS_EXPORT
_COUNT_{0...6}

 

Size of the register file's pixel portion (minimal size when dynamic allocation turned
on)
Size of the register file's vertex portion (minimal size when dynamic allocation turned
on)
policy of the arbitration between vertexes and pixels
interleaved, separate
start point for the vertex instruction store (RT always ends at vertex_base and
Begins at 0)
start point for the pixel shader instruction store
debug state register. Only allows one program at a time into the GPRs
debug state register. Only allows one ALU program at a time to be executed (instead
of 2)

This is where the CP puts the base address of the instruction writes and type (auto-
incremented on reads/writes)
This is where the CP puts the actual data going to the instruction memory
This is where the CP puts constant data (32 bits)
This is where the CP puts the logical constant address (9 bits)

This is where the CP puts the base address of the instruction writes and type for
Real Time (auto-incremented on reads/writes)
This is where the CP puts the actual data going to the instruction memory for
Reai Time
This is where the CP puts constant data for Real Time (2 bits)
This is where the CP puts the logical constant address for Real Time (G bits)
This is the size of the space reserved for real time in the constant store (from 0 to
CONSTANT_EO_RT). The remapingre-mapping table operates on the rest of the
memory
Controls whether or not we are exporting position from clause 3. If set, position
exports occur at clause 7.

eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is locaied
eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
base pointerfor the pixel shader in the instruction store
base pointer for the vertex shader in the instruction store
size of the vertex shader (# of instructions in control program/2)
size of the pixel shader(# of instructions in control program/2)
size of the pixel shader (cntltinstructions)
size of the vertex shader (cntitinstructions)
numberof registereGPRs to allocate for pixel shader programs
numberof registersGPRsto allocate for vertex shader programs
One 16 bit register specifying which parameters are to be gouraud shaded (0 = flat, 1
= gouraud)
64 bits: for which parameters (and channels (xyzw)) do we do the cyl wrapping
(O=linear, 1=cylindrical).
Ooo : Normal mode
txxxx : Multipass mode
If normal, bbbz where bbb is how many colors (0-4) and z is export z or not
If multipass 1-12 exports for color.
which of the last 6 ALU clauses is exporting (multipass only)
0: position (1 vector}, 1: position @ vectors), 3:multipass

 

Six 4 bit counters representing the # of interpolated parameters exported in clause 7
(located in VS_EXPORT_COUNT_6} OR
# of exported vectors to memory per clause in multipass mode (per clause)
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PARAM_GEN_!0 Do we overwrite or not the parameter 0 with XY data and generated T and S values
GEN_INDEX Auto generates an address from 0 to XX. Puts the results into R1 for pixel shaders

and R3 for vertex shaders
CONST_BASE_VTX (9 bits)Logical Base address for the constants of the Vertex shader
CONST_BASE_PIX (9 bits) Logical Base address for the constants of the Pixel shader
CONST_SIZE_PIX (8 bits) Size of the logical constant store for pixel shaders
CONST_SIZE_VTX (8 bits) Size of the logical constant store for vertex shaders
INST_PRED_OPTIMIZE Tums on the predicate bit optimization (if of, conditional_execute_predicates is

always executed).

 

CF_BOOLEANS 256 booleanbits
CF_LOOP_COUNT 32x8 bit counters (numberof times wetraverse the loop)
CF_LOOP_START 32x8 bit counters (init value used in index computation)
CF_LOOP_STEP 32x8 bit counters (step value used in index computation)

24. DEBUG registersRegisters

24.1 Context

DB_PROB_ADDR instruction address where thefirst problem occurred
DB_PROB_COUNT number of problems encountered during the execution of the program
DB_LINST_COUNT instruction counter for debug method 2
DB_BREAK_ADDR break address for method number2
DB_CLAUSE
_MODE_ALU_{0...7} clause mode for debug method 2 (0: normal, 1: addr, 2: kill)
DB_CLAUSE
_MODE_FETCH_{0...7} clause mode for debug method 2 (0: normal, 1: addr, 2: kill

25. Interfaces

25.1 External Interfaces

Whenever an x is used, it means that the bus is broadcast to all units of the same name. For example, if a bus is
named SQ—SPxit means that SQ is going to broadcast the sameinformation to all SP instances.

2 s 1 | «|= =o Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

 
  

, ] S a4 Formatted: Bullets and Numberin25.4295. 1.1 SC to SQ: lJ Control bus “| cS es
This is the control information sent to the sequencer in order to control the IJ fifos and all other information needed to |
execute a shader program on the sent pixels. This information is sent over 2 clocks, if SENDXY is asserted the next
control packet is going to be ignored and XY information is going to be sent on the IJ bus (for the quads that where —
just sent). All pixels from the group of quads are from the same primitive, all quads of a vector are from the same :
renderstate.
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| Name Direction Bits | Description
SC_S80Q_q_wr_mask | $C--SQ 4 _ Quad Write maskleft to right
S8C_8_lod_correct sC-50 24 | LOD correction per quad (6 bits per quad)
SC_SQ_flat_vertex | SC-3SQ [2 _ Provoking vertex for flat shading
SC_SQ_param_ptrO sC-8GQ 11 | P Store pointer for vertex 0
SC_SQ_param_ptr1 | 8C--8Q 1441. | P Store pointer for vertex 1
SC_SQ_param_ptr2 sc—SQ 11__| P Store pointer for vertex 2
8C_SQ_end_of_vect | $cC—-8Q 4 | End of the vector
SC_SQ_store_dealloc SC—SQO i | Deallocation token for the P Store

|| SC_SQ_state | SC-+SQ |3 | State/constant pointer (6°3+3)
SC_SQ_valid_ pixel sCc—SQ 16__| Valid bits for all pixels :
SC_SQ_nuilprim| 8C-8Q (1 _Null Primitive (for PC dealiocationpurposes)
$C_SQ_end_of_prim _SC—SQ uw | End Of the primitive
8C_S0_fbface 8C-8Q 41 | Front face = 1, back face =O
SC_SQ_send_xy | SC-SQ 4 | Sending XY information [XY information is going to be

; a |__| sent on the next clock] -
SC_SQ_prim_type SC—S8Q 3 |Real time command need to load tex cords from

alternate buffer. Line AA, Point AA and Sprite reads
‘their parameters from GEN_T and GEN_S

| | registersGPRs.| O60 : Normal
| O11 : Real Time
| 100: Line AA
| 101: Point AA
| 110: Sprite

8C_3Q_new_vector $C—8Q 4 This primitive comes from a new vector of vertices.
| | | Make sure that the corresponding vertex shader has
| | finished before starting the group of pixels.

SC_SQ_RTRn $Q—5C 41 _ Stalls the PA inn clocks
SC_SQ_RTS | 8C—S5Q 14 _SC ready to send data

 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 

 
  
 
   

23-1225.1.2 SQ to SP: interpolator bus 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

   
Name _ | Direction [Bits _ Description .
SQ_SPx_interp_prim_type SQ—SPx 3 Type of the primitive

| 000: Normal| O11: Real Time
| 100: Line AA
| 101: Point AA
_ 110: Sprite

SQ_SPx_interp_flat_vtx | $Q--SPx 12 | Provoking vertex for flat shading
SQ_SPx_inierp_flat_gouraud|SQ—SPx q | Flat or gouraud shading
SQ_SPx_interp_cyl_wrap $Q-3SPx 14 _ Wich parameter needs to be cylindrical wrapped
8Q_SPx_interp_ijline $Q—SPx 2 | Line in the IJ/XY buffer to use to interpolate
SQ_SPx_interp_buff_swap | SQ—SPx 14 | Swap the IJ/XY buffers at the end of the interpolation
SQ_SPx_interp_gen_|0 SQ—SPx 1 | Generate 10 or not. This tells the interpolators not to

use the parameter cache but rather overwrite the data
with interpolated 1 and 0. Overwrite if gen_10 is high.

 
 

25-4.425 1.3 SQ te SP: GPR Input Mux select

data are: generated index, Interpolated data, vertex index data (coming from the staging registersregisters).
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Name _ Direction | Bits | Description
SQ_SPx_data_type SQ—SPx 2 | 00: Interpolated data

| 01: Staging register data
| 4x: Count

SQ_SPx_index_count | SQ->SPx 112? | Incex count, commonfor all shader pipes
SQ_SPx_stage_addr SQ—SPx 1 | Staging register address

| | 0: First staging registerI \ _ 1: second staging register
   

2515-SQteSPx-Parametercachewiite-control Sececrcnsceiada

25-1-625.1.4 SQ to SP: Parameter Cache Read contro! bus

The four following interlaces (GSQ--SP, $Q-+5X,SP--SX and SX—interpolators) are all SYNCHRONIZED together. 
 
  
 
 
    
  

   
 
  

 
    

 
 

 

 
 
  
 
 

  

 
 
  

 

   
 
    
    
 
  
 

 

 

Name |Direction Bits | Description
5Q_SPx_ptro SQ—SPx 9 _ Pointer of PC
SQ_SPx_ptr1 | §Q->SPx iz) | Pointer of PC
5Q_SPx_ptr2 SQ—SPx 9 _ Pointer of PC
SQ_SP0_read_ena | SQ--SP0 L4 | Read enablesfor the 4 memories in the SPO
SQ_SP1_read_ena SQ—SP1 4 _ Read enables for the 4 memories in the SP1
SQ_SP2_read_ena SQ—SP2 La | Read enables for the 4 memoriesin the SP2
SQ_SP3_read_ena | SQ—SP3 14 | Read enables for the 4 memories in the SP3

a | 7|Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
28-+725.1.5 SQ to SX: Pararneter Cache Mux control Bus - eeee

Name sd«Direction ‘| Bits | Description —
SQ_SXx_muxd $Q—SXx | 4 | Mux control for PC (4 MSbsof Pointer) : :
SQ_Sxkxmuxt| BQBX [4_Muxcontralfer PC (4 MSbs of Pointer)pees ees : ee :
SQ_SXx_mux2 | SO-3SXx L4 | Mux contral for PC (4 MSbsof Pointer) eS eS Cees : oe
35 18. SP io Sx Pavamotor dat <|- (Formatted:slesardninbeing+)

ry . . eae Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

23-1-1025.1.6 SQ to SPO: Staging Register Data

Name | Direction |Bits _ Description
$Q_SP0_vgt_vsisr_data |SQ>SPO0 96 _| Pointers of indexes or HOS surface information
SQ_SP0_vat_vaisr_double [| SQ--SPO 1 __| 0: Normal 96 bits per vert 1: double 192 bitspervert
SQ_SP0_data_valid | SO-»SP0 i | Data is valid

[ 96 _| Pointersofindexes or HOSsurface information
L (4

4 |
(96 | Painters of indexes or HOS surface information

SOSP2vatvsisrdouble |i O:Normal 96bits per vert i double192bits pervert
SQ SP2 data valid i — im i Data is valid
SO SP3 vat vsisr data | $Q-3SP3 | 96 | Pointers of indexes or HOS surface information
SO_SP3vatvsisrcouble | SQ>SP3 1____ O Normal96bitspervert1: double192bitsper vert es : :SQ_SP3_ data_valid [SQ >SP3 [4 | Data is valid & Se

a. . JESS 4 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
25-1+-4425.1.7 PA to SQ: Vertex interface . Soee

28-4+-14-425.1.7.1 Interface Signal Table

The area difference between the two methodsis not sufficient to warrant complicating the interface or the state
requirements of the VSISRs. Therefore, the POR for this interface is that the VGT will transmit the data to the
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ssc Ee A

| VSISRs (via the Shader Sequencer) in full, 32-bit floating-point format. Tne VGT can transmit up to six 32-bitfloating-point values to each VSISR where four or more values require two transmission clocks. The data bus is 96

 

  
 
   

     
       

 

   
         
  

bits wide.

Name | Bits|Description
PA_SQ_vgt_ vsisr_data | 96 Pointers of indexes or HOS surface information
PA_SQ_vgt_vsisr_double 4 QO: Normal 96 bits per vert 1: double 192 bits per vert
PA_SQ_vot_end_of_vector 1 Indicates the last VSISR data set for the current process vector (for double vector

data, “end_of_vector" is set on the second vector
PA_SQ_vgt_state 3 Render State (6°3+3 for constants). This signal is guaranteed to be carrect when

“PA_SO_vot_end_of_vector’is high.
PA_SQ_vgt_send 1 Data on the VGT_SQis valid receive (see write-up for standard R400 SEND/RTR

interface handshaking)
SQ_PA_vgi_rtr 1 Ready to receive (see write-up for standard R400 SEND/RTR interface

handshaking)

| 25-4-44225.1.7.2 Interface Diagrams
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  3 ‘Formatted: Bullets and Numbering_OO
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f = Fermatted: Bullets and Numbering

| ORIGINATE DATE EDIT DATE DOCUMENT-REV. NUM. PAGE
| 24September, 200% 4 September, 201544 GEN-CAXKXX-REVA 41 of 48! ks PUA

25-1-4225.1.8 SQ to CP: State report “
Name | Direction |Bits | Description
SQ_CPvrix_state[SEQCP[30| Oldest vertex state stillinthe pipesd
SQ_CP_pix_state _SEQ.CP LS | Oldest pixel state still in the pipe

ry aS

25-1-4425.1.9 SQ to SX: Contro! bus “

Name ssi| Direction ‘Bits[Descriptionbos
SQ_SXx_exp_Pixel SQ—>SXx 4 | 1: Pixel

_ | O: Vertex _
$Q_SXx_exp_start | SQ--SXx i | Raised to indicate that the SQis starting an export
SQ_SXx_exp_Clause | SQ>5EXx | 3 _ Clause number, which is needed for vertex clauses
8QSoexpState SQ—8Xx (3 | State ID, which is needed for vertex clauses

   
These fields are sent synchronously with SP export data, described in SPO—SX0interface
{ISSUE: Where are the PC pointers}

25-14525.1.]0 SX to SQ: Output file control 
Name |Direction ‘Bits _ Description4

  
SXx_SQ_Expart_count_rdy=| SXx-SQ [ | Raised by SX0 to indicate that the following twofields

| | | reflect the result of the most recent export
SXx_SQ_Export_Position | SXx—50 | Specifies whetherthere is room for anotherposition.
SXx_SQ_Export_Buffer SXx-SQ 7 _ Specifies the space available in the output buffers.

| 0: buffers are full
| 1: 2K-bits available (32-bits for each of the 64
| pixels in a clause)

| 64: 128K-bits available (16 128-bit entries for each of
| | 64 pixels)65-127: RESERVED

  
 

 
FourQuac's worth-of FetehDate-maybewriters-ic_theRegister fieover cieck,_These-are-directedto-a-diferentpixel
of the-sub-engines repeating-every-4-clecks.-The registerfle indexto writemust- accompanythe-daia.Dais-andtindex
asseciated-s4ihthe-Quad-O-must-be-sent3clocks-afttertheictructionStart-signalis-sent.

Z5-+14725.1.11 SeguencertoFeich Unit busS@ to TP: Control bus a
Once every clock, the fetch unit sends to the sequencer on which clause it is now working and if the data in the
registersGPRsis ready or not. This way the sequencer can update the fetch counters for the reservation station fifos.

 
The sequenceralso provides the instruction and constants for the fetch to execute and the addressin the registerfile
where to write the fetch return data.
 

Name [ Direction

 
 

 TPx_SQ_data_rdy | TPx— SQ
| Bits|Description —
i _ Data ready
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| 24 September, 2001 4 September, 201574 42 of 48eee DNewesenanenbentteUOCaan

| TPx_SQ_slause_num _TPx— SQ 3 | Clause numberSQ_TPx_const SQ—TPx 64 __| Fetch state sent over 4 clocks
SQ_TPx_instuct | 8Q-2TPx | 24 | Fetch instruction sent over 4 clocks
SQ_TPx_end_of_clause SQ—TPx i | Last instruction of the clause _
SQ_TPx_phase | SQ-»TPx L2 _Write phase signal .
SQ_TPO_locd_correct SQ—TPO 6 _ LOD correct 3 bits per comp 2 components per quad
SQ_TPO_pmask | $Q-3TPO 14 | Pixel mask 1 bit per pixel ;
SQ_TP1_lod_correct | $Q-.TP1 6 | LOD carrect 3 bits per comp 2 components per quad
SQ_TP1_pmask SQ—TP1 4 | Pixel mask 1 bit perpixel ee .
$Q_TP2_lod_correct | $Q-»TP2 5 LOD correct 3 bits per comp 2 components per quad
SQ_TP2pmask $SQ—TP2 4 | Pixel mask 1 bit per pixel
SQ_TP3_lod_correct ss|| SQ--»TP3 6 _| LOD correct 3 bits percomp2componentsperquad
SQ_TP3_pmask _SQ—>TP3 4 | Pixel mask 1 bit per pixel
SQ_TPx_clause_num SQ—TPx 3 | Clause number
SQ_TPx_write_gpr_index | SQ->TPx imi | Index into Register file for write of returned Fetch Data

    
   

5 «----{Formate:BuendNamberng+)25.112 TP to SQ: Texture stall ee
The TP sends this_si  nal to the 8Q when its input buffer is full, The 3Q is going lo send it to the SP X clocks after

  

  
  
 

 
 

 
 
  
  
 
   
 

  
   
    
 

 
Name Direction Bits | Description B

JP_SQ_fetchstall _ TP»SQ it | Donotsendmoretexturerequestifasserted Oo Ae —

25.1.13 SQ to SP- Texture stalj _——
Name | Direction | Bits | Description | S : : :
SQ SPx fetch stall | 8Q-9SPx 4 | Oo not send more texture request if asserted | cc . ESR Eigen

2o-++825.1.14 SequencerQ to SP: GPR and Parameter cache control “Se og.
Name _ Direction Bits | Description Dee oe : S
SQ_SPx-gpr_wr_addr SQ—SPx 7 Write address
SQ_SPx_gpr_rd_addr | SQ->SPx 7 | Read address .
SQ_SPx_gpr_re_addr SQ—SPx 1 Read Enable
SQ_SPx_gpr_we_addr | SQ-9SPx 1 Write Enable for ihe GPRs
SQ_SPx_gpr_phase_mux SQ—SPx 2 The phase mux
SQ_SPx_ger-channel_mask | SQ-+SPx 4 The channel mask
SQ_SP0O_gpr..pixel_mask | SQ—>SP0 4 The pixel mask
SQ_SP1_gor-pixel mask 5Q—SPi 4 The pixel mask
$Q_5P2_gpr--pixel mask | SQ->SP2 4 The pixelmask
$Q_SP3_gpr—pixel_mask [SQ >SP3 4 The pixel mask
8G _SPx pe we addr | §Q->SPx 1 Write Enable for the parameter caches
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Name Name DirectionDirection
| Daseri YonDescrpican
 

$9 _SPx_instruct_statsQ.35Px_instruct.stan $Q--5PxSG-—SPx Instruction Startinstruction
| start
 

SG SP_instruct$o-$P_instrust SQ-SPXSQ--SPx Instruction sent over 4
clocks!
clocks 

$Q_SPx stalisQ-sPy—stal SO -SPxXSOSRK  

$Q_SPx exoor countec-Sex-Shader-Count $Q--SPxS0--5Px
“Stall signalStal-eignal
Each set_of four pixels or
vectors ig exported over
ejght clocks, This field
specifies where the SP is in
that sequence Each-set-of
four-—pixele—or-—vectors—is
exporied-over-eight-clocks.
Thie—field_soecifies where

| the SPisin-that- sequence.
 

SQ_SPx export lastSQ.SPx.Shader-Last $0 oS ONEGBx Agserted on thefirst shader
count of the last export of
the clauseAsserted-on—the

 

8G SPO export pvalidSa-SRo-Shader-PxeMalid|SQ--SPOSQ-9SPC Result of pixel kill in the
shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports
depth and all color

buffers), 4x4 because 16
pixels are computed per
clockResuiofpixeltil-is
the —shader—sipe,—_-whieh
must-beoutpulforallpixel

 

bublere}_in4_becauee16
plele—are—compuied—per

loel< 

SG SPO expor walidSOSFOShaderWerrdVal|SQ--SPOSQ—880
d Specifies whether io write

of_the 64.bit export data
from each of the 16 pixels
or yectorsSpecifies
whetherlowrle lowand/or
high-22-bitword-of-ihe-Gd-
bit-export-data-from-each-of

the-16 pixels-or-vectors
 

$@SFi exoorpvalidSO8P1Shader_PixelValild|SQSP1S0-.3F4 44  Resull ofpixel Kill in the
shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports
depth and all color

buffers), 4x4 because ispixels are compuled pe
blockResull-of_pixel_Kllia
the —shader—ploe.—whieh
roet-be-outoulforallpixel
expore-iests-andaiodler

bulhore)-bolpaGablegLG

Pieleato—coinpuled par

 

 
 

  
8Q--SP1$4-SP4

 
22 | Specifics whether to write 
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export wvalidSo.SP41_ShaderWordValid

OF

low and/or high 32-bit word
of the G4-bil exporl cate
from each of the 16 pixels

whether-towrite-low-and/or

| high 32-bit word of the 64-
| bit-export-data-from-each-of
| the-16-pixels-or-vectars

vactorsSpecifies

 

SO SP2 export pvalidSQGP?ShaderPialValid SO-SP250--SE2|44

|Glock

Result of pixel Kill in the
shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports
depth and all color

pixels are _computed per
clockResut-of-pinelidi-in
the-—-shacer—pige-—_whies

buflare).—dx4becausa—16
pivels—are—compuled——per 

$Q SFe
export wvalidSQ-SP2_shaderWordValid
SO9SP250-Sha|22

or

Specifies whether to write
lew and/or high 32-bit word
of the 64-bit export data
from_each of the 16 pixels

whether-towrite-low-and/or
high 32-bit word of the 64-

| bit-export-cata-from-each-of
_ the-16-pixels-or-vectors.

vectorsSpecifies

 

SO SP3 export pvalidSOSPSGhader-Pimalialid $O--5P38O-—8P3|44

clock

4. Result of pixel kill in the
shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports
depth and all~—scolor

buffers). 4x4 because 16
pixels are computed per

ekeeee

 

$Q_SP3_
export wvalidSG-$P3-Shader-VWordValid

 
-SP3SQ5R3|22

OF

  
Specifies whether to write
lew and/or high S2-bil werd
of the 64-bit export data
fromm each of the 16 pixels

whether-to-write-low-and/or
high-32-bit- werd-of the-64-

| bit-export-data-from-each-of
| the-46-pixels-or-veotors je

vectorsSpecifies

 

 
an
 
 

  

 
Name | Direction —TBits | Description
SPO_SQ_const_addr | §P0-SQ | 36 — Constant address load to the sequencer
SP0_SQ_valid | SPO>SQ [4 Data valid
SP1_SQconst_addr | SP1—S0 | 36 | Constant address load to the sequencer
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SP1_SQ_valid | SP1—SQ Lt | Data valid
SP2_SQ_const_addr I SP2—SQ 36 _| Constant address load to the sequencer
SP2_SQ_vailid | SP2--SQ 4 | Data valid
SP3_SQ_const_addr | SP3—SQ 36 _| Constant address load to the sequencer
SP3_30_valid | SP3—80 4 _ Data valid

it:

2or+-2125.1.17 SequencerS@to SPx: constant broadcast 
Name | Direction
 

SQ_SPx_constant
  

“| SQ-2SPx | Bits _| Deseription128 | Censtant broadcast 

235-4+2225.1.18 SPO to SequenserS@: Kill vector load 
 
 

 

 
Name Direction Bits | Description
SP0_SQ_kill_vect |SPO-»SQ 14 | Kill vector load

“SP1SQ-kilvect «|SPITSQ_«4 Killvectoroad SSCS

SP2_SQ_kill_vect $P230 4 Kill vector load ] :SP3_SQ_kill_vect | SP3--SQ [4 | Kill vector load 

23-+2325.1.19 SQ to CP: RBBM bus 
 
 
   
  

 

Name Direction Bits | Description
SQ_RBB_rs | SQ-»SP i1 | Read Strobe
8Q_RBB_ rd SQ—CP (32. | ReadData
|SQ_RBBM_netrtr 1 Optional

SQ_RBBM_rr i1 | Real-Time (Optional)
 

254-2425 1.20 CP fo SQ: RBBM bus 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  Name Direction Bits | Description
rbbm_we _ CP-»SQ 4 _Write Enable :
rbbm_a CP50 18 | Address -- Upper Extent is TBD
irbbmiwd CP-SQ.00[32| Data ee

robbm_be | CPSQ [4|Byte Enables
robbm_re CP—SQ i Read Enable
rpb_rs0 | CP--S8Q 11 | Read Return Strobe 0
rbb_rsit CPS5Q 1 | Read Return Strobe 1
rbb_rdO | CP-»SQ | 32 Read Data 0
robrd CP—5Q 32. | Read Datad
RBBM_SQ_soft_reset | CP—-SQ 14 _ Soft Reset

 
   

26. Examples of program executions

26.1.1 Sequencer Control of a Vector of Vertices

1. PA sends a vector of 64 vertices (actually vertex indices — 32 bits/index for 2048 bit total) to the RE’s Vertex FIFO
* state pointer as well as tag into position cache is sent along with vertices
® space was allocated in the position cache for transformed position before the vector was sent
e also before the vectoris sent to the RE, the CP has loaded the global instruction store with the vertex

shader program (using the MH?)
e The vertex program is assumed to be loaded when we receive the vertex vector.

e the SEQ then accessesthe IS base for this shader using the local state pointer (provided toail
sequencers by the RBBM whenthe CPis done loading the program)

2. SEQ arbitrates between the Pixel FIFO and the Verlex FIFO — basically the Vertex FIFO always has priority
e at this point the vector is removed from the Vertex FIFO
* the arbiter is not going to select a vector to be transformed ifthe parameter cacheis full unless the pipe as

nothing else to co (ie no pixels are in the pixelfifo).
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10.

44.

12.

Ee.

SEQ allocates spacein the SP register file for index data plus GPRs used by the program
e the number of GPRs required by the program is stored in a local state register, which is accessed using the

state painter that came down with the vertices
¢ SEQ will not send vertex data until space in the register file has been allocated

SEQ sends the vector to the SP register file over the RE_SP interface (which has a bandwidth of 2048 bits/cycle)
e the 64 vertex indices are sent io the 64 register files over 4 cycles

« RFO of SU0, SU1, SU2, and SU3is written the first cycle
e RF1 of SU0, SU1, SU2, and SU3 is written the second cycle
e RF2 of SU0, SU1, SU2, and SU3 is written the third cycle
e RF3 of SU0, SU1, SU2, and SU3 is written the fourth cycle

e the index is written to the least significant 32 bits (floating point format?) (what about compoundindices)
of the 128-bit location within the register file (w); the remaining data bits are set to zero (, y, Z)

SEQ constructs a control packel for the vector and sendsit to the first reservation station (he FIFO in frani of
fetch state rmachine 0, or TSMO FIFO)
e the control packet contains the state pointer, the tag to the position cache and a registerfile base pointer.

TSMO accepts the control packet and fetches the instructions for fetch clause O from the global instruction store
® TSMO was first selected by the TSM arbiter before it could start

all instructions of fetch clause O are issued by TSMO

the contro! packet is passed to the next reservation station (the FIFO in front of ALU state machine 0, or ASMO
FIFO)
e TSMO does not wait for requests made to the Fetch Unit to complete: it passes the register file write index for

the fetch data to the TU, which will write the data to the RF as it is received
e once the TU has written all the data to the register files, it increments a counter that is associated with ASMO

FIFO; a count greater than zero indicates that the ALU state machine can go ahead start to execute the ALU
clause

ASMO accepts the control packet (after being selected by the ASM arbiter) and gets the instructions for ALU
clause 0 from the global instruction store

all instructions of ALU clause 0 are issued by ASMO, then the control packet is passed to the next reservation
station (the FIFO in front of fetch state machine 1, or TSM1 FIFO)

the control packet continues to travel down the path of reservation stations until all clauses have been executed
® position can be exported in ALU clause 3 (or 47): the data (and the tag) is sent over a position bus (whichis

shared with all four shader pipes) back to the PA's position cache
e A parameter cache pointer is also sent along with the position data. This tells to the PA where the data is

going to be in the parameter cache.
e there is a position export FIFO in the SP that buffers position data before it gets sent back to the PA
e the ASM arbiter will prevent a packet from starting an exporting clauseif the position export FIFO is full

® parameter data is exported in clause 7 (as well as position dataif it was not exported earlier)
e parameter data is sent to the Parameter Cache over a dedicated bus
* the SEQ allocates storage in the Parameter Cache, and the SEQ dealiocates that space whenthere is no

longer a need for the parameters(it is told by the PA when using a token).
e the ASM arbiter will prevent a packet from starting on ASM7if the parameter cache (or the position buffer

if position is being exported)is full

after the shader program has completed, the SEQ will free up the GPRs so that they can be used by another
shader program

26.1.2 Sequencer Contro! of a Vector of Pixels

1.

2.
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24 September, 2001 4 September, 201544 GEN-CXXXXX-REVA 47 of 48Jes, Re     3. SEQ arbitrates between Pixel FIFO and Vertex FIFO — when there are no vertices pending OR there is no space
left in the register files for vertices, the Pixel FIFO is selected

4. SEQ allocates space in the SP register file for all the GPRs used by the program
* the number of GPRs required by the program is stored in a local state register, which is accessed using the

state pointer
e SEQ will not allow interpolated data to be sent to the shaderuntil space in the register file has been allocated

 
5. SEQ controls the transfer of interpolated cata to the SP registerfile over the RE_SP interface (which has a

bandwidth of 2048 bits/cycle). See interpolated data bus diagramsfor details.

6. SEQ constructs a control packet for the vector anc sends it to the first reservation station (he FIFO in front of
fetch state machine 0, or TSMO FIFO)
e note that there is a separate set of reservation stations/arbiters/state machines for vertices and for pixels
* the control packet contains the state pointer, the register file base pointer, and the LOD correction bits
e ail other information (such as quad address for example) travels in a separate FIFO

7. TSMO accepts the control packet and fetches the instructians for fetch clause 0 from the global instruction store
e TSMO0 wasfirst selected by the TSM arbiter before it could start

all instructions of fetch clause 0 are issued by TSMO@

9. the control packet is passed to the next reservation station (the FIFO in front of ALU state machine 0, or ASMOQ
FIFO)
e TSMO does not wait for fetch requests made to the Fetch Unit to complete; it passes the registerfile write

index for the fetch data to the TU, which will write the data to the RF as it is received
® once the TU has written all the data for a particular clause to the register files, it increments a counterthatis

associated with the ASMO FIFO; a count greater than zero indicates that the ALU state machine can go
ahead and pop the FIFO and start to execute the ALU clause

10. ASMO accepts the control packet (after being selected by the ASM arbiter) and gets the instructions for ALU
clause 0 from the global instruction store

11. all instructions of ALU clause 0 are issued by ASMO,then the control packet is passed to the next reservation
station (the FIFO in front of fetch state machine 1, or TSM1 FIFO)

12. the contro! packet continues to travel down the path of reservation stations until all clauses have been executed
® pixel data is exported in the last ALU clause (clause 7)

e it is sent to an output FIFO whereit will be picked up by the render backend
e the ASN arbiter will prevent a packet from starting on ASM7if the output FIFO is full

13. after the shader program has completed, the SEQ will free up the GPRs so that they can be used by another
shader program

26.1.3 Notes

14. The state machines and arbiters will operate ahead of time so that they will be able to immediately start the real
threads orstall.

15. The register file base pointer for a vector needsto travel with the vector through the reservation stations, but the
instruction store base pointer does not — this is because the RF pointer is different for all threads, but the IS
pointeris only different for each state and thus can be accessed via the state pointer.

46,-\Wlaterfalling-slill neede-to-be-epecked-out eee 4 Fermatted: Bullets and Numbering
 

27. Open issues
‘There-ie-currently.an-issue-with-constants.|i-ihe-constants-are-nol-the-same-orthe-whole-vectorofvertices, .we-don't :
have-the-bandwidth-from-the-fetch-store-te feed-the ALUs.-Two-selutiens-exisis-for-this-problem: ef 2 S ees

Letthecompilerhandie ihe case andpul those instructions inafeichclause se.ve-can.use thebandwidine |=— 4 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
thereto operate_Thisrequires asignificantamount of temporarystorageintheregister store. : 8 : See aS :
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Need to do sometesting on the size of the registerfile as well as on the register file allocation method (dynamic VS
static).

Saving power?
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1. Overview

The sequencer is based on the R300 design. It chooses two ALU clauses and a fetch clause to execute, and
executes all of the instructions in a clause before looking for a new clause of the same type. Two ALU clauses are
executed interleaved to hide the ALU latency. Each vector will have eight fetch and eight ALU clauses, but clauses do
not need to contain instructions. A vector of pixels or vertices ping-pongs along the sequencer FIFO, bouncing from
fetch reservation station to alu reservation station. A FIFO exists between each reservation stage, holding up vectors
until the vector currently occupying a reservation station has left. A vector at a reservation station can be chosen to
execute. The sequencer looks at all eight alu reservation stations to choose an alu clause to execute and all eight
fetch stations to choose a fetch clause to execute. The arbitrator will give priority to clauses/reservation stations
closer to the bottom of the pipeline. It will not execute an alu clause until the fetch fetchesinitiated by the previous
fetch clause have completed. There are two separate sets of reservation stations, one for pixel vectors and one for
vertices vectors. This way a pixel can pass a vertex and a vertex can passa pixel.

To support the shader pipe the sequencer also contains the shader instruction cache, constant store, control flow
constants and texture state. The four shader pipes also execute the same instruction thus there is only one
sequencer for the whole chip.

The sequencer first arbitrates between vectors of 64 vertices that arrive directly from primitive assembly and vectors
of 16 quads (64 pixels) that are generated in the scan converter.

The vertex or pixel program specifies how many GPRsit needs to execute. The sequencer will not start the next
vector until the needed space is available in the GPRs.
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1.1 Top Level Block Diagram
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There are two sets of the above figure, one for vertices and one for pixels.

Depending on the arbitration state, the sequencerwill either choose a vertex or a pixel packet. The control packet
consists of 3 bits of state, 7 bits for the base address of the Shader program and someinformation on the coverage to
determine fetch LOD plus other various small state bits.

On receipt of a packet, the input state machine (not pictured but just before the first FIFO) allocated enough space in
the GPRs to store the interpolated values and temporaries. Following this, the barycentric coordinates (and XY
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screen position if needed) are sent to the interpolator which will use therm to interpolate the parameters and place the
results into the GPRs. Then, the input state machine stacks the packetin the first FIFO.

On receipt of a command, the level 0 fetch machine issues a fetch request to the TP and corresponding GPR
address for the fetch address (ta). A small command (tcmd) is passed to the fetch system identifying the current level
number (0) as well as the GPR write address for the fetch return data. One fetch request is sent every 4 clocks
causing the texturing of sixteen 2x2s worth of data (or 64 vertices), Once all the requests are sent the packetis put in
FIFO 1.

 
Upon receipt of the return data, the fetch unit writes the data to the register file using the write address that was
provided by the level 0 fetch machine and sends the clause number (0) to the level 0 fetch state machine to signify
that the write is done and thus the data is ready. Then, the level 0 fetch machine increments the counter of FIFO 1 to
signify to the ALU 0 that the data is ready to be processed.

On receipt of a command, the level O ALU machine first decrements the input FIFO 1 counter and then issues a
complete set of level O shader instructions. For each instruction, the ALU state machine generates 3 source
addresses, one destination address and an instruction. Once the last instruction has been issued, the packet is put
into FIFO 2.

There will always be two active ALU clauses at any given time (and two arbiters). One arbiter will arbitrate
over the odd instructions (4 clocks cycles) and the other one will arbitrate over the even instructions (4
clocks cycles). The only constraints between the two arbiters is that they are not allowed to pick the same
clause numberas the other one is currently working on if the packet is not of the same type {renderstate).

lf the packet is a vertex packet, upon reaching ALU clause 3, it can export the position if the position is ready. So the
arbiter must prevent ALU clause 3 to be selected if the positional buffer is full (or can’t be accessed). Along with the
positional data, if needed the sprite size and/or edge flags can also be sent.

 

A special case is for multipass vertex shaders, which can export 12 pararneters per last 6 clauses to the output
buffer. If the output buffer is full or doesn’t have enough space the sequencer will prevent such a vertex group to
enter an exporting clause.

Multipass pixel shaders can export 12 parameters to memory from the last clause only (7).

All other clauses process in the same way until the packetfinally reaches the last ALU machine(7).

Only one pair of interleaved ALU state machines may have access to the register file address bus or the instruction
decode bus at one tirne. Similarly, only one fetch state machine may have access to the register file address bus at
one time. Arbitration is performed by three arbiter blocks (two for the ALU state machines and onefor the fetch state
machines). The arbiters always favor the higher number state machines, preventing a bunchofhalf finished jobs from
clogging up the registerfiles.
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The gray area represents blocks that are replicated 4 times per shader pipe (16 times on the overall chip).

1.3 Control Graph 
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In green is represented the Fetch control interface, in red the ALU control interface, in blue the InterpolatedV/ector

 
control interface and in purple is the outputfile control interface.

2. Interpolated data bus
The interpolators contain an IJ buffer to pack the information as much as possible before writing it to the register file.
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Above is an example of a tile the sequencer might receive from the SC. The write side is how the data get stacked
into the XY and IJ buffers, the read side is how the data is passed to the GPRs. The IJ information is packed in the IJ
buffer 4 quads at a time or two clocks. The sequencerallows at any given time as many as four quadsto interpolate a
parameter. They all have to come from the sameprimitive. Then the sequencer controls the write mask to the GPRs
to write the valid data in.

3. Instruction Store

There is going to be only oneinstruction store for the whole chip. It will contain 4096 instructions of 96 bits each.

It is likely to be a 1 port memory; we use 1 clock to load the ALU instruction, 1 clocks to load the Fetch instruction, 1
clock to load 2 control flow instructions and 1 clock to write instructions.

The instruction store is loaded by the cP thru the eeeee ane weeCaconabWel-fegister—-ThePORT. egister_ mapped
   

 veers.
The next picture shows the various modes the CP can load the memory. The Sequencer has to keep track of the

loading modes in order to wrap around the correct boundaries. ~The -MSB-of theINST_INDE*PORT register: né-The wras-arcund-peimte-arewrap
around points are arbitrary and they are specified innthe VS_BASE and PIX.BASE registers.
 

For the Real time commands the story is quite the same but for some small differences. The-CP—will-use-the
INGTIN DEX BPORT.ETandtNstDAtTA kTregister-pairinetead—oftheregular-cnes-and-Tthere are no wrap

around points for real time so the driver must be careful not to overwrite regular shader data. The shared code
(shared subroutines) uses the same path as real time.
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4, SequencerInstructions
All control flow instructions and move instructions are handled by the sequencer only. The ALUs will perform NOPs
during this time (MOV PV,PV, PS,PS) if they have nothing else to do.

5. Constant Stores

5.1 Memory organizations
A likely size for the ALU constant store is 1024x128 bits. The reacl BW from the ALU constant store is 128 bits/clock
and the write bandwidth is 32 bits/clock (directed by the CP bus size not by memory ports).

The maximurn logical size of the constant store for a given shaderis 256 constants. Or 512 for the pixel/vertex shader
pair. The size of the rée-mapping table is 128 lines (each line addresses 4 constants). The write granularity is 4
constants or 512 bits. It takes 16 clocks to write the four constants.

The texture state is also kept in a similar memory. The size of this memory is 192x128. The memory thus holds 128
texture states (192 bits per state). The logical size exposes 32 different states total, which are going to be shared
between the pixel and the vertex shader. The size of the re-mapping table to for the texture state memory is 16 lines
(each line addresses 2 texture state lines in the real memory). The write granularity is 2 texture state lines (or 384
bits). The driver sends 512 bits but the CP ignores the top 128 bits. It thus takes 12 clocks to write the two texture
states.

The control flow constant memory doesn’t sit behind a renaming table. It is register mapped and thus the driver must
reload its content each time there is a state change. Its size is 320*32 because it must hold 8 copies of the 32 dwords
of control flow constants and the loop construct constants must be aligned.

 ae aainter the lociwaladdrase forthe cone nlocl. i waste to update andthe tas 18 tienes

theCONST_DATA registerThe CONST_ADDR is aute-Incrementedon_bothreade-and writes to-the CONST_DATA
register-The constanl re-mapping lables for lexture state and ALU constants are logically register mapped for regular
mode and physically register mapped for RT operation.

5.2 Managementof the re-mapping tables
The sequencer is responsible to manage two re-mapping tables (one for the constant store and one for the texture
state). On a state change (by the driver), the sequencerwill broadside copy the contents ofits re-mapping tables to a
newone. We have 8 different re-mapping tables we can use concurrently.

 

The constant memory update will be incremental, the driver only need to update the constants that actually changed
between the twe state changes.

For this model to work, the requirement is that the physical memory MUST be at least twice as large as the logical
address space. In our case, since the logical address space is 512, the memory must he of sizes 1024 and above,
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5.2.1 Dirty bits
Two sets of dirty bits will be maintained per logical address. Thefirst one will be set to zero on reset and set when
the logical address is addressed. The second onewill be set to zero when ever a new context is written and set for
each address written while in this context. The reset dirty is not set, then writing to that logical address will not
require de-allocation of whatever address stored in the renaming table. [fit is set and the context dirly is not set, then
the physical address store needs to be de-allocated and a new physical address is necessary to store the incoming
data. If they are both set, then the data will be written into the physical address held in the renaming for the current
logical address. No de-allocation or allocation takes place. This will happen when the driver does a set constant
twice to the samelogical address between context changes. NOTE: It is important to detect and prevent this, failure
to do it will allow multiple writes to allocate all physical memory and thus hang because a context will not fit for
rendering to start and thus free up space.

5.2.2 Free List Block
A free list block that would consist of a counter (called the IFC or Initial Free Counten that would reset to zero and
incremented every time a chunk of physical memory is used until they have all been used once. This counter would
be checked each time a physical block is needed, and if the original ones have not been used up, us a new one, else
check the free list for an available physical block address. The count is the physical address for when getting a
chunk from the counter,
Storage of a free list big enoughto store all physical block addresses.
Maintain three pointers for the free list that are reset lo zero. The first one we_will call write ptr. This pointer will

      

   

physical memory locations than we have. Once recording address the pointer will be incremented to walk the freelist
like a ring.
The second pointer will be calied stop ptr. The stop ptr pointer will be advanced by the number of address chunks
de-allocates when_a context finishes. The address between the stop ptr and write pir cannot be reused because
they are still in.use. But as soon as the context using then is dismissed the stop ptr will be advanced.  
 
allocation as long as the read _pir does not equal the stop pir and the [FC is at its maximum count,
A-freeist block that would consist of a counter(calied the 1EFC-or initial Free Counter) that vould reset (6 zero-and

incremented:every: time-a chunk. ofphysicalmemory ig-used:until they-nave all-been-used-eence.This. counterAMedldh

 
free more physical fnemery jocationethan SA. have. Once recording‘address the pointer wil be. incremented to-walk
the.fraatietiike-&ring

 
5.2.3 De-allocate Block

This block will maintain a free physical address block count for each context, Vvhile in current context, a count shall
be maintainedspecifying how many clocks werewritten into thefreelist af thewrite_ptrpointer. This count will be
reset upon reset or when this context is active on the back and different than the previous context, It is actually a
count of blocks in the orevious context that will no longer be used. This count will be used to advance the write pir
cointer io make available the sel of physical blocks freed when the orevious coniext was done. This allows the

discard or de-allocation of ar number of blooks jsin one clock,
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5.2.4 Operation of Incremental model
The basic operation of the model would start with the write ptr, slop ptr, read ptr pointers in the freelist set to zero

and the free list counter is set to zero. Also all the dirty bits and the revious context wil be initialized to zero, When
 
 

counter because its not at the max value, The data will be written into_physical address zero. Both the additional
copy of the renaming table and the context zeros of the big renaming table will be updated for the logical address that
was written by set slart with physical addresa of 0. This process wil be repeated for any logical address that are noi
dirty until the context changes. [fa logical address is hit that hasits dirty bits set while in the same context, both dirt

 
   

 
 

  

 
address it replaced ‘inthe renaming iable would be entered at the write pir pointer, location on the free list anid the
write ptr will be incremented. The de-allocation counter for the previous context (sight) will be incremented. This as
set slates come in for this context one of the following will happen:
     

1.) No dirty bits are set for the logical address bein
the free list at read ptr pointer ifread_otr |= to stop ptr.
Reset dirty set and Context dirly not. set. A new physical address is allocated, the ohysical address in the

 

 

 

 

thelastcontext, EEE
3.) Gontext dirty is set then the data will be written inte the physical address specified by the logical address.

This process will continue as long as set states arrive. This block will provide backpressure to the CP whenever he
has not free list entries available (counter at max and sto _ The command strearn will keeo a count

 
the previous context that left, Unit te zero) if they differ than the older context will no longer be referenced and thus
can be ce-allocated in the physical memory. This is accomplished by adding the numberof blocks freed this context
to the stop pir pointer, This will make all the physical addresses used by this context available to the read pir
allocate pointer for future aliocation.

itThis device allows representation of multiple contexts of constants data with N copies of the logical address space,  
also allows the second context to be represented as the first set plus some new additional data by just storing the
detia's. ht allows memory to be efficiently used and when the constants updates are small if can stere multiple

context, However, if the updates are large, jess contexis willbe stored and potentially performance will be degraded.
Atewreiwi st perform as well a8 2 ring meu in this case.cemasiccperaionone mes

 
be repeated jorany.logical address that-aare not dirty unt the contextchanges. tha logical "aadrece |48."hit “hat has its
ony.bits setawhlie inthegame Context, -both-ditybis-would be.Set, 60-otheewedata.Wil -be-overwritentothelast

updated. Aline will be allocated of the free-list counter or-"> —>|Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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Although 4 ‘wilsti it performa26.5 wall28-8ing couldi4A this.GaSe.

5.3 Constant Store Indexing
In order to do constant store indexing, the sequencer must be loaded first with the indexes (that come from the
GPRs). There are 144 wires fram the exit of the SP to the sequencer(9 bits pointers x 16 vertexes/clock). Since the
data must pass thru the Shader pipe for the float to fixed conversion, there is a latency of 4 clocks (1 instruction)
betweenthe time the sequenceris loaded and the time one can index into the constant store. The assembly will look
like this

MOVA RLX.R2X // Loads the sequencerwith the content of R2.X, also copies the content of R2.% into R1.%
NOP // latency of the float to fixed conversion
ADD R3,R4,CO[R2.X]// Uses the state from the sequencer to add R4 to CO[R2.X] into R3

Note that we don't really care about what is in the brackets because we use the state from the MOVAinstruction.
R2.X is just written again for the sake of simplicity and coherency.

The storage needed in the sequencerin order to support this feature is 2*64°9 bits = 1152 bits.

54 Real Time Commands

The real time commands constants are written by the CP using the CONSTDATART and-GCONST.ADDR_RT
GPReregister mapped registers allocaied for RT. It works is the same way than when dealing with regular constant
loads BUT in this case the CP is not sending a logical address but rather a physical address and the reads are not
passing thru the re-mapping table but are directly read from the memory. The boundary between the two zonesis
defined by the CONST_EO_RT control register.

5.5 Constant Waterfalling “
incorder to have a reasonable perforrnance in the case of constant store indexing using the address register, we are

ging to have the possibility of using the physical memo ort for read only. This way we can read 1 constant per
clock and thus have a worst-case waterfall moce of 1 vertex per clock. There is a small synchronization issue related
with this as we need for the SQ to make sure that the constants where actually written to memory (not only sent te the
sequencer)beforeit can allowthe first vector ofpixelsor verticesof the state togo thru the ALUs. Todose, the
sequencer keeps 8 bits (one per render state) and sets the bits wheneverthe last renderstate is written fo memo
and clears the bit whenevera state is freed.
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CONST_EO_RT

RT SECTON
(ReadsWrites are direct)

te—

REGULAR SECTION
(Reads/\Writes are passing

thru a remaping table)   
 

6. Looping and Branches
Loops and branches are planned to be supported and will have to be dealt with at the sequencerlevel. VWe plan on
supporting constant loops and branches using a contro! program.

6.1 The controlling state.
The R400 controling state consists of:

Boolean(256:0]
Loop_count[7:0][31:0]
Loop_Start[7:0][31:0]
Loop_Step[7:0][31:0]

That is 256 Booleans and 32 loops.

Wehave a stack of 4 elements for nested calls of subroutines and 4 loop counters to allow for nested loops.

This state is available on a per shader program basis.

6.2 The Control Flow Program
Examplesof control flow programs are located in the R400 prograrmming guide document.

The basic modelis as follows:

The render state defined the clause boundaries:
Vertex_shader_fetch[7:0][7:0] // eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
Vertex_shader_alu[7:0][7:0] // eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
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Pixel_shader_fetch[7:0][7:0] // eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
Pixel_shader_alu[7:0][7:0] Hf eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located

A pointer value of FF means that the clause doesn’t contain any instructions.

The control program for a given clause is executed to completion before moving to another clause, (with the
exception of the pick two nature of the alu execution). The contro! program is the only program aware of the clause
boundaries.

The control program has eleven basic instructions:

Execuite
Conditional_execute
Conditional_Execute_Predicates
Conditional_jump : : eo
Conditionnal Call & Se : : HesReturn : : : : : :
Loop_start
Loop_end
End_of_clause
Conditional_End_of_clause
NOP

Execute, causes the specified numberofinstructionsin instruction store to be executed.
Conditional_execute checks a condition first, and if true, causes the specified numberofinstructions in instruction
store to be executed.
Loop_start resets the corresponding loop counter to the start value on the first pass after it checks for the end
condition and if met jumps over to a specified address.
Loop_end increments (decrements?) the loop counter and jumps back the specified numberofinstructions.
ConditionnalCall jumps to an address and pushes the |P counter on the stack if the conditionis met. On the return
instruction, the IP is popped from the stack.
Conditional_execute_or_Jump executes a biock of instructions or jumps to an address is the condition is not met.
Conditional_execute_Predicates executes a block of instructionsif all bits in the predicate vectors meet the condition.
End_of_clause marks the end of a clause.
Conditional_End_of_clause marks the end of a clause if the condition is met.
Conditional_jurmps jumps to an addressif the condition is met.
NOPis a reguiar NOP

NOTE THAT ALL JUMPS MUST JUMP TO EVEN CFP ADDRESSESsince there are two control flow instructions per
memory line. Thus the compiler must insert NOPs where needed to align the jumps on even CFP addresses.

Alsoif the jurnp is logically bigger than pshader_cntl_size (or vshader_cntl_size) we break the program (clause) and
set the debug registers. If an execute or canditional_execute is lower than cntl_size or bigger than size we also break
the program (clause) and set the debug registers.

We haveto fit instructions into 48 bits in order to be able to put two control flow instruction perline in the instruction
store.

Note that whenevera field is marked as RESERVED,it is assumed thatall the bits of the field are cleared (0).

 
 

  
; Execute |

47 46... 42 | 41... 24 23...12 [11.0 oe
Addressing | 00001 | RESERVED Instruction count | Exec Address |.

Execute up to 4k instructions at the specified address in the instruction memory.  
NOP

47 [ 46... 42 | 41... 0 [oe
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| Addressing | 00010 | RESERVED
 

This is a regular NOP. 

Conditional_Execute 
 

     | 47 46... 42 ls 44 | 40... 33 32 31... 24 23.12 | 11...0Addressing 00011 | RESERVED | Boolean Condition|RESERVED|Instruction count|Exec Address || address ' | | 

If the specified Boolean (8 bits can address 256 Booleans) meets the specified condition then execute the specified
instructions (up to 4k instructions) 

Conditional_Execute_Predicates |

47 | 48 4e| 4 35 | 34... 33 | 32 31...24 |  23...12 11...0 peAdcressing | 60166 | RESERVED | Predicate | Candition RESERVED Instruction count | Exec Address | :| |:
|
| vector |

  
 

 
  

Check the AND/OR of all current predicate bits. if AND/OR matches the condition execute the specified number of
instructions. We need to AND/ORthis with the kill mask in order not to consider the pixels that aren't valid. 
 
  ; LoopStart |

47 42 | (41.417 16...12 — 11...0 |

“S001 | RESERVED loop ID Jump addressAddressing |    
Loop Start. Compares the loop iterator with the end value. If loop condition not met jump to the address. Forward
jump only. Also computes the index value. The loop id must match between the start to end, and also indicates which
control flow constants should be used with the loop. 

 
 
 LoopEnd

47 [46.42 | 41... 17 16... 12 | 11....0
| 00141 RESERVED loop ID : Start address

Addressing | |
 

Loop end. Increments the counter by one, compares the loop count with the end value. If loop condition met,
continue, else, jump BACKto the start of the loop.

The waythis is described does not prevent nested loops, and the inclusion of the loop id make this easy to do.

GonditionnalCall
 

 

 
 

| |

47. ——C«| «4G Ae 44... | 342.335 32 31... 2 fo 11..0 FO_ B42 | i i be
| 01000 | RESERVED "Predicate | Condition RESERVED Jump address |

Addressing | stor |bo4
   

ifthe condition is met, dumps to the specified address and pushes the contro! flow program counter on the stack. 

Return

146... 42 | 41...0 | Es

| 01001 RESERVED ba :

 
47  

Addressing

 
 

Pops the topmost address from the stack and jumpsto that address.If nothing is on the stack, the program will just
continue to the next instruction.
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o1010 RESERVED|Boolean Condition FYY only RESERVED Jump address
Addressing address |     
If condition met, jurnps to the address. FORVVARD jumponly allowed if bit 31 set. Bit 31 is only an optimization for the
compiler and should NOT be exposed to the API. 
  
    

ConditionalEnd_of_Clause
47 | 46 ... 42 i_ A4 40... 33 5 32 31.90

| 01011 RESERVED|Boolean Condition RESERVEDAddressing address |    
This is an optimization in the case of very short shaders (where the control flow instruction can’t be hidden anymore
and thus are not free. In this case, if the condition is met, the clause is ended, else we continue the execution of the
clause.
 

End_of Clause
47 | 46... 42 | 41...0
 

  Addressing|01071|—~—~<CSCSstC‘“Cs~SstSRESERVEDS
Marks the end of a clause.

To prevent infinite loops, we will keep 9 bits loop counters instead of 8 (we are only able to loop 256 times). If the
counter goes higher than 255 then the loop_end or the loop_start instruction is going to break the loop and set the
debug GPRs.

6.3 Data dependant predicateinstructions
Data dependant conditionals will be supported in the R400. The only way we plan to support those is by supporting
three vector/scalar predicate operations of the form:

PREDSETE_# - similar to SETE except that the result is ‘exported’ to the sequencer.
PREDSETNE_# - similar to SETNE exceptthat the result is ‘exported’ to the sequencer.
PRED_SETGT_8#- similar to SETGT except that the result is ‘exported’ to the sequencer
PRED_SETGTE_# - similar to SETGTE except that the resuit is ‘exported’ to the sequencer

 

For the scalar operations only wewill also support the two following instructions:
PRED_SETEO_# - SETEO
PRED_SETE1_#-~SETE1

The export is a single bit - 1 or O thatis sent using the same data path as the MOVAinstruction. The sequencerwill
maintain 4 sets of 64 bit precicate vectors (in fact 8 sets because we interleave two programsbut only 4 will be
exposed) and use it to control the write masking. This predicate is not maintained across clause boundaries. The #
sign is used to specify which predicate set you want to use 0 thru 3.

Then we have two conditional execute bits. Thefirst bit is a conditional execute “on” bit and the secondbittells us if
we execute on 1 or O. For example, the instruction:

PO_ADD_# RO,R1,R2

Is only going to write the result of the ADD into those GPRs whosepredicatebit is 0. Alternatively, P1_ADD_# would
only write the results to the GPRs whose predicate bit is set. The use of the PO or P1 without precharging the
sequencerwith a PRED instruction is undefined.

{Issue: do we have to have a NOP between PRED and thefirst instruction that uses a predicate?}

6.4 HW Detection of PV.PS
Because of the control program, the compiler cannot detect statically dependant instructions. In the case of non-
masked writes and subsequent reads the sequencer will insert uses of PV,PS as needed. This will be done by
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comparing the read address anc the write address of consecutive instructions. For masked writes, the sequencerwill
insert NOPs wherever there is a dependant read/write.

The sequencerwill also have to insert NOPs between PRED_SET and MOVAinstructions and their uses.

6.5 Register file indexing
Because we can have loops in fetch clause, we need to be able to index into the registerfile in order to retrieve the
data created in a fetch clause loop and use it into an ALU clause. The instruction will include the base address for
register indexing and the instruction will contain these controls:

Bit7 Bit 6
0 0 ‘absolute register’
0 1 ‘relative register
4 0 ‘previous vector’
1 1 ‘previous scalar’

In the case of an absolute register we just take the address as is. In the case of a relative register read we take the
base address and we addto it the loop_index and this becomes our new address that we give to the shaderpipe.

The sequenceris going to keep a loop index computed as such:

Index = Loop_iterator*Loop_step + Loop_start.

The index is going to return 0 if it is out of the range. VVe loop until loop_iterator = loop_count. Loop_step is a signed
value [-128...127].

6.6 Predicated Instruction support for Texture clauses
For texture clauses, we support the following optimization: we keep 1 bit (thus 4 bits for the four predicate vectors)
per predicate vector in the reservation stations. A value of 1 means that one ore more elemenis in the vector have a
value of one (thus we have to do the texture fetches for the whole vector}. A value of 0 means that no elements in the
vector have his predicate bit set and we can thus skip over the texture fetch. We have to make sure the invalid
pixels aren’t considered with this optimization.

6.7 Debugging the Shaders
In order to be able to debug the pixel/vertex shaders efficiently, we provide 2 methods.

6.7.1 Method 1: Debugging registers
Current plans are to expose 2 debugging, or error notification, registers:
1. address register where the first error occurred
2. count of the numberoferrors

The sequencerwill detect the following groups oferrors:
- count overflow
~LDB-@rrOr
+elative jurip- address > size of thecontre flow sregram

relative jump addresslength oftheshaderprogram
~-~constant overflow

~ tegister overflow

~oal-siack
~caliwitheleck-full

return-with stack emply
Compiler recognizableerrors.
_rdumeerrors

 4 2.055) Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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relative jurnp address > size of the control flow program
relative jump address > length of the shader program

~ call stack
call with stack full
return with stack empty

 
 

With two of the errors, a jump error or a register overflow will cause the program to break. In this case, a break
means that a clause will halt execution, but allowing further clauses to be executed.

With the other errors, program can continue to run, potentially to worst-caselimits.

If indexing outside of the constant range, causing an overflow error, the hardware is specified to return the value with
an index of 0. This could be exploited to generate error tokens, by reserving and initializing the Oth register (or
constant) for errors.

{ISSUE : Interrupt to the driver or not?}

6.7.2 Method 2: Exporting the values in the GPRs (12)
The sequencer will have a count register and an address register for this mode and 3 bits per clause specifying the
execution mode for each clause. The modes can be :

1) Normal
2) Debug Kill
3) Debug Addr + Count

Under the normal mode execution follows the normal course. Under the kill mode, all control flow instructions are
executed but all normal shaderinstructions of the clause are replaced by NOPs. Only debug_export instructions of
clause 7 will be executed under the debug kill setting. Under the other mode, normal execution is done until we reach
an address specified by the address register and instruction count (useful for loops) specified by the count register.
After we have hit the instruction n times (n=count) we switch the clause to the kill mode.

Under the debug mode (debug kill OR debug Addr + count), it is assumed that clause 7 is always exporting 12 debug
vectors and that all other exports to the SX block (position, color, z, ect) will been turned off (changed into NOPs) by
the sequencer(even if they occur before the address stated by the ADDR debugregister).

7. Pixel Kill Mask

A vector of 64 bits is kept by the sequencer per group of pixels/vertices. Its purpose is to optimize the texture fetch
requests and allow the shader pipeto kill pixels using the following instructions:

MASK_SETE
MASK_SETNE
MASK_SETGT
MASK_SETGTE

8. Multipass vertex shaders (HOS)
Multipass vertex shaders are able to export from the 6 last clauses but to memory ONLY.

9. Register file allocation
The register file allocation for vertices and pixels can either be static or dynamic. In both cases, the register file in
managed using two round robins (one for pixels and one for vertices). In the dynamic case the boundary between
pixels and vertices is allowed to move, in the static case it is fixed to VERTEX_REG_SIZE for vertices and 256-
VERTEX_REG_SIZEforpixels.
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Above is an example of how the algorithm works. Vertices come in from top to bottom; pixels comein from bottom to
top. Vertices are in orange and pixels in green. The blueline is the tail of the vertices and the greenline is the tail of
the pixels. Thus anything between the two lines is shared. When pixels meets vertices the line turns white and the
boundary is static until both vertices and pixels share the same “unallocated bubble”. Then the boundary is allowed to
move again.

10. Fetch Arbitration

The fetch arbitration logic chooses one of the 8 potentially pending fetch clauses to be executed. The choice is made
by looking at the fifos frorn 7 to 0 and picking the first one ready to execute. Once chosen, the clause state machine
will send one 2x2 fetch per clock (or 4 fetches in one clock every 4 clocks) until all the fetch instructions of the clause
are sent. This means that there cannot be any dependencies between two fetches of the same clause.

The arbitrator will not wait for the fetches to return prior to selecting another clause for execution. The fetch pipe will
be able to handle up to X(?) in flight fetches and thus there can be a fair numberof active clauses waiting for their
fetch return data.

11. ALU Arbitration

ALU arbitration proceeds in almost the same way than fetch arbitration. The ALU arbitration logic chooses one of the
8 potentially pending ALU clauses to be executed. The choice is made by looking at the fifos from 7 to 0 and picking
the first one ready to execute. There are two ALU arbiters, one for the even clocks and one for the odd clocks. For
example, here is the sequencing of two interleaved ALU clauses (E and O stands for Even and Odd sets of 4 clocks):

EinstO OinstO Einst1 Oinstt Einst2 Oinst2 Einst0 Oinst3 Einsti Oinst4 Einst2 Oinst0...
Proceeding this way hices the latency of 8 clocks of the ALUs. Also note that the interleaving also occurs across

clause boundaries.
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12. Handling Stalls
When the outputfile is full, the sequencer prevents the ALU arbitration logic from selecting the last clause (this way
nothing can exit the shader pipe until there is place in the outputfile. if the packet is a vertex packet and the position
buffer is full (POS_FULL) then the sequencer also prevents a thread from entering the exporting clause (3?). The
sequencer will set the OUT_FILE_FULL signal n clocks before the output file is actually full and thus the ALU arbiter
will be able read this signal and act accordingly by not preventing exporting clauses to proceed.

13. Content of the reservation station FIFOs

The reservation FIFOs contain the state of the vector of pixels and vertices. We have two sets of those: one for
pixels, and one for vertices. They contain 3 bits of Rencer State 7 bits for the base address of the GPRs, somebits
for LOD correction and coverage maskinformation in order to fetch fetch for only valid pixels, the quad address.

14. The Output File
The outputfile is where pixels are put before they go to the RBs. The write BW to this store is 256 bits/clock. Just
before this output file are staging registers with write BW 512 bits/clock and read BW 256 bits/clock. The staging
registers are 4x 128 (and there are 16 of those on the whole chip).

 

is. LJ Format

The IJ information sent by the PA is of this format on a per quad basis:

We have a vector of lJ’s (one IJ per pixel at the centroid of the fragment or at the center of the pixel depending on the
mode bit}. The interpolation is done at a different precision across the 2x2. The upper lefi pixel’s parameters are
always interpolated at full 20x24 mantissa precision. Then the result of the interpolation along with the difference in IJ
in reduced precision is used to interpolate the parameter for the other three pixels of the 2x2. Here is how wedo it:

Assuming POis the interpolated parameter at Pixel 0 having the barycentric coordinates (0), J(O0) and so on for P1,P2
and P3. Also assuming that A is the parameter value at VO (interpolated with 1), B is the parameter value at V1
(interpolated with J) and C is the parameter value at V2 (interpolated with (1-I-J).

AOU = I()-1(0)

AOL = J) - JO)

AO2l = /(2)- 0) PA

AOS = J(2)- J)

AOBI = 1(3)— 1(0)

AB = J(3)— J) P2 P3

P0=C +1(0)*(A-C)+J(0)*(B-C)

Pl=P0+A0U*(A-C)+A01L*(B-C)

P2= PO+A02I *(A—C) + A027 *(B-C)

P3 = PO+A03f *(4—C) + A038*(B-C)

PO is computed at 20x24 mantissa precision and P1 to P3 are computed at 8X24 mantissa precision. So far no visual
degradation of the image was seen using this scheme.

Muttiplies (Full Precision): 2
Multiplies (Reduced precision): 6
Subtracts 19x24 (Parameters): 2
Adds: 8
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| FORMAT OF PO's lJ: Mantissa 20 Exp 4 for 1 + SignMantissa 20 Exp 4 for J + Sign

FORMATof Deltas (x3):Mantissa 8 Exp 4 for | + Sign
Mantissa 8 Exp 4 for J + Sign

Total numberof bits | 20*2 + 86 + 4*8 + 4*2 = 128

All numbers are kept using the un-normalized floating point convention: if exponent is different than 0 the numberis
normalized if not, then the numberis un-normalized. The maximum range for the IJs (Full precision) is +/- 63 and the
range for the Deltas is +/- 127.

15.1 Interpolation of constantattributes
Becauseofthe floating point imprecision, we need to take special provisionsif all the interpolated terms are the same
or if two of the barycentric coordinates are the same.

Westart with the premise that if A= Band B=C and C =A, then P0,1,2,3=A. Since one or more ofthe IJ terms
may be zero, so we extend this to:

if (A=B and B=C and C=A)
PO,1,2,3 = A;

else if (| = 0) or (J = 0)) and
(J = 0) or (1-I-J = 0)) and
((1-J-1 = Q) or (7 = 0))) {

f@ = Of
PO=A;

belse if(J '= 0) {
Po = B:

} else {
Po=C;

/irest of the quad interpolated normally
}
else
{

normal interpolation
}

16. -Staging Registers
inorder for the reuse of the vertices to be 14, the sequencer will have to re-order the data sent IN ORDER by the
VGT for it to be allaned with the parameter cache memory arrangement, Given the following group of vertices sent by
theVGT:

  

0123456785 1011 1213 14151 1617 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
40 41 42 43 44 45 AG 47 |) 48 49 SO 51 52 53 S54 59 58 57 58 59 60 61 62 63

32,33 34 35 36 37 38 39   

The sequencer will re-arrange themin this fashion:

0123 16 17 18 19 32 33 34 35 48 49 50 511) 456 7 20 21 22 25 36 37 38 39 52 BS B4 55 8 8 1011 24 25 26 27
40 41 42 43 56 5758 59 | 12 1314 15 28 29 30 31 44 45 4647 60 61 82 63

The||markers show the SP divisions. In the event_a shader pipe is broken, the VGTwill send padding to account for
the missing pipe, For example, if SP1 is broken, vertices 45 6 7 20 27 22 23 36 3/7 38 33 52 53 54 55 will still be sent
by the VGT to the SQ BUT willnot be
VGT.

  

 

 

   
PMOU04102G2:57PM 4208/01O22?RM
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The most straightforward, non-cempressed interface method would be to convert, in the VGT, the data to 32-bit
floating point orior to transmission to the VSISRs. In this scenario, the dala would be tranarnitied to (and slored in) the
VSISRs in full 32-bit floatin, oint, This method requires three 24-bit fixed-to-float converters in the VGT.
Unfortunately, it also requires and additional 3.072 bits of storage across the VSISRs. This interface is illustrated in
Figure 2. The area of the fixed-to-float converters and the VSISKsfor this methed is roughly estimated as 0.759sqmm
using the R300 process. The gate count estimate is shown in Figure 1.

 
 

 
 
   
    

 
118342 60.57813 uper bit  

 
 Areaof 96x8-deep Latch Memory

Area of 24-bit Fix-to-float Converter 4712.7 per converter
 

Block Quantity Area

F2F 3 14136
8x96 Latch 16 744384

     
Figure l:Area Estimate for VGTto Shader Interface 

VO BLOCK
(IN PA)

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

SHADER
SEQUENCER|—

VECTOR ENGINE

VEOTOR ENGINE

 
  
 

 
  
 

Figure 2:VGTto Shader Interface
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__-(Fotmatted:ietsndnamierog+)
46-17, The parameter cache ee _
The parameter cache is where the vertex shaders export their data. It consists of 16 128x128 memories (1R/1W).
The reuse engine will make it so that all vertexes of a given primitive will hit different memories._The allocation
method for these memories is a simple round robin. The parameter cache pointers are mapped in the following way:
4MSBs are the memory number and the 7 LSBs are the address within this memary.
 
 
 

| MEMORY NUMBER | ADDRESS |
4 bits | 7 bits '
 

The PA generates the parameter cache addresses as ihe positions comes from the SQ. All it needs to do is keep a
Current Location pointer (7 bits only) and as the positions comes increment the memory number. When the memo

number fleld wraps around, the PA incremenis the Current Location by VS EXPORT COUNT 6 (a snooped register
from the SQ). As an example, say the memories are all empty to begin with anc ihe vertex shader is exporting 8

 
   

OOB00000000 the second one 00070000000, third one 00100000000 and so on up to 11170000000. Then the next==
sition reecived (the 17, is going to have the address 00000001000, ihe 18” 00010001009,the 19" 00100001000 = = | Farmatted

   is

and so on, The Current location isNEVER reset BUT on chip resets. The only thing fo be careful about is that ifthe “
SX doesn't send you a full group of positions (<64) then you need to fil tne address space so thal the next group x.
starts correctly aligned (for exarnple if you receive only 33 positions then you need to add 1*VS EXPORT COUNT 6 : Formatted
to Current Location and resel the memory count to 0 before the next veclor begins).

 Formatted
 

 

m _- {[Formetted: Bulets andHumberng
17.18, Vertex position exporting ce Slee
On clause 3 the vertex shader can export to the PA both the vertex position and the point sprite. It can also do so at
clause 7 if not done at clause 3. The storage needed to perform the position export is at least 64x128 memories for
the position and 64x32 memories for the sprite size. It is going to be taken in the pixel output fifo from the SX blocks.
The clause where the position export occurs is specified by the EXPORT_LATEregister. If turned on, it means that
the export is going to occur at ALU clause7 if unset position export occurs at clause 3.

48-19, Exporting Arbitration
S “| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering“7

Any iype of exporting clause can be co-isaued. The sequencer will have to make sure back lo back memory exporis
ition/strai exports) are interleaved with NOPs as we don't have the bandwidth to service them at full
 
Here-are-therules-for-co-iesuing-experiing ALU clauses,

Position exporis-andposition exporis-cannol-be-co-issued. en
2Position exposand-memereqoriscannot be-co-lesued. =
Peston expors-and2/Golerexpors-cannel-_be-ce-issued-

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

 
8)Parameter-exports-and- parameter exporis-CAN-be-co-lssued-
S)Parameter-exports-and-memory-exporis-CANbe-co-issued.

19.20. Export Types
The export type (or the location where the data should be put) is specified using the destination address field in the
ALU instruction. Hereisalist of all possible export modes:
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49.120.1Vertex Shading To
0:15  -16 parameter cache :
16:31 - Empty (Reserved?)
32:43 - 12 vertex exports to the frame buffer and index
44:47 - Empty
48:59 -12 debug export (interpret as normal vertex export)
60 - export addressing mode
61 - Empty
62 - sprite size export that goes with position export

(point_h,point_w,edgeflag, misc)
63 - position

19.220.2 Pixel Shading “
0 - Color for buffer 0 (primary)
4 - Color for buffer 1
2 - Color for buffer 2
3 - Color for buffer 3
4:7 - Empty
8 - Buffer 0 Color/Fog (primary)
9 - Buffer 1 Color/Fog
10 - Buffer 2 Color/Fog
11 - Buffer 3 Color/Fog
42:15 - Empty
16:31 - Empty (Reserved?)
32:43 - 12 exports for multipass pixel shaders.
44:47 - Empty
48:59 -12 debug exports (interpret as normal pixel export)
60 - export addressing mode
61:62 - Empty
63 -Z for primary buffer (2 exported to ‘alpha’ component)

20-21. Special Interpolation modes

20.-121.1Real time commands

We are unable to use the pararneter memory since there is no way for a command stream to write into it. Instead we
need to add three 16x128 memories (one for each of three vertices x 16 interpolants). These will be mapped onto the
register bus and written by type 0 packets, and output to the the parameter busses (the sequencer and/or PA need to
be able to address the reatime parameter memory as well as the regular parameter store. For higher performance we
should be able able to view them as two banks of 16 and do double buffering allowing one to be loaded, while the
other is rasterized with. Most overlay shaders will need 2 or 4 scalar coordinates, one option might be to restrict the
memory to 16x64 or 32x64 allowing orly two interpolated scalars per cycle, the only prablem | see with this is, if we
view support for 16 vector-4 interpolants important (true only if we map Microsoft's high priority stream to the realtime
stream), then the PA/sequencer need to support a realtime-specific mode where we need to address 32 vectors of
parameters instead of 16. This modeis triggered by the primitive type: REAL TIME.

20.221.2Sprites/ XY screen coordinates/ FB information “fo
When working with sprites, one may want to overwrite the parameter 0 with SC generated data. Also, XY screen
coordinates may be needed in the shader program. This functionality is controlled by the gen_|O register Gm SQ) in
conjunction with the SND_XY register (in SC). Also it is possible to send the faceness information (for OGL front/back
special operations) to the shader using the same control register. Hereis a list of all the modes and how theyinteract
together:

<>] Formatted: Bullets and Nurnbering

7] Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

= 4 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

2] Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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Gen.stiisabit taken from the interface between the SC and the SQ. This is the MSB ofthe primitive type. If the bit is
set, it means we are dealing with Point AA, Line AA or sprite and in this case the vertex values are going to generated
between 0 and 1.

Param_Gen_|0 disable, snd_xy disable, no gen_st — 10 = No modification
Param_Gen_]l0 disable, snd_xy disable, gen_st — 10 = No modification
Param_Gen_lO disable, snd_xy enable, no gen_st — 10 = No modification
Param_Gen_lO disable, snd_xy enable, gen_st — 10 = No modification
Param_Gen_!0 enable, snd_xy disable, no gen_st — IO = garbage, garbage, garbage, faceness
Param_Gen_|0 enable, snd_xy disable, gen_st — IO = garbage, garbage,s,t
Param_Gen_|0 enable, snd_xy enable, no gen_st — 10 = screen x, screen y, garbage, faceness
Param_Gen_l0 enable, snd_xy enable, gen_st — 10 = screen x, screen y, s,t

20-321.3_ Auto generated counters
In the cases we are dealing with multipass shaders, the sequencer is going to generate a vector count to be abie to
both use this count to write the 1° pass data to memory and then use the countto retrieve the data on the 2 pass.
The count is always generated in the sare way butit is passed to the shader in a slightly different way depending on
the shader type (pixel or vertex). This is toggled on and off using the GEN_INDEX register. The sequencer's going to
keep two counters, one for pixels and one for vertices. Every time a full vector of vertices or pixels is written to the
GPRs the counter is incremented, Every time a state change is detected, the corresponding counter is reset. While
there is only one count broadcast to the GPRs, the LSB are hardwired to specific values making the index different for
all elements in the vector.

 

20-3-421.35.1Vertex shaders =
In the case of vertex shaders, if GEN_INDEXis set, the data will be put into the x fleld of the third register (it means
that the compiler must allocate 3 GPRsin all multipass vertex shader modes).

In thecase of pixel shaders, if GEN_INDEX is set and Params Gen_[0 is enabled, the data will be put in the x field of
the 2™register (Rix), else if GEN INDEX is set the data will be put inte the x field of the iresister(ROM. 

  
 

AUTO INTERPOLATORSCOUNT
STGt | |

¥ | |

AUTO COUNT | goooca |

 The Auto Count Value is
broadcast to all GPRs.It is

loaded into a register wich has
its LSBs hardwired to the

GPR number(6 thru 63). Then
if GEN_ INDEXis high, the
mux selects the auto-count

value and it is loaded inte the
GPRsto be either used to

retrieve data using the TP or
GPRO sent to the SX forthe RB touse it to write the data to

memory
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24.92. State management *
Every clock, the sequencer will report to the CP the oldest siates still in the pipe. These are the states of the
programs as they enter the last ALU clause.

21.122.1 Parameter cache synchronization
In order for the sequencer not to begin a group of pixels before the associated group of vertices has finished, the
sequencerwill keep a 6 bit count per state (for a total of 8 counters). These counters are initialized to O and every
time a vertex shader exports its data TO THE PARAMETER CACHE, the corresponding pointer is incremented.
When the SC sends a new vector of pixels with the 5C_SQ_new_vector bit asserted, the sequencerwill first check if
the count is greater than 0 before accepting the transmission(it will in fact accept the transmission but then lower its
ready to receive). Then the sequencer waits for the count to go to one and decrements it. The sequencer can then
issue the group of pixels to the interpolators. Every time the state changes, the newstate counter is initialized to 0.

22.23, AY Adcress imporis
The SC will be able to send the XY addresses to the GPRs. It does so by interleaving the writes of the [Js (to the IJ
buffer) with XY writes (to the XY buffer). Then when writing the data to the GPRs, the sequenceris going to
interpolate the IJ data or pass the XY data thru a Fix—-float converter and expander and write the converted vaiues to
the GPRs. The Xys are currently SCREEN SPACE COORDINATES. The values in the XY buffers will wrap. See
section 21.224.220.2 for details on how to control the interpolation in this mode.

22.423.1 Vertex indexes imports .
In order to import vertex indexes, we have 64x2x96 16 &x96 staging registers. These are loaded one Jingat a time by
the VGTblock (96 bits). They are loadedin floating point format and can be transferred in 4 or 8 clocks to the GPRs.

23-24 Registers

23.124.1 Control

REG_DYNAMIC Dynamic allocation (pixel/vertex) of the register file on or off.
REG_SIZE_PIX Size of the register file's pixel portion (minimal size when dynamic allocation turned

on)
REG_SIZE_VTX Size of the register file's vertex portion (minimal size when dynamic allocation turned

on)
ARBITRATION_POLICY_policy of the arbitration between vertexes and pixels

 
INST_STORE_ALLOC interleaved, separate
INST_BASE_VTX start point for the vertex instruction store (RT always ends at vertex_base and

Begins at 0)
INST_BASE_PIX start point for the pixel shader instruction store
ONE_THREAD debug state register. Only allows one program at a time into the GPRs
ONE_ALU debug state register. Only allows one ALU program at a time to be executed (instead

of 2)
INSTRUCTION_ADDR This is where the CP puts the base address of the instruction writes and type (auto-

incremented on reads/writes)
INSTRUCTION_DATA This is where the CP puts the actual data going to the instruction memory
GONSTANT.DATA-
GCONSTANTADBR

This is- wheretheCP-pute-constant-data(32bits}
-This--is-where-the-CP—putsthe—ogical_consiant-address—(O-bisJCONSTANTS

5i2*4 ALU constants + 32°6 Texture stale 32 bits registers (logicall
mapped)

INSTRUCTION_ADDR_RT This is where the CP puts the base address of the instruction writes and type for
Real Time (auto-incremented on reads/writes)

INSTRUCTION_DATA_RT This is where the CP puts the actual data going to the instruction memory for
Real Time

GONSTANT.DATA-RT---This-is-where the-GP-ouie-consiant-dataforRealTime(32-biis}

 
 

 

  

 

  Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

 _pes= =| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

ey | Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

4 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

‘2 -| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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He &

bHSCONSTANTS RT 286*4 ALU constants + 32*°6 texture states? (physically
mapped)
This is the size of the space reserved for real time in the constant store (from 0 to
CONSTANT_EOQ_RT). The re-mapping table operates on the rest of the memory
Controls whether or not we are exporting position from clause 3. If set, position
exports occurat clause 7.

CONSTANT_EO_RT

EXPORT_LATE

23.2942 Context

VS_FETCH_{0...7}

ae “>| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering 
eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located

VS_ALU_{0...7} eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
PS_FETCH_{0...7} eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
PS_ALU_{0...7} eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
PS_BASE base pointer for the pixel shader in the instruction store
VS_BASE base pointer for the vertex shader in the instruction store
VS_CF_SIZE size of the vertex shader (# of instructions in control program/2)
PS_CF_SIZE size of the pixel shader(# of instructions in control program/2)
PS_SIZE size of the pixel shader (cntl+instructions)
VS_SIZE size of the vertex shader (cntitinstructions)
PS_NUM_REG number of GPRsto allocate for pixel shader programs
VS_NUM_REG number of GPRsto allocate for vertex shader programs
PARAMSHADE One 16 bit register specifying which parameters are to be gouraud shaded (0 = flat, 1

= gouraud)
64 bits: for which parameters (and channels (xyzw)) do we do the cyl wrapping
(O=linear, 1=cylindrical).
Oxxxx : Normal made
txxxx : Multipass mode
If normal, bbbz where bbb is how many colors (0-4) and z is export z or not
If multipass 1-12 exports for color.
which of the last 6 ALU clauses is exporting (multipass only)
0: position (1 vector), 1: position @ vectors), 3:multipass

PARAM_WRAP

PS_EXPORT_MODE

VS_EXPORT_MASK
VS_EXPORT_MODE
VS_EXPORT
_COUNT_{0...6}

 
Six 4 bit counters representing the # of interpolated parameters exported in clause 7
(located in VS_EXPORT_COUNT_6) OR
# of exported vectors to memory per clause in multipass mode(per clause)

PARAM_GEN_IO Do we overwrite or not the parameter 0 with XY data and generated T and 3 values
GEN_INDEX Auto generates an address from 0 to XX. Puts the results into R4+-RO-1 for pixel

shaders and R2-R2for vertex shaders
CONST_BASE_VTX (9 bits)Logical Base address for the constants of the Vertex shader
CONST_BASE_PIX (9 bits) Logical Base address for the constants of the Pixel shader
CONST_SIZE_PIX (8 bits) Size of the logical constant store for pixel shaders
CONST_SIZE_VTX (8 bits) Size of the logical constant store for vertex shaders
INST_PRED_OPTIMIZE Turns on the predicate bit optimization (if of, conditional_execute_predicates is

always executed).
256 boolean bits
32x8 bit counters (numberof times we traverse the loop)
32x8 bit counters (init value used in index computation)
32x8 bit counters (step value used in index computation)

CF_BOOLEANS
CF_LOOP_COUNT
CF_LOOP_START
CF_LOOP_STEP

 
 

24.25. DEBUG Registers Oo

24.125 1 Context

DB_PROB_ADDR instruction address where the first problem occurred
DB_PROB_COUNT numberof problems encountered during the execution of the program
DB_INST_COUNT instruction counter for debug method 2
DB_BREAK_ADDR break address for method number2
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DB_CLAUSE
_MODE_ALU_{0...7} clause mode for debug method 2 (0: normal, 1: addr, 2: kill)
DB_CLAUSE
_MODE_FETCH_{0...7}

25-26, Interfaces

25-426.1 External interfaces

clause mode for debug method 2 (0: normal, 1: addr, 2: kill)

Whenever an x is used, it means that the bus is broadcast to all units of the samme name. For example, if a bus is
named SQ—SPxit means that SQ is going to broadcast the sameinformation to all SP instances.

2$-4+426.1.1 SC to SQ: i/ Control bus
This is the control information sent to the sequencer in order to control the lJ fifos and all other information needed to
execute a shader program on the sent pixels. This information is sent over 2 clocks, if SENDXYis asserted the next
control packet is going to be ignored and XY information is going to be sent on the IJ bus (for the quads that where
just sent). All pixels from the group of quads are from the sameprimitive, all quads of a vector are from the same
renderstate.
 
 
 
  

    
 
 
   
 
  
 
   
 

 

 

 

 
   

 
 

Name Direction Bits | Description
SC_SQ_g_wr_mask | SC-+SQ 4 | Quad Write maskleft to right
8C_80lod_correct 8C-80 24 | LOD correction per quad (6 bits per quad)
$C_3Q_flat_verlex 8C8Q 2 | Provoking vertex for flat shading
SC_SQ_param_ptrO | S$C>SQ L11 | P Store pointer for vertex 0
SC_SQ_param_ptri SC—-SQ 11._| P Store pointer for vertex 1
SC_SQ_param_ptr2 | SC-—-8Q (44. P Store poirter for vertex 2
SC_SQ_end_of_vect SC—SQ 1 | End ofthe vector .
SC_SQ_store_dealloc | $C—SQ 1 | Deallocation token for the P Store
5C_SQ_state SC—SQ 3 | State/constant pointer
SC_SQ_valid_pixe! | $8C-—SO 146 | Valid bits forall pixels _ .
SC_SQ_nullprim SC-—8Q 41 i Null Primitive (for PC deallocationpurposes)
SC_SQ_end_of_prim |SC-8Q 1 | End Of the primitive
SC_SQ_send_xy SC-SQ 1 | Sending XY information [XY information is going to be

| sent on the next clock]
SC_SQ_prim_type S080 3 | Real time command need to load tex cords from

_alternate buffer. Line AA, Point AA and Sprite reads
| their pararneters from GEN_T and GEN_S GPRs.
| 000 : Normal
! O11 : Real Time
| 100: Line AA

| | 101: Point AA
fe | | 110 : Sprite

SC_SQ_new_vecior sC—SQ 1 | This primitive comes from a new vector of vertices.
| Make sure that the corresponding vertex shader has
_ finished before starting the group of pixels.

|8C_SQ_RTRn SQ—-SC, 1Stalls thePAinnelocks
8C_SO_RTS _SC—SQ SC ready to send data

23-+-226.1.2 SQ to SP: Interpolator bus *

Name _ | Direction |Bits | Description
$Q_SPx_interp_prim_type SQ >SPx 3 | Type of the primitive

| OOO : Normal
| 011: Real Time
| 100: Line AA
| 101: Point AA
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| SQ_SPx_interp_flat_vix SQ—SPx 2 | Provoking vertex for flat shading
8Q_SPx_interp_fiat_gouraud | SQ--SPx 4 | Flat or gouraud shading __
SQ_SPx_interp_cyl_wrap SQSPx 4 | Wich parameter needsto be cylindrical wrapped
SQ_SPx_interp_ijline | SQ >SPx i _ Line in the IJ/XY buffer to use to interpolate
5Q_SPx_interp_buff_swap | SQ>SPx 4 _ Swap the |J/XY buffers at the end of the interpolation
8Q_SPx_interp_gen_l0 SQ—-SPx 4 | Generate 10 or not. This tells the interpolators not to

| | use the parameter cache but rather overwrite the data
| | _with interpolated 1 and 0. Overwrite if gen_I0 is high.

 
  

*

This-interfaceis-synchronizged-with-the_Interpelater-bus.This-contrels the_inpul-muxio-the-GPRe.The-three-types-of
date-are:-generatedindex, imersoiaied-data,verex-index-dala-(eoming-rom-the-slaging-regisiers).

23-1-426.13 SQ to SP: Parameter Cache Read contro! bus “

The four following interfaces (SQ-SP, SQ—-5X,SP—SxX and SX—Interpolators) are all SYNCHRONIZED together. 
 

 
Name [Direction |Bits | Description

SQ_SPxptro LPointerofPO
SQ SPx_ ptr’ . | Painter of PC
$Q_SPx_ptr2 ; Pointer of PC

  
$Q_SPOread_ena _ Read enables for the 4 memorigsin the SPO 

$Q_SP1 reacd_ena | Read enables for the 4 memoriesin the SP1
   

SQ_SP2_read_ena
 

_ Read enables for the 4 memoriesin the SP2   
   

 
 

 
 

 

$Q_SP3_read_ena | SQ—SP3 | _Read enables for the 4 memories in the SP3

25-+-326.1.4 SQ to SX: Parameter Cache Mux control Bus -

Name | Direction [Bits _ Description .

SOSmu { SQ>S%A Mux control for PC (4 MSbsofPointer)$Q_SXx_mux1 | SQ--SXx 14 ux contral for PC (4 M&bsof Pointer)
SQ_SxXx_mux2 | SO-»SXx L4 | Mux contral for PC (4 MSbs of Pointer}

 
 

23-4.626.1.5 SQ te SP: Slaging Register Data
Thisisa broadcast bus that sendstheVSISK informationto the stagingregisters of the shader pipes.
 
 
 
 

     
Name Direction Bits | Description

|| SQ_SPx0_vgt_vsisr_data | SQ--SPx0 | 86 | Pointers of indexes or HOS surface information
| 50_SP0x_vgt_vsisr_double | SQ—>SPxd. 14 Oo: Normal96 bits per vert 1: double 192 bits per vert
“SQ_SP0_data_valid: SQ>SPO (1 Dataisvalid
SQ_SP1_data_valid | $Q->SP1 14 | Data is valid
SQ_SP2_ data valid SQ—SP2 1 _ Data is valid

SQ_SP3_data_valid | SQ—SP3 [1 | Data is valid
    

254+726.1.6 PA to SQ: Vertex interface

23-4.7-126,1.6.1 Interface Signal Table

*

The area difference between the two methods is not sufficient to warrant complicating the interface or the state
requirements of the VSISRs. Therefore, the POR for this interface is that the VGT will transmit the data to the
 

VSISRs (via the Shader Sequencer) in full, 32-bit floating-point format. The VGT can transmit up to six 32-bit
floating-point values to each VSISR where four or more values require two transmission clocks. The data bus is 96
bits wide.
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| Bits[|Description
PA_SQ_vgt_vsisr_data 96 Pointers of indexes or HOS surface information
PA_SQ_vgt_vsisr_double 1 0: Normal 96 bits per vert 1: double 192 bits per vert __ ;
PA_SQ_vgt_end_of_vector 1 Indicates the last VSISR data set for the current process vector (for double vector

; data, "end_of_vector" is set on the second vector) |
PA_SQ_vgt_state 3 Render State (6°3+3 for constants). This signal is guaranteed to be correct when

“PA _SQ_vgt end of vector” is high.
PA_SQ_vot_send Data on the VGT_SQis valid receive (see write-up for standard R400 SEND/RTR

interface handshaking) SESE
$Q_PA_votrtr 1 Ready to receive (see write-up for standard R400 SEND/RTR interface|oo

handshaking) : 

 25.1.7.226.1.6.2. Interface Diagrams +|-~(Formatted: Bullets and Numbering)
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25-1-826.1.7 SQ te CP: Slate report

EDIT DATE

September, 20152£3 

PAGE

42 of 47
R400 Sequencer Specification

a275 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
 

Name Direction |Bits | Description
 

 |SQ_CP_vitx_stateLS
SQ_CP_pix_state

25-4+9261.8 SQ to SX: Control bus  

 _| Oldest vertex state still in the pipe
_ Oldest pixel state still in the pipe

oe “4 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

 

 
 
      
| Name _ Direction | Bits | Description :

SQ_SXx_exp_Pixel SQ >SXx 1 i 1: Pixel| O: Vertex

SQ_SXx_exp_start | SQ->8Xx 14 | Raised to indicate that the SQis starting an export
SQ_SXx_exp_Clause SQ—S8xXx 3 _ Clause number, which is needed for vertex clauses
SQ_SXx_exp_State | $Q->SXx [3 | State ID, which is needed for vertex clauses
 

Thesefields are sent synchronously with SP export data, described in SPO—SX0Ointerface
{ISSUE: Where are the PC pointers}

| 23-4+4026.1.9SX to SQ: Output file contro! que oe Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
 

 
  

Name |Direction | Bits | Description ;
SXx_SQ_Export_count_rdy SXx-5Q | 1 Raised by SX0 to indicate that the following two fields

_ reflect the result of the most recent export
5X%x_SQ_ExportPosition SXx-5Q | i | Specifies whether there is room for anotherposition.
SxXx_SQ_Export_Buffer SXx8Q 7 | Specifies the space available in the output buffers.

| 0: buffers are full
| 1: 2K-bits available (32-bits for each of the 64
| pixels in a clause)

| 64: 128K-bits available (16 128-bit entries for each of
| 64 pixels)
| 65-127: RESERVED

 
 

234+H26.1.10 SQ to TP: Contro/ bus
“ oe Formatted: Bullets and ‘Numbering _ : }

Once every clock, the fetch unit sends to the sequencer on which clauseit is now working and if the data in the GPRs
is ready or not. This way the sequencer can update the fetch counters for the reservation station fifos. The sequencer
also provides the instruction and constants for the fetch to execute and the addressin the register file where to write
the fetch return data.
 

 
 
 
   
  
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 

 
 

   
 

Name Direction Bits|Description
TPx SQ data rey | TPx— SQ i Data ready
TPx_SQ_ clause num TPx— SQ 3 Clause number
$Q_TPx_const SQ >TPx 6448|Fetch state sent over 4 clocks (192 bits total)
SQ_TPx_instuct SQ _>TPx 24 Fetch instruction sent over 4 clocks

SQ_TPx_end ofclause | SQ>TPx i Last instruction of the clause
SQ_TPx_phase SQ—TPx 2 Write phase signal
SQ_TPQlod_correct SQTPO {8 | LOD correct 3 bits per camp 2 components per quad
SQ_TPO_pmask | SQ—TPO 4 Pixel mask 1 bit per pixel
SQ_TP1_lod_correct SQ—TP1 6 LOD correct 3 bits per comp 2 components per quad
SQ_TP1_pmask | SQ-»TP1 4 Pixel mask 1 bit per pixel
SQ_TP2_lod_correct SQ—>TP2 6 LOD correct 3 bits per comp 2 components per quad
SQ_TP2_pmask | SQ-»TP2 4 Pixel mask 1 bit per pixel _ ;
SQ_TP3_lod_correct SQ—TPS 6 LODcorrect 3 bits per comp 2 cormponents per quad
SQ_TP3pmask | SQ-TP3 4 Pixel mask 1 bit per pixel
$Q_TPx_clause_num SQ—TPx 3 Clause number
SQ_TPx_write_gerindex | SQ->TPx 7 | Index into Register file for write of returned Fetch Data
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  | ORIGINATE DATE EDIT DATE DOCUMENT-REV. NUM. PAGE
| 24 September, 2001 4 September, 20157 GEN-CXXXXX-REVA | 43 of 47ae ann ! ia :

23-14226.1.11 TP to SQ: Texture stall ”

The TP sends this signal to the SQ when its input buffer is full. The SQ is going to send it to the SP X clocks after
reception (maximum of 3 clocks of pipeline delay). 
   
 

 
     
 
 
  
  
  
     

Name —‘(isiszY[ Direction _ | Bits| Description _
TP_SQ_fetch_stall LTP-» SQ im | Do not send more texture requestif asserted

23-4+4326.1.12 SQ to SP: Texture stall

Name | Direction | Bits | DescriptionSQ_SPx_fetch_stall | SQ—>SPx 1 _ Do not send more texture requestif asserted

2314426113 SQ to SP: GPR, anc-Parameter cache control and auto counter “|
Name|Direction Bits|Description cae
SQ_SPx_wr_addr SQ—SPx 7 Write address
SQ_SPx_gpr_rd_addr | SQ->SPx |7 | Read address
SQ_SPx_gpr_re_addr SQ—SPx 1 Read Enabie
SQ_SPx_gpr_we_addr SQ->SPx i _ Write Enable for the GPRs
SQ_SPx_gpr_phase_mux | SQ>SPx 2 The phase mux_(arbitrates between inputs, ALU SRC

teadsandwrites)
 
  
  
 
  
   
     
   

 SQ_SPx_channel_mask SQ—SPx 4 The channel mask
$Q_ SPO pixel_mask | SQ-»SPO 4 | The pixel mask
SQ_SP1_pixel_mask SQ—SP1 4 The pixel mask
$Q_SP2_pixel_mask | $Q--5P2 4 | The pixel mask
$Q_SP3_pixel_mask SQ—SP3 4 | The pixel mask
$Q_SPx_pe_we_addr _SQ-+SPx 1 | Write Enable for the parameter caches
SG SPs apr input mux $O--SPx 2 When the phase mux_selects the inouts this tells from

which source to read from: Interpolated data, VTAO
ee VIX autogencounter. ceeee

SQ_SFsxindexcount | $Q-2SPx 127|index count, common for all shaderpipes
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GaO4i18 12:87

-<='5| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

 
“ 2a] Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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| ORIGINATE DATE
t =

EDIT DATE

24 September, 2001 4 September, 2015ey Zz

PAGE

44 of 47
R400 Sequencer Specification

qo | Fermatted: Bullets and Numbering
 

Name Direction
Bits | Description _
 

$Q_SPx_ instruct, start SQ—SPx 1 Instruction start  

$Q_5SP_instruct “SQ—>SPx 20 Instruction sent over 4 clocks 
$Q_SPx_stall $Q >SPx 1 _ Stall signal
  

SQ_SPx_export_count SQ >SPx 3 Each set of four pixels or vectors is exported over
eight clocks. This field specifies where the SP is in
that sequence.
 

SQ_SPx_expori_last “SQ—SPx | Asserted on the first shader count of the last export_of the clause 

SQ_SP0_export_pvalid SQ—-SP0 Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports (depth and all color
buffers). 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per

clock
 

$Q_SP0_export_wvalid “SQ—SP0 ‘Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit
word of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16
pixels or vectors 

SQ_SP1_ export_pvalid SQ—SP1 Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports (depth and all color
buffers). 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per

clock
 

SQ_SP1_ export_wvalid “SQ—>SP1 Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit
word of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16
pixels or vectors 

SQ_SP2_ export_pvalid

SQ_SP2_ export_wvalid

SQ—SP2

SQ—SP2

Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports (depth and all color
buffers). 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per
clock
Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit
word of the 84-bit export data from each of the 16
pixels or vectors 

8Q_SP3_ export_pvalid [SQS8R3 Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports (depth and all color
buffers). 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per

_ clock 

SQ_SP3_ export_wvalid SQ—SP3

   
Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit
word of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16
pixels or vectors
 

23-4+1626.1.15 SP to 
    

SQ: Constant address load
 

 

gee | Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

 
 
 
  
   
 

 
 
  

Name _ Direction Description _
SPO_SQ const_addr | SPO—SQ _36 | Constant address load to the sequencer
SPO0_SQ_valid SPO0—SQ 1 | Data valid
SP1_SQ_const_addr SP1 >SQ | 36 Constant address load to the sequencer
SP1_SQ_valid SP1—SQ i _ Data valid
SP2_SQ_const_addr | SP2--SQ | 36 | Constant address load to the sequencer
SP2_SQ_valid SP2—SQ 1 _ Data valid
|SPS_SQ_constaddr _LSP39SQ 00[36"|ConstantaddressloadtothesequencerJ

SP3_SQ_valid|SP3--S0 4 | Data valid

 
 

 25-4+-4+726.1.16 SQ to SPx: constant broadcast
a oes 4 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering :
 

Name
|Direction |Bits | Description
 

 
SQ_SPx_constant lS$Q—>SPx | 128 _ Constant broadcast    
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ded «| «(24 September, 2001 4 September, 20157 GEN-CXXXXX-REVA | 450847 |
= — 7 = {FermentBesandnobong

2or-+326.1.17 SPO to SQ: Kill vector load “SSSe
Name | Direction | Bits | Description . oe .SP0_SQ Kill vect SP0—SQ 4 _Kill vector load

SP1_SQ_killvect _SP1--SQ 4 | Kill vector load
SP2_SQ_Killvect SP2 >SO 4 _ Kill vector load Es : ‘ : ES
SP3_SQKill_vect SP3 -SQ [4 | Kill vector load oe : aS oe

. ; Jos) Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

25.4.1926.1.18 SQ to CP: RBBM bus ee
Name | Direction | Bits | Description oe
SQ_RBB_rs SQ—CP 1 | Read Strobe
SQ_RBB_id SQ—cP | 32 | Read Data : :
SQ_RBBM_onrtrtr SQ—>CP 1 _ Optional oe — me = oe
8Q_RBBM_rir | §Q-CP 14 _ Real-Time (Optional) S oe = ess :

. . pee 4 Formatted: Bullets and Numbering23-4+2026.1.19 CP to SQ: RBBM bus “| ee =
[Name | Direction —s_si| Bits_| Description ee r—ise

rbbm_we | CP—>SQ 4 | Write Enable
rbbm_a CP—5Q 18 | Address -- Upper Extent is TBD
rbbm_wad | CP-8Q 132 | Data
rbbm_be CP_SQ 4 __| Byte Enables
robm_re | CP->SQ 1 ReadEnable
rbb_rsO CP—5Q 1 Read Return Strobe 0
rbb_rst | CP.»SQ 14 | Read Return Strobe 1
rob_rdO CPSQ 32. | Read Data 0

robbordt| CP-SQ.[32|ReadDataQ
RBBM_SQ_soft_reset | CP.»5Q if | Soft Reset |

 
 

26-27, Examples of program executions ———

26-4+427.1.1 Sequencer Control of a Vector of Vertices

1. PA sends a vector of 64 vertices (actually vertex indices — 32 bits/index for 2048 bit total) to the RE’s Vertex FIFO
e state pointer as well as tag into position cache is sent along with vertices
e space was allocated in the position cache for transformed position before the vector was sent
® also before the vector is sent to the RE, the CP has loaded the global instruction store with the vertex

shader program (using the MH?)
e The vertex program is assumed to be loaded when wereceive the vertex vector.

* the SEQ then accessesthe IS base for this shader using the local state pointer (providedto all
sequencers by the RBBM whenthe CP is done loading the program)

2. SEQ arbitrates between the Pixel FIFO and the Vertex FIFO — basically the Vertex FIFO always haspriority
* at this point the vector is removed from the Vertex FIFO
e the arbiter is not going to select a vector to be transformedif the parameter cacheis full unless the pipe as

nothing else to do (ie no pixels are in the pixelfifo).

3. SEQ allocates space in the SP register file for index data plus GPRs used by the program
e the number of GPRs required by the program is stored in a local state register, which is accessed using the

state pointer that came down with the vertices
® SEQ will not send vertex data until spacein the register file has been allocated

4. SEQ sends the vector to the SP registerfile over the RE_SP interface (which has a bandwidth of 2048 bits/cycle)
* the 64 vertex indices are sent to the 64 register files over 4 cycles

e RFO of SU0, SU1, SU2, and SU3 is written the first cycle
e RF1 of SU0, SU1, SU2, and SU3 is written the second cycle
e RF2 of SU0, SU1, SU2, and SU3 is written the third cycle
e RF3 of SUO, SU1, SU2, and SU3 is written the fourth cycle
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24 September, 2001 4 September, 20157 46 of 47     Sh

* the index is written to the least significant 32 bits (floating point format?) (what about compoundindices)
of the 128-bit location within the register file (w); the remaining data bits are set to zero (x, y, Z)

5. SEQ constructs a control packet for the vector and sendsit to the first reservation station (ihe FIFO in front of
fetch state rnachine 0, or TSMO FIFO)
e the conirol packet contains the state pointer, the tag to the position cache and a registerfile base pointer.

6. TSMO accepts the control packet and fetches the instructions for fetch clause O from the global instruction store
e TSMO wasfirst selected by the TSM arbiter before it could start

7. all instructions of fetch clause 0 are issued by TSMO

8. the control packet is passed to the next reservation station (the FIFO in front of ALU state machine 0, or ASMO
FIFO)
e TSMO does not wail for requests made to the Fetch Unit to complete: it passes the register file write index for

the fetch data to the TU, which will write the data to the RF as it is received
® once the TU has written all the data to the register files, it increments a counter that is associated with ASMO

FIFO; a count greater than zero indicates that the ALU state machine can go ahead start to execute the ALU
clause

9. ASMO accepts the control packet (after being selected by the ASM arbiter) and gets the instructions for ALU
clause 0 from the global instruction store

10. all instructions of ALU clause 0 are issued by ASMO, then the control packetis passed to the next reservation
station (the FIFO in front of fetch state machine 1, or TSM1 FIFO)

11. the contro! packet continues to travel down the path of reservation stations until all clauses have been executed
*® position can be exported in ALU clause 3 (or 47): the data (and the tag) is sent over a position bus (which is

shared with all four shader pipes) back to the PA's position cache
e A parameter cachepointeris also sent along with the position data. This tells to the PA where the data is

going to be in the parameter cache.
e there is a position export FIFO in the SP that buffers position data before it gets sent back to the PA
e the ASM arbiter will prevent a packet from starting an exporting clauseif the position export FIFO is full

* parameter data is exported in clause 7 (as well as position dataif it was not exported earlier)
e parameter data is seni to the Parameter Cache over a dedicated bus
e the SEQ allocates storage in the Parameter Cache, and the SEQ deallocates that space whenthere is no

longer a need for the parameters(it is told by the PA when using a token).
e the ASM arbiter will prevent a packet from starting on ASM7if the parameter cache (or the position buffer

if position is being exported)is full

12. after the shader program has completed, the SEQ will free up the GPRsso that they can be used by another
shader program

26-1-227.1.2 Sequencer Control of a Vector of Pixels oo 2

1. As with vertex shader programs, pixel shaders are loaded into the global instruction store by the CP

e Atthis point it is assured that the pixel program is loaded into the instruction store and thus ready to be read.

2. the RE’s Pixel FIFO is loaded with the barycentric coordinates for pixel quads by the detailed walker
e the state pointer and the LOD correction bits are also placed in the Pixel FIFO
*® the Pixel FIFO is wide enough to source four quad’s worth of barycentrics per cycle

3. SEQ arbitrates between Pixel FIFO and Vertex FIFO — when there are no vertices pending OR there is no space
left in the register files for vertices, the Pixel FIFO is selected

4. SEQ allocates space in the SP register file for all the GPRs used by the program
® the number of GPRs required by the program is stored in a local state register, which is accessed using the

state pointer
e SEQ will not allow interpolated cata to be sent to the shaderuntil space in the register file has been allocated

5. SEQ controls the transfer of interpolated cata to the SP registerfile over the RE_SP interface (which has a
bandwidth of 2048 bits/cycle). See interpolated data bus diagramsfor details.
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6. SEQ constructs a control packet for the vector and sendsit to the first reservation station (the FIFO in front of

fetch state machine 0, or TSMO FIFO)
e note that there is a separate set of reservation stations/arbiters/state machines for vertices and for pixels
e the control packet contains the state pointer, the register file base pointer, and the LOD correction bits
® all other information (such as quad address for example) travels in a separate FIFO

7. TSMO accepts the control packet and fetches the instructions for fetch clause 0 from the global instruction store
* TSMO wasfirst selected by the TSM arbiter before it could start

&. all instructions of fetch clause O are issued by TSMQ

9. the control packet is passed to the next reservation station (the FIFO in front of ALU state machine 0, or ASMO
FIFO)
® TSMO does not wait for fetch requests made to the Fetch Unit to complete; it passes the registerfile write

index for the fetch data to the TU, which will write the data to the RF as it is received
e once the TU has written all the data for a particular clause to the register files, it increments a counterthat is

associated with the ASMO FIFO; a count greater than zero indicates that the ALU state machine can go
ahead and pop the FIFO and start to execute the ALU clause

 
10. ASMO accepts the control packet (after being selected by the ASM arbiter) and gets the instructions for ALU

clause 0 from the global instruction store

11. ail instructions of ALU clause 0 are issued by ASMO, then the control packet is passed to the next reservation
station (the FIFO in front of fetch state machine 1, or TSM1 FIFO)

12. the contro! packet continues to travel down the path of reservation stations until all clauses have been executed
e pixel data is exported in the last ALU clause (clause 7)

e itis sent to an output FIFO whereit will be picked up by the render backend
® the ASM arbiter will prevent a packet from starting on ASM7if the output FIFO is full

13. after the shader program has completed, the SEQ will free up the GPRs so that they can be used by another
shader program

264327.1.3 Notes ee 
14. The state machines and arbiters will operate ahead of time so that they will be able to immediately start the real

threads orstall.

15. The register file base pointer for a vector needsto travel with the vector through the reservation stations, but the
instruction store base pointer does not — this is because the RF pointer is different for all threads, but the IS
pointeris only different for each state and thus can be accessed via the state pointer.

27.28, Open issues
Need to do some testing on the size of the registerfile as well as on the registerfile allocation method (dynamic VS
static).

=c-<| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

Saving power?
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Overview: This is an archiectural specification for ihe R400 Sequencer block (SEQ). It provides an overview of the
required capabilities and expected uses of the block. it also describes the block interfaces, internal sub-
blocks, and provides internal stale diagrams.
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ORIGINATE DATE EDIT DATE DOCUMENT-REV. NUM. PAGE  24 September, 2001 4 September, 20154 GEN-CXXXXX-REVA 7 of 50 [i 9 f44 e . :

1. Overview

The sequencer is based on the R300 design. It chooses bvo ALU clauses and a fetch clause to execute, and
executes all of the instructions in a clause before looking for a new clause of the same type. Two ALU clauses are
executed interleaved to hide the ALU latency. Each vectorwill have eight fetch and eight ALU clauses, but clauses do
not need to contain instructions. A vector of pixels or vertices ping-pongs along the sequencer FIFO, bouncing from
fetch reservation station to alu reservation station. A FIFO exists between each reservation stage, holding up vectors
until the vector currently occupying a reservation station has left. A vector at a reservation station can be chosen to
execute. The sequencer looks at all eight alu reservation stations to choose an alu clause to execute and all eight
fetch stations to choose a fetch clause to execute. The arbitrator will give priority to clauses/reservation stations
closer to the bottom of the pipeline. It will not execute an alu clause until the fetch fetches initiated by the previous
fetch clause have completed. There are two separate sets of reservation stations, one for pixel vectors and one for
vertices vectors. This way a pixel can pass a vertex and a vertex can pass a pixel.

To support the shader pipe the sequencer also contains the shaderinstruction cache, constant store, control flow
constants and texture state. The four shader pipes also execute the same instruction thus there is only one
sequencerfor the whole chip.

The sequencer first arbitrates between vectors of 64 vertices that arrive directly from primitive assembly and vectors
of 16 quads (64 pixels) that are generated in the scan converter.

The vertex or pixel program specifies how many GPRsit needs to execute. The sequencer will not start the next
vector until the needed space is available in the GPRs.
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1.1 Top Level Block Diagram
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Figure 2: Reservation stations and arbiters

There are two sets of the abovefigure, one for vertices and one for pixels.

 
Depending on the arbitration state, the sequencer will either choose a vertex or a pixel packet. The control packet
consists of 3 bits of state, 7 bits for the base address of the Shader program and some information on the coverage to
determine fetch LOD plus other various small state bits.
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On receipt of a packet, the input state machine (not pictured but just before the first FIFO) allocated enough space in
the GPRs to store the interpolated values and temporaries. Following this, the barycentric coordinates (and XY

| screen position if needed) are sent to the intereclater-whichinterpolator, which will use them to interpolate the
parameters and place the results into the GPRs. Then, the input state machine stacks the packetin thefirst FIFO.

On receipt of a command, the level 0 fetch machine issues a fetch request to the TP and corresponding GPR
address for the fetch address (ta). A small command (tcmd) is passed to the fetch system identifying the current level
number (0) as well as the GPR write address for the fetch return data. One fetch request is sent every 4 clocks
causing the texturing of sixteen 2x2s worth of data (or 64 vertices). Once all the requests are sent the packet is put in
FIFO 1.

Upon receipt of the return data, the fetch unit writes the data to the register file using the write address that was
provided by the level 0 fetch machine and sends the clause number(0) to the level 0 fetch state machine to signify
that the write is done and thus the data is ready. Then, the level 0 fetch machine increments the counter of FIFO 1 to
signify to the ALU 0 that the data is ready to be processed.

On receipt of a command, the level OC ALU machinefirst decrements the input FIFO 1 counter and then issues a
complete set of level QO shader instructions. For each instruction, the ALU state machine generates 3 source

| addresses, one destination address -and an instruction. Once the last instruction has been issued, the packet is putinto FIFO 2.

There will always be two active ALU clauses at any given time (and two arbiters). One arbiter will arbitrate
over the odd instructions (4 clocks cycles) and the other one will arbitrate over the even instructions (4
clocks cycles). The only constraints between the two arbiters is that they are not allowed to pick the same
clause numberas the other one is currently working on if the packet is not of the same type (render state).

If the packet is a vertex packet, upon reaching ALU clause 3, it can export the position if the position is ready. So the
arbiter must prevent ALU clause 3 to be selectedif the positional buffer is full (or can't be accessed). Along with the
positional data, if needed the sprite size and/or edge flags can also be sent.

A special case is for multipass vertex shaders, which can export 12 parameters per last 6 clauses to the cutout
buffer. If the output buffer is full or doesn’t have enough space the sequencerwill prevent such a vertex group to
enter an exporting clause.

Multipass pixel shaders can export 12 parameters to memory from the last clause only (7).

All other clauses process in the same way until the packetfinally reaches the last ALU machine(7).

Only one pair of interleaved ALU state machines may have access to the register file address bus or the instruction
decode bus ait one time. Similarly, only one fetch state machine may have access to the registerfile address bus at
one time. Arbitration is performed by three arbiter blocks (two for the ALU state machines and one for the fetch state
machines). The arbiters always favor the higher number state machines, preventing a bunch ofhalf finished jobs from
clogging up the register files.
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Figure 3: The shader Pipe
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| The gray area represents blocks that are replicated 4 times per shacer pipe (16 times on the overall chip).

1.3 Control Graph
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|
|

 

  
 

 

WrAddr
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CST |

Phase cmp ostesticstiox B C Wivec |
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* ev |
 

Figure 4: Sequencer Contre) interfaces

 
 

In green is represented the Fetch control interface, in red the ALU control interface, in blue the Interpolated/Vector
control interface and in purple is the output file control interface.

2. Interpolated data bus
The interpolators contain an |J buffer to pack the information as much as possible before writing it to the register file.
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ORIGINATE DATE EDIT DATE DOCUMENT-REV. NUM. PAGE |    
Above is an example of a tile the sequencer might receive from the SC. The write side is how the data get stacked
into the XY and [J buffers, the read side is how the data is passed to the GPRs. The IJ information is packed in the IJ
buffer 4 quads at a time or two clocks. The sequencerallows at any given time as many as four quadsto interpolate a
parameter. They all have to come from the same primitive. Then the sequencer controls the write mask to the GPRs
to write the valid data in.

24 September, 2001 4 September, 20154 GEN-CXXXXX-REVA 13 of 50 |of

{ISSUE : Do we do the center+centroid approachusingboth {J buffers?)

3. Instruction Store

There is going to be only oneinstruction store for the whole chip. It will contain 4096 instructions of 96 bits each.

It is likely to be a 1_-port memory; we use -1 clock to load the ALU instruction, 1 clocks to load the Fetch instruction, 1
clock to load 2 control flow instructions and 1 clock to write instructions.

The instruction store is loaded by the CP thru the register mapped registers.

The next picture shows the various modes the CP can load the memory. The Sequencer has to keep track of the
loading modes in order to wrap around the correct boundaries. The wrap-around poinis are arbitrary and they are
specified in the VS_BASE and PIX_BASE contre! registers. The VS_ BASE and PS BASE context resisters are used
to specify for each context whereits shaderis in the instruction memory.  

For the Real time commands the story is quite the same but for some smail differences. There are no wrap-around
points for real time so the driver must be careful not to overwrite regular shader data. The shared code (shared
subroutines) uses the same path asreal time.
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4. SequencerInstructions
All control flow instructions and move instructions are handled by the sequencer only. The ALUs will perform NOPs
during this time (MOV PV,PV, PS,PS)if they have nothing else to do.

5. Constant Stores

5.1 Memory organizations
A likely size for the ALU constant store is 1024x128 bits. The read BW from the ALU constant store is 128 bits/clock
and the write bandwidth is 32 bits/clock (directed by the CP bus size not by memory ports).

The maximum logical size of the constant store for a given shaderis 256 constants. Or 512 for the pixel/vertex shader
pair. The size of the re-mapping table is 128 lines (each line addresses 4 constants). The write granularity is 4
constants or 512 bits. It takes 16 clocks to write the four constants. Real time requires 256 lines in the physical
memory (his is physically register mapped).

The texture state is also kept in a similar memory. The size of this memory is 492x428128x192 bits. The memory thus | :
holds 128 texture states (192 bits per state). The logical size exposes 32 different states total, which are going tobe
shared between the pixel and the vertex shader. The size of the re-mapping table to for the texture state memory is
46-32 lines (each line addresses 2-1 texture state lines in the real memory). The CPwrite granularity is 2-7 textures
state lines (or 384-192 bits). The driver sends 512 bits but the CP ignores the top 722-220bits. it thus takes 42-6
clocks to write the-#ve texture states. Real time requires 32 lines in the physical memory {this is physically register
mapped).

 

  

The control flow constant memory doesnt sit behind a renaming table. it is register mapped and thus the driver must
reload its content each time there is a state change. Its size is 320*32 becauseit must hold 8 copies of the 32 dwords
of control flow constants and the loop construct constants must be aligned.

The constant re-mapping tables for texture state and ALU constants are logically register mapped for regular mode
and physically register mapped for RT operation.

5.2 Managementof the re-mapping tables

5.2.1 R400 Constant management
The sequencer is responsible to manage two re-rmapping tables (one for the constant store and one for the texture
state). On a state change(by the driver), the sequencerwill broadside copy the contents ofits re-mapping tables to a
new one. We have 8 different re-mapping tables we can use concurrently.

4 vs] Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

The constant memory update will be incremental, the driver only need to update the constants that actually changed
between the two state changes.

For this model to work_in iis simplest form, the requirement is that the physical memory MUSTbe at least twice as
large as the logical address space_+ the space allocated jor Real Time. in our case, since the logical address space
is 512 and the reserved RT space can be up to 256 entries, the memory must be of sizes 4024-1280 and above.
Similarly the size of the texture store must be of 32°2+32 = 96 entries and above.

3-2-145.2.2 Proposal for RAQ00LE constant management
To makethis scheme work with only 512+256 = 768 entries, upon reception of a CONTROLpacket of state + 1, the
sequencer would check for SQ_IDLE and PA_IDLE andif both are idle will erase the content of state to replace it with
the newstate (this is depicted in Figure 9: De-allocation mechanismFigure-9-De-~allacation_mechaniamFigure-2:-De-
allocation-mechanism Figure—1:_Dealocation.mechanism). Note that in the case a state is cleared a value of 0 is
written to the corresponding de-allocation counter location so that when the SQ is going to report a state change,
nothing will be de-allocated uponthefirst report.

elese Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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The second path sets all context dirty bits that were used in the current state to 1 (thus allowing the new state to

reuse these physical 2addresses ifneeded).eeee ee eeeeeeeen wokiodace boone tune  
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Figure 3: Constant management
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Figure 9: De-allocation mechanism for K400LE

   ~ 5 9 3 Dirty bits « al: Bullets and Murr
Two sets of dirty bits will be maintained per logical address. Thefirst one will be set to zero on reset and set when
the logical address is addressed. The second one will be set to zero when-ever a new context is written and set for
each address written while in this context. The reset dirty is not set, then writing to that logical address will not
require de-allocation of whatever address stored in the renaming table. If itis set and the context dirty is not set, then
the physical address store needs to be de-allocated and a new physical address is necessary to store the incoming
data. If they are both set, then the data will be written into the physical address held in the renaming for the current
logical address. No de-allocation or allocation takes place. This will happen when the driver does a set constant
twice to the same logical address between context changes. NOTE: It is important to detect and prevent this, failure : aS : :
to do it will allow multiple writes to allocate all physical memory and thus hang because a context will not fit for — ee ee es
rendering to start and thus free up space. ee oS ee

_:2=5| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering3.2:25,2.4 Free List Block * ormatted Bleandtuberin ___)
A free list block that would consist of a counter (called the IFC or Initial Free Counter) -that would reset to zero and aoe : eee oe
incremented every time a chunk of physical memory is used until they have all been used once. This counter would
be checked eachtime a physical block is needed, andif the original ones have not been used up, us a new one,else
check the free list for an available physical block address. The count is the physical address for when getting a
chunk from the counter.
Storage of a free list big enough to store all physical biock addresses.
Maintain three pointers for the free list that are reset to zero. The first one we will call write_ptr. This pointer will
identify the next location to write the physical address of a block to be de-allocated. Note: we can never free more
physical memory locations than we have. Once recording address the poinierwill be incremented to walk the freelist
like a ring.
The second pointer will be called stop_ptr. The stop_ptr pointer will be advanced by the number of address chunks
de-allocates when a context finishes. The address between the stop_ptr and write_ptr cannot be reused because
they are stillin use. But as soon as the context using then is dismissed the stop_ptr will be advanced.
The third pointer will be called read_ptr. This pointer will point will point to the next address that can be used for
allocation as long as the read_ptr does not equal the stop_ptr and the IFC is at its maximum count.
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3-2-3525 De-allocate Block See 
This block will maintain a free physical address block count for each context. While in current context, a count shall
be maintained specifying how many blocks were written into the free list at the write_ptr pointer. This count will be
reset upon reset or when this context is active on the back and different than the previous context. If is actually a
count of blocks in the previous context that will no longer be used. This count will be used to advance the write_ptr
pointer to make available the set of physical blocks freed when the previous context was done. This allows the
discard or de-allocation of any numberof blocks in one clock.

- . ade L t Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
3-2-45.2.6 Operation of incremental model
The basic operation of the model would start with the write_ptr, stop_ptr, read_ptr pointers in the free list set to zero
and the free list counter is set to zero. Also all the dirty bits and the previous context will beinitialized to zero. When
thefirst set constants happen, the reset dirty bit will not be set, so we will allocate a physical location from the free list
counter because its not at the max value. The data will be written into physical address zero. Both the additional
copy of the renaming table and the context zeros of the big renaming table will be updated for the logical address that
was written by set start with physical address of 0. This process will be repeated for any logical address that are not
dirty until the context changes. Ifa logical address is hit that hasits dirty bits set while in the same context, both dirty
bits would be set, so the new data will be over-written to the last physical address assigned for this logical address.
Whenthe first draw command of the context is detected, the previous context stored in the additional renaming table
will be copied to the larger renaming table in the current (new) context location. Then the set constant logical
address with be loaded with a new physical address during the copy and if the reset dirty was set, the physical
address it replaced in the renaming table would be entered at the write_ptr pointer location on the free list and the
write_ptr will be incremented. The de-allocation counter for the previous context (eight) will be incremented. This as
set states comein for this context one of the following will happen:

 

1.) No dirty bits are set for the logical address being updated.Aline will be allocated of the free-list counter or
the free list at read_ptr pointer if read_ptr != to stop_ptr.

2.) Reset dirty set and Context dirty not set. A new physical address is allocated, the physical address in the
renaming table is put on the free list at write_ptr and it is incremented along with the de-allocate counter for
the last context.

3.) Context dirty is set then the data will be written into the physical address specified by the logical address.

This process will continue as long as set states arrive. This block will provide backpressure to the CP whenever he
has not free list entries available (counter at max and stop_ptr == read_ptr). The command stream will keep a count
of contexts of constants in use and prevent more than max constants contexts from being sent.

Whenever a draw packet arrives, the content of the re-mapping table is written to the correct re-mapping table for the
context number. Also Wfihe next context uses lessconstants than the current one all exceedinglinesare movedtcthe
free listtobede-allocatedlater.Thishappensinparalle!withthewritingofthere-mappingtabletothecorrect
memory.

Now preferable when the constant context leaves the last ALU clause it will be sent to this block and compared with
the previous context that left. (Init to zero) If they differ than the older context will no longer be referenced and thus
can be de-allocated in the physical memory. This is accomplished by adding the numberof blocks freed this context
to the stop_ptr pointer. This will make all the physical addresses used by this context available to the read_ptr
allocate pointer for future allocation.

This device allows representation of multiple contexts of constants data with N copies of the logical address space. It
also allows the second context to be represented as the first set plus some new additional data by just storing the
delta’s. It allows memory to be efficiently used and when the constants updates are small it can store multiple
context. However,if the updates are large, less contexts will be stored and potentially performance will be degraded.
Althoughit will still perform as well as a ring could in this case.

5.3 Constant Store Indexing
In order to do constant store indexing, the sequencer must be loaded first with the indexes (that come from the
GPRs). There are 144 wires from the exit of the SP to the sequencer (9 bits pointers x 16 vertexes/clock). Since the
data must pass thru the Shaderpipe for the float to fixed conversion, there is a latency of 4 clocks (1 instruction)
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| between the time the sequenceris loaded and the time one can index into the constant store. The assembly will looklike this

MOVA R1.X,R2.X% // Loads the sequencerwith the content of R2.X, also copies the content of R2.X into R1.%
NOP // latency of the float to fixed conversion
ADD R3,R4,CO[R2.X]// Uses the state from the sequencer to add R4 to CO[R2.X] into R3

Note that we don’t really care about what is in the brackets because we use the state from the MOVAinstruction.
R2.X% is just written again for the sake of simplicity and coherency.

The storage needed in the sequencer in order to support this feature is 2*64*9 bits = 1152bits.

54 Real Time Commands

The real time commands constants are written by the CP using the register mapped registers allocated for RT.It
works is the same way than when dealing with regular constant loads BUTin this case the CP is not sending a logical
address but rather a physical address and the reads are not passing thru the re-mapping table but are directly read
from the memory. The boundary betweenthe two zonesis defined by the CONST_EO_RTcontrol register. Similarly,
for the fetch state, ine boundary belween ihe two zones is defined by the TSTATE EO RT control register.

5.5 Constant Waterfalling
In order to have a reasonabie performance in the case of constant store indexing using the address register, we are
going to have the possibility of using the physical memory port for read only. This way we can read 1 constant per
clock and thus have a worst-case waterfall mode of 1 vertex per clock. There is a small synchronization issue related
with this as we need for the SQ to make sure that the constants where actually written to memory (not only sent to the
sequencer) before it can allow the first vector of pixels or vertices of the state to go thru the ALUs. To do so, the
sequencer keeps 8 bits (one per render state) and sets the bits whenever the last render state is written to memory
and clears the bit whenevera state is freed.

CONST_EO_RT
|

RT SECTON /(Reads/Writes are direct) /

_

REGULAR SECTION
(Reads/Writes are passing

thru a remaping table}   
 

Figure 10: The instruction store
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Loops and branches are planned to be supported anc will have to be dealt with at the sequencerlevel. VVe plan on
supporting constant loops and branches using a control program.

6.1 The controlling state.
The R400 controling state consists of:

Boolean[256:0]
Loop_couni[7:0][31:0]
Loop_Start[7:0]/31:0]
Loop_Step[7:0][31:0]

That is 256 Booleans and 32 loops.

We have a stack of 4 elements for nested calls of subroutines and 4 loop counters to allow for nested loops.

This state is available on a per shader program basis.

6.2 The Control Flow Program
Examples of control flow programs are located in the R400 programming guide document.

The basic model is as follows:

The renderstate defined the clause boundaries:
Vertex_shader_fetch[7:0][7:0] // eight 3 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
Vertex_shader_alu[7:0][7:0] // eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
Pixel_shader_fetch[7:0][7:0] // eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
Pixel_shader_alu[7:0][7:0] // eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located

A pointer value of FF means that the clause doesn’t contain any instructions.

The control program for a given clause is executed to completion before moving to another clause, (with the
exception of the pick two nature of the alu execution). The control program is the only program aware of the clause
boundaries.

The control program has eleven basic instructions:

Execute
Conditional_execute
Conditional_Execute_Predicates
Conditional_jump
Conditionnal_Call
Return
Loop_start
Loop_end
End_of_clause
Conditional_End_of_clause
NOP

Execute, causes the specified numberofinstructions in instruction store to be executed.
Conditional_execute checks a condition first, and if true, causes the specified number ofinstructions in instruction
store to be executed.
Loop_start resets the corresponding loop counter to the start value on the first pass after it checks for the end
condition and if met jumps over to a specified address.
Loop_end increments (decrements?) the loop counter and jumps back the specified numberof instructions.
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|SConditionnal_|Call Jumps to an address and7 pushes the IP counter on the stack if the condition is met. On the return
 Conditionalexecute”Predicates executes a block of instructions if all bits in1 the predicate vectors meet the condition.
End_of_clause marks the end of a clause.
Conditional_End_of_clause marks the end ofa clauseif the condition is met.
Conditional_jumps jumps to an addressif the condition is met.
NOP is a regular NOP

NOTE THAT ALL JUMPS MUST JUMP TO EVEN CFP ADDRESSESsincethere are two controlflow instructions per
memory line. Thus the compiler must insert NOPs where neededto align the jumps on even CFP addresses.

Also if the jump is logically bigger than pshader_cntl_size (or vshader_cnt|_size) we break the program (clause) and
set the debug registers. If an execute or conditional_execute is lower than cntl_size or bigger than size we also break
the program (clause) and set the debug registers.

We haveto fit instructions into 48 bits in order to be able to put two control flow instruction per line in the instruction
store.

Note that whenevera field is marked as RESERVED,it is assumedthatall the bits of the field are cleared (0). 
 
 

 
; ; Execute

47 46... 42 | 41... 24 23... 12 | 11... 0
Addressing 00001 _| RESERVED instruction count | Exec Address
 

Execute up to 4k instructions at the specified addressin the instruction memory.  
NOP

47 146... 42 | 41... 0
Addressing | 00010 | RESERVED |

 

 

This is a regular NOP. 

Conditional_Execute 
 

     47 [| 46... 42 41 40 ... 33 32 31... 24 23... 12 11...0
Addressing|00011 RESERVED|Boolean Condition|RESERVED|Instruction count | Exec Address

| address

 
 

If the specified Boolean (8 bits can address 256 Booleans) meets the specified condition then execute the specified
instructions (up to 4k instructions) 

Conditional_Execute_Predicates 

47 46...42) 41... 35 34... 33 | 32 31... 24 23... 12 17...0
Addressing 00100 | RESERVED|Predicate|Condition|RESERVED|Instruction count|Exec Address

/ vector | |     
Check the AND/ORofall current predicate bits. If AND/OR matches the condition execute the specified number of
instructions. We need to AND/ORthis with the kill mask in order not to consider the pixels that aren't valid.
 

LoopStart
47 | 46... 42 | 41... 17 | 16... 12 1120
   

| 00101 | RESERVED loop ID | Jump address
Addressing |   
Loop Start. Compares the loop iterator with the end value. if loop condition not met jump to the address. Forward
jump only. Also computes the index value. The loop id must match between the start to end, and also indicates which
control flow constants should be used with the loop.
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Loop_End
47 146... 42 | 4417 | 16... 12 1... 0

| 001104 | RESERVED loop ID | startaddress ||
Addressing |  
Loop end. Increments the counter by one, compares the loop count with the end vaiue. If loop condition met,
continue, else, jump BACKto the start of the loop.

The waythis is described does not prevent nested loops, and the inclusion of the loop id make this easy to do.
 
 
 

   
If the condition is met, jumps to the specified address and pushes the control flow program counter on the stack.

 
47 | 46... 42 | 41 ...0 

Addressing | + | 

Pops the topmost address from the stack and jumps to that address. If nothing is on the stack, the program will just
continue to the next instruction.
 

Conditionnal_Jump  
   

  47 46. 42 | 41 40... 33 | 32 31 | 30... 12 |[0atteaRESERVED|Boolean Condition FW only | RESERVED | jump Siexe
Addressing | address | | 

If condition met, jumps to the address. FORWARD jump only allowedif bit 31 set. Bit 31 is only an optimization for the
compiler and should NOT be exposed to the API.
 
   
      

Conditional_End_of Clause |
47 42| 41 | 40... 383 32 31...0 :OT0tb! | RESERVED|Boolean | Condition RESERVED |.

Addressing | address | :
This is an optimization iin the case of very short shaders (where the control flow instruction can't be hidden anymore
and thus are not free. In this case, if the condition is met, the clause is ended, else we continue the execution of the
clause.
 

/ End_of_Clause |
47 46... 42 | 41 ....0

Addressing 010130 RESERVED |a  
Marks the end of a clause.

To prevent infinite loops, we will keep 2-9bits loop sounters-ilerators instead of 8 (we are only able to loop 256 |
times). If the counter goes higher than 255 then the loop_end or the loop_start instruction is going to break the loop
and set the debug GPRs.

6.3 Data dependantpredicate instructions
Data dependant conditionals will be supported in the R400. The only way we plan to support those is by supporting
three vector/scalar predicate operations of the form:

PRED_SETE_# - similar to SETE exceptthat the result is ‘exported’ to the sequencer.
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| PRED_SETNE_# - similar to SETNE exceptthat the result is ‘exported’ to the sequencer.PRED_SETGT_#- similar to SETGT except that the result is ‘exported’ to the sequencer
PRED_SETGTE_# - similar to SETGTE except that the result is ‘exported’ to the sequencer

For the scalar operations only wewill also support the two following instructions:
PRED_SETEO_# —- SETEO
PRED_SETE1_#~SETE1

  
The export is a single bit - 1 or O that is sent using the same data path as the MOVAinstruction. The sequencerwill
maintain 4 sets of 64 bit predicate vectors (in fact 8 sets because we interleave two programs but only 4 will be
exposed) and useit to control the write masking. This predicate is not maintained across clause boundaries. The #
sign is used to specify which predicate set you want to use 0 thru 3.

Then we have two conditional execute bits. The first bit is a conditional execute “on” bit and the secondbit tells us if
we execute on 1 or ©. For example, the instruction:

PO_ADD_# RO,R1,R2

Is only going to write the result of the ADD into those GPRs whosepredicatebit is 0. Alternatively, P1_ADD_# would
orily write the results to the GPRs whosepredicate bit is set. The use of the PO or P1 without precharging the
sequencer with a PRED instruction is undefined.

{Issue: do we have to have a NOP between PRED andthefirst instruction that uses a predicate?}

6.4 HW Detection of PVPS
Because of the control program, the compiler cannot detect statically dependant instructions. In the case of non-
masked writes and subsequent reads the sequencer will insert uses of PV.PS as needed. This will be done by
comparing the read address and the write address of consecutive instructions. For masked writes, the sequencerwill
insert NOPs wherever there is a dependant read/write.

The sequencerwill also have to insert NOPs between PREDSET and MOVAinstructions and their uses.

6.5 Registerfile indexing
Because we can haveloopsin fetch clause, we need to be able to index into the register file in order to retrieve the
data created in a fetch clause loop and use it into an ALU clause. The instruction will include the base address for
register indexing and the instruction will contain these controls:

Bit? Bit 6
0 0 ‘absolute register
Q 4 ‘relative register’
1 0 ‘previous vector
4 4 ‘previous scalar

In the case of an absolute register we just take the address asis. In the case of a relative register read we take the
base address and we add to it the loop_index and this becomes our new address that we give to the shaderpipe.

The sequenceris going to keep a loop index computed as such:

Index = Loop_iterator*Loop_step + Loop_start.

Theindex-is-going-to-return Gitiiie- out-ofthe-range.
Weloop until loop_iterator = loop_count. Loop_step is a signed value [-128...127]. The computed Index value is a 10
bit counter that is also signed. lis real range is [-256,256], The tenth bit is only there so that we can provide an out of
range value to the “indexing logic” se that it knows when the provided index is out of range and thus can make the
neceseary arrangements.
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6.6 Predicated Instruction support for Texture clauses |
For texture clauses, we support the following optimization: we keep 1 bit (thus 4 bits for the four predicate vectors)
per predicate vector in the reservation stations. A value of 1 means that one ore more elements in the vector have a
value of one (thus we have to do the texture fetches for the whole vector). A value of O means that no elements in the
vector have his predicate bit set and we can thus skip over the texture fetch. We have to make sure the invalid
pixels aren’t considered with this optimization.

 

6.7 Debugging the Shaders
In order to be able to debug the pixel/Vvertex shaders efficiently, we provide 2 methods.

6.7.1 Method 1: Debugging registers
Current plans are to expose 2 debugging, or error notification, registers:
1. address register wherethefirst error occurred
2. count of the nurnberof errors

The sequencerwill detect the following groups of errors:
- count overflow

~ constant incexing overflow “| == 5) Fermatted: Bullets and Numbering- register indexing overflow

Compiler recognizable errors:
- jump errors

 ~ call stack |
call with stackfull
return with stack empty

\Alith-bveoHhe-erers,2A jump error er-a-registeroverfiou-will always cause the program to break. In this case, a | .
break means that a clause will halt execution, but allowing further clauses to be executed. :

With alithe other errors, program can continue to run, potentially to worst-case limits. The program will only break if

If indexing outside of the senstant-consiant or the register range, causing an overflow error, the hardware is specified fe AES :
to return the value with an index of 0. This could be exploited to generate error tokens, by reserving and initializing
the Oth register (or constant) for errors.

{ISSUE : Interrupt to the driver or not?}

6.7.2 Method 2: Exporting the values in the GPRs (12)
The sequencer will have a count register and an address register for this mode and 3 bits per clause specifying the
execution mode for each clause. The modes can be :

1) Normal
2) Debug Kill
3) Debug Addr + Count

Under the normal mode execution follows the normal course. Uncer the kill rnode, all control flow instructions are
executed but all normal shader instructions of the clause are replaced by NOPs. Only debug_export instructions of
clause 7 will be executed under the debugkill setting. Under the other mode, normal execution is done until we reach
an address specified by the address register and Instruction count (useful for loops) specified by the count register.
After we have hit the instruction n times (n=count) we switch the clause to the kill mode.
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| Under the debug mode (debug kill OR debug Addr + count), it is assumed thai clause 7 is always exporting 12 debugvectors and thatall other exports to the SX block (position, color, z, ect) will been turned off (changed into NOPs) by
the sequencer (evenif they occur before the address stated by the ADDR debugregister).

7. Pixel Kill Mask

A vector of 64 bits is kept by the sequencer per group of pixels/vertices. lis purpose is to optimize the texture fetch
requests and allow the shaderpipe to kill pixels using the following instructions:

MASK_SETE
MASK_SETNE
MASK_SETGT
MASK_SETGTE

8. Multipass vertex shaders (HOS)
Multipass vertex shaders are able to export from the 6 last clauses but to memory ONLY.

9. Register file allocation
The register file allocation for vertices and pixels can either be static or dynamic. In both cases, the register file in
managed using two round robins (one for pixels and one for vertices). In the dynamic case the boundary between
pixels and vertices is allowed to move, in the static caseit is fixed to 128-VERTE_REG_SIZE for vertices and 256-
VERTEXP MEL REG_SIZEfor pixels.
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Aboveis an example of how the algorithm works. Vertices come in from top to bottom; pixels comein from bottorn to
top. Vertices are in orange and pixels in green. The blue line is the tail of the vertices and the green line is the tail of
the pixels. Thus anything between the twolines is shared. When pixels meets vertices the line turns white and the
boundary is static until both vertices and pixels share the same “unallocated bubble”. Then the boundary is allowed to
move again. The numbering of the GPRs starts from the bottom of the picture at index 0 and goes up to the top at
index 127,

10. Fetch Arbitration

The fetch arbitration logic chooses one of the 8 potentially pending fetch clauses to be executed. The choice is made
by looking at the fifos from 7 to 0 and picking thefirst one ready to execute. Once chosen, the clause state machine
willsend one 2x2 fetch per clock (or 4 fetches in one clock every 4 clocks) until all the fetch instructions of the clause
are sent. This means that there cannot be any dependencies between two fetches of the same clause.

The arbitrator will not wait for the fetches to return prior to selecting another clause for execution. The fetch pipe will
be able to hancle up to X(7?) in flight fetches and thus there can be a fair numberof active clauses waiting for their
fetch return data.

11. ALU Arbitration

ALU arbitration proceeds in almost the same way than fetch arbitration. The ALU arbitration logic chooses one of the
8 potentially pending ALU clauses to be executed. The choice is made by looking at the fifos from 7 to 0 and picking
the first one ready to execute. There are two ALU arbiters, one for the even clocks and one for the odd clocks. For
example, here is the sequencing of two interleaved ALU clauses (E and © stands for Even and Odd sets of 4 clocks):

EinstO Oinst0 Einst1 Oinst1 Einst2 Oinst2 EinstO Cinst3 Einsti Oinst4 Einst2 Oinst0...
Proceeding this way hides the latency of 8 clocks of the ALUs. Also note that the interleaving also occurs across

clause boundaries.
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12. Handling Stalls
Whenthe output file is full, the sequencer prevents the ALU arbitration logic from selecting the last clause (this way
nothing can exit the shader pipe uniil there is place in the outputfile. If the packet is a vertex packet and the position
buffer is full (POS_FULL) then the sequencer also prevents a thread from entering the exporting clause (37). The
sequencerwill set the OUT_FILE_FULL signal n clocks before the output file is actually full and thus the ALU arbiter
will be able read this signal and act accordingly by not preventing exporting clauses to proceed.

13. Content of the reservation station FIFOs
The reservation FIFOs contain the state of the vector of pixels and vertices. We have two sets of those: one for
pixels, and one for vertices. They contain 3 bits of Render State 7 bits for the base address of the GPRs, somebits
for LOD correction and coverage maskinformation in orderto fetch fetch for only valid pixels, the quad address.

14. The Output File
The output file is where pixels are put before they go to the RBs. The write BW to this store is 256 bits/clock. Just
before this output file are staging registers with write BYV 512 bits/clock and read BW 256 bits/clock. The staging
registers are 4x128 (and there are 16 of those on the whole chip).

15. LJ Format

The lJ information sent by the PA is of this format on a per quad basis:

We have a vectorofIJ’s (one [J per pixel at the centroid of the fragment or at the center of the pixel depending on the
mode bit). The interpolation is done at a different precision across the 2x2. The upperleft pixel’s parameters are
always interpolated at full 20x24 mantissa precision. Then the result of the interpolation along with the differencein IJ
in reduced precision is used to interpolate the parameter for the other three pixels of the 2x2. Here is how wedo ft:

Assuming PO is the interpolated parameter at Pixel O having the barycentric coordinates [(Q), J(0) and so on for P1,P2
and P3. Also assuming that A is the parameter value at VO (interpolated with |), B is the parameter value at V1
(interpolated with J) and C is the parametervalue at V2 (interpolated with (1-I-J).

AOL = 1(1)-1(0)

AOL =JM)-JO)

AO2T = 1(2)—I(0) Pp

AOS = J(2)— J(0)

AO3I =1()—1(0)

AOBS = .1@)-F(0) P2 P3

PO=C+I(0)*(4—C)+ JO) *(B-C)

Pl=P0+A01*(A—C)+A0lJ *(B-C)

P2 = P0+ A021 *(A—-C) + A02*(B-C)

P3 = P0+ A031 *(A-C)+ AOR *(B-C) 
PO is computed at 20x24 mantissa precision and P1 to P3 are computed at 8X24 mantissa precision. So far no visual
degradation of the image was seen using this scheme.

Muttiplies (Full Precision): 2
Multiplies (Reduced precision): 6
Subtracts 19x24 (Parameters): 2
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Adds: 8 |
FORMAT OF PO's IJ: Mantissa 20 Exp 4 for 1+ Sign

Mantissa 20 Exp 4 for J + Sign

FORMATof Deltas (x3): Mantissa 8 Exp 4 for | + Sign
Mantissa 8 Exp 4 for J + Sign

Total numberofbits : 20*2 + 8*6 + 4°38 + 4*2 = 128

All numbers are kept using the un-normalized floating point convention: if exponent is different than 0 the numberis
normalized if not, then the numberis un-normalized. The maximum range for the IJs (Full precision) is +/- 63 and the
range for the Deltas is +/- 127.

(5.1 Interpolation of constant attributes
Becauseof the floating point imprecision, we need to take special provisionsif all the interpolated terms are the same
or if wo of the barycentric coordinates are the same.

We start with the premise that if A= Band B= C and C = A, then P0,1,2,3 = A. Since one or more ofthe IJ terms
may be zero, so we extend this to:

if (A=B and B=C and C=A)
PO.1,2,3 2A;

else if (= 0) or (J = Q)) and
((J = 0) or C-1-J = 0) and
((1-J-1 = 0) or (= 0){

if( != 0) {
PO= A;

Felse if [= 0)
PO = 8B:

}else {
PO=C;

}
/frest of the quad interpolated normally

}
else
{

normal interpolation
}

16. Staging Registers
In order for the reuse of the vertices to be 14, the sequencer will have to re-order the data sent IN ORDER by the
VGTforit to be aligned with the parameter cache memory arrangement. Given the following group of vertices sent by
the VGT:

0123456789 1011 12 13 1415 || 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 || 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47|| 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 G0 61 62 63

The sequencerwill re-arrange them in this fashion:

0123 16 17 18 19 32 33 34 35 48 49 50 51 || 456 7 20 21 22 23 36 37 38 39 52 53 54 55 || 89 10 11 24 25 26 27
40 41 42 43 56 57 58 59 || 12 13 14 15 28 29 30 31 44 45 46 47 60 61 62 63

The || markers show the SP divisions. in the event a shaderpipe is broken, the VGT will send padding to account for
the missing pipe. For example, if SP1 is broken, vertices 45 6 7 20 21 22 23 36 37 38 39 52 53 54 55 will still be sent
by the VGT to the SQ BUT will not be processed by the SP and thus should be considered invalid (by the SU and
VGT).
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The most straightforward, non-compressed interface method would be to convert, in the VGT, the data to 32-bit
floating point prior to transmission to the VSISRs. In this scenario, the data would be transmitted to (and stored in) the
VSISRs in full 32-bit floating point. This method requires three 24-bit fixed-to-float converters in the VGT.
Unfortunately, it also requires and additional 3,072 bits of storage across the VSISRs. This interfaceis illustrated in

Figure12Figurei2Figure-2. The area of the fixed-to-float converters and the VSISRs for this method is roughly
estimated as 0.759sqmm using the R300 process. The gate count estimate is shown in Figure 11 Figure44Figure—1.
       

Basis for 8-deep Latch Memory (from R300)

8x24-bit 11631 ye 60.57813 2perbit

Area of 96x8-deep Latch Memory 46524 7
Area of 24-bit Fix-to-float Converter 47122 per converter

Method 1 Block Quantity Area
F2F 3 14136

 
8x96 Latch 16 744384

 Oe
  

Figure 11141:Area Estimate for VGT te Shader Interface
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VECTOR ENGINE

 
  
 

 
  
 

Figure 12322:VGTte Shader Interface

17. The parameter cache
The parameter cache is where the vertex shaders export their data. It consists of 16 128x128 memories (1R/1V¥).
The reuse engine will make it so that all vertexes of a given primitive will hit different memories. The allocation
method for these memories is a simple round robin. The parameter cache pointers are mapped in the following way:
4MSBs are the memory number and the 7 LSBsare the address within this memory.
 

MEMORY NUMBER | ADDRESS |
4 bits 7 bits 

The PA generates the parameter cache addresses as the positians comes from the SQ. All it needs to dao is keep a
Current_Location pointer (7 bits only) and as the positions comes increment the memory number. When the memory
number field wraps around, the PA increments the Current_Location by VS_EXPORT_COUNT_67 (a snooped
register from the SQ). As an example, say the memories are all empty to begin with and the vertex shader is
exporting 8 parameters per vertex (VS_EXPORT_COUNT_6-7= 8). Thefirst position received is going to have the
PC address 00000000000 the second one 00010000000, third one 00700000000 and so on up to 11770000000.
Then the next position received (the 17°) is going to have the address 00000001000, the 18° 00010001000, the igh
00100001000 and so on. The Current_location is NEVER reset BUT on chip resets. The only thing to be careful
aboutis that if the SX doesn't send you a full group of positions (<64) then you needto fill the address space so that
the next group starts correctly aligned (for example if you receive only 33 positions then you need to add
42S_EXPORT_COUNT_6@-7to Current_Location and reset the memory count to 0 before the next vector begins). fe
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| 18. Vertex position exporting
On clause 3 the vertex shader can export to the PA both the vertex position and the point sprite. It can also do so at
clause 7 if not done at clause 3. The storage needed to perform the position export is at least 64x128 memories for
the position and 64x32 memories for the sprite size. It is going to be taken in the pixel output fifo from the SX blocks.
The clause where the position export occurs is specified by the EXPORT_LATEregister. If turned on, it means that
the export is going to occur at ALU clause 7 if unset position export occurs at clause 3.

19. Exporting Arbitration
Here are the rules for co-issuing exporting ALU clauses.

1) Position exports and position exports cannot be co-issued, 

All ociher types of exports can be co-issued as long as there is place in the receiving buffer.

(ISSUE:Dowe movetheparametercaches to the SX?)
Artype-ofexporting -clause-can-be-ce-iesued. The -sequenser wilhavete-make-sure-backio-back-memontexpots
(positionetraight-memoery-experis}-ars_iniereaved-withNOPe-as-we-den'thavethe-bandwidihto-service-them-alfull
speed.

20. Export Types
The export type (or the location where the data should be put) is specified using the destination addressfield in the
ALU instruction. Here is a list of all possible export modes:

20.1 Vertex Shading
0:15  - 16 parameter cache
16:31 - Empty (Reserved?)
32:43 - 12 vertex exports to the frame buffer and index
44:47 - Empty
48:59 -12 debug export (interpret as normal vertex export)
60 - export addressing mode
61 - Empty
62 - position serte-sizeexperthalgeeswith poeiionexport
OILApointwedgefagmise)
63 - postionsoprite size export that goes with position export

(point hb. point wedgefiag misc)

20.2 Pixel Shading
- Color for buffer 0 (primary)
- Color for buffer 1
- Color for buffer 2
- Color for buffer 3

oF - Empty
- Buffer 0 Color/Fog (primary)
- Buffer 1 Color/Fog

10 - Buffer 2 Color/Fog
11 - Buffer 3 Color/Fog
12:15 - Empty
16:31 - Empty (Reserved?)
32:43 - 12 exports for multipass pixel shaders.

©oORWN=0
44:47 - Empty
48:59 -12 debug exports (interpret as normal pixel export)
60 - export addressing mode
61:62 - Empty
63 -Z for primary buffer 2 exported to ‘alpha’ component)
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21. Special Interpolation modes |

21.1 Real time commands

We are unable to use the parameter memory since there is no way for a command stream to write into it. Instead we
need to add three 16x128 memories (one for each of three vertices x 16 interpolants). These will be mapped onto the
register bus and written by type 0 packets, and output to the the parameter busses (ihe sequencer and/or PA need to
be able to address the reatime parameter memory as well as the regular parameterstore. For higher performance we
should be able able to view them as two banks of 16 and do double buffering allowing one to be loaded, while the
other is rasterized with. Most overlay shaders will need 2 or 4 scalar coordinates, one option might be to restrict the
memory to 16x64 or 32x64 allowing only two interpolated scalars per cycle, the only problem | see with thisis, if we
view support for 16 vector-4 interpolants important (true only if we map Microsoft's high priority stream to the realtime
stream), then the PA/sequencer need to support a realtime-specific mode where we need to address 32 vectors of
parameters instead of 16. This modeis triggered by the primitive type: REAL TIME. The actual memories are in the in
the 3% blocks. The parameter data memories are hooked on the RBBM bus and are loaded by the CP using register
mapped memory.

21.2 Sprites/ XY screen coordinates/ FB information
When working with sprites, one may want to overwrite the parameter 0 with SC generated data. Also, XY screen
coordinates may be needed in the shader program. This functionality is controlled by the gen_l0 register (in SQ) in
conjunction with the SND_XY register (in SC). Also it is possible to send the faceness information (for OGL front/back
special operations) to the shader using the same control register. Hereisalist of all the modes and howthey interact
together:

Gen_st is a bit taken from the interface between the SC and the SQ. This is the MSBof the primitive type. if the bit is
set, ii means we are dealing with Point AA, Line AA or sprite and in this case the vertex values are going to generated
between 0 and 7.

Param_Gen_]0 disable, snd_xy disable, no gen_st — 1O = No modification
Param_Gen_l0 disable, snd_xy disable, gen_st — 10 = No modification
Param_Gen_l0 disable, snd_xy enable, no gen_st — 10 = No modification
Param_Gen_l0 disable, snd_xy enable, gen_st — [0 = No modification
Param_Gen_!0 enable, snd_xy disable, no gen_st — 10 = garbage, garbage, garbage, faceness
Param_Gen_lO enable, snd_xy disable, gen_st — [0 = garbage, garbage, s, t
Param_Gen_!0 enable, snd_xy enable, no gen_st — [0 = screen x, screen y, garbage, faceness
Param_Gen_lO enable, snd_xy enable, gen_st— 10 = screen x, screen y, $s,

21.3 Auto generated counters
In the cases we are dealing with multipass shaders, the sequenceris going to generate a vector count to be able to
both use this count to write the 1° pass data to memory and then use the count to retrieve the data on the Qn pass.
The count is always generated in the same way butit is passed to the shader in a slightly different way depending on
the shadertype (pixel or vertex). This is toggled on and off using the GEN_INDEX register. The sequencer is going to
keep two counters, one for pixels and one for vertices. Every time a full vector of vertices or pixels is written to the
GPRs the counter is incremented. Every time a state change is detected, the corresponding counteris reset. While
there is only one count broadcast to the GPRs, the LSB are hardwired to specific values making the index different for
all elements in the vector.

21.3.1 Vertex shaders

In the case of vertex shaders, if GEN_INDEXis set, the data will be put into the x field of the third register (it means
that the compiler must allocate 3 GPRsin all multipass vertex shader modes).

21.3.2 Pixel shaders

In the case of pixel shaders, if GEN_INDEX is set and Param_Gen_|0 is enabled, the data will be put in the x field of
the 2 register (R1.x), else if GEN_INDEX is set the data will be put into the x field of the 4" register (RO.x).
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22. State management

The Auto Count Value is
broadcastto all GPRs. tis

loaded into a register wich has
its LSBs hardwired to the

GPR number (0 thru 63). Then
if GEN_INDEX is high, the
mux selects the auto-count

value and it is loaded into the
GPRsto be either used to

retrieve data using the TP orsent to the SX for the RB to
use it te write the data to

memory

Figure 13:G@ PR input mux Contre!

Every clock, the sequencer will report to the CP the oldest states still in the pipe. These are the states of the
programs as they enter the last ALU clause.

22.1 Parameter cache synchronization
In order for the sequencer not to begin a group of pixels before the associated group of vertices has finished, the
sequencer will keep a 6 bit count per state (for a total of 8 counters). These counters are initialized to 0 and every
time a vertex shader exports its data TO THE PARAMETER CACHE, the corresponding pointer is incremented.
When the SC sends a new vector of pixels with the SC_SQ_new_vector bil asseried, the sequencerwill first checkif
the count is greater than 0 before accepting the transmission(it wi lLin fact accept the transmission but then lowerits
ready to receive). Then the sequencer waits for the count to go to one and decrementsit. The sequencer can then
issue the group of pixels to the interpolators. Every time the state changes, the new state counterIs initialized to 0.

23. AY Address imports
The SC will be able to send the XY addresses to the GPRs. It does so by interleaving the writes of the [Js (to the IJ
buffer) with XY writes (fo the XY buffer). Then when writing the data to the GPRs, the sequencer is going to
interpolate the IJ data or pass the XY daia thru a Fix—-float converter and expander and write the converted values to
the GPRs. The Xys are currently SCREEN SPACE COORDINATES. The values in the XY buffers will wrap. See
section 21.2 for details on how to control the interpolation in this mode.

 

23.1 Vertex indexes imports
In order to import vertex indexes, we have 16 8x96 staging registers. These are loaded oneline at a time by the VGT
biock (96 bits). They are loaded in floating point format and can be transferred in 4 or & clocks to the GPRs.
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24. Registers |

24.1 Control

REGDYNAMIC Dynamic allocation (pixelVvertex) of the register file on or off.
REG_SIZE_PIX Size of the registerfile's pixel portion (minimal size when dynamic allocation turned

on)
REG_SIZE_VTX Size of the registerfile's vertex portion (minimal size when dynamic allocation turned

on)
ARBITRATION_POLICY__policy of the arbitration between vertexes and pixels
INST_STORE_ALLOC interleaved, separate
INST_BASEVTX start point for the vertex instruction store (RT always ends al vertex_base and

Begins at 0)
INST_BASE_PIX start point for the pixel shader instruction store
ONE_THREAD debug state register. Only allows one program ai a time into the GPRs
ONE_ALU debug state register. Only allows one ALU program at a time to be executed (instead

of 2)

incremented on reads/writes) Register mapped
INSTRUCTIONDATA This is where the CF puts the actual data going to the instruction memory
CONSTANTS 512*4 ALU constants + 32*6 Texture state 32 bits registers (logically mapped)
INSTRUCTIONADDRRTThisis-wheretheCPputsthebaseaddrese-_oftheinstruction_-wites-andtypefor

RealTimetauic-incremented onreadsAvrites}

INSTRUCTION.ADDR This is where the CP puts the base address of the instruction writes and type (auto- :

 

INSTRUCTION.DATARTThis is-wherethe-CP-puts-the actual-data-gaing-tothe-instruction-mamory: for
Real-Time

CONSTANTS_RT 256*4 ALU constants + 32*6 texture states? (physically mapped)
CONSTANT_EO_RT This is the size of the space reserved for real time in the constant store (from 0 to

CONSTANT_EO_RT). The re-mapping table operates on the rest of the memory
TSTATE EO RT This is the size of the space reserved for real time in the feich state store (from 0 to

TSTATE EO RT), The re-mapping table operates on the rest of the memory
EXPORT_LATE Controls whether or not we are exporting position from clause 3. If set, position

exports occurat clause 7.

242 Context

VS_FETCH_{0...7} eight & bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
VS_ALU_{0...7} eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
PS_FETCH_{0...7} eight & bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
PS_ALU_{0...7} eight 8 bit pointers to the location where each clauses control program is located
PS_BASE base pointerfor the pixel shaderin the instruction store
VS_BASE basepointerfor the vertex shader in the instruction store
VS_CF_SIZE size of the vertex shader(# of instructions in contro! program/2)
PS_CF_SIZE size of the pixel shader (# of instructions in contro! prograrn/2)
PS_SIZE size of the pixel shader (cntl+insiructions)
VS_SIZE size of the vertex shader (cntl+instructions)
PS_NUM_REG number of GPRsto allocate for pixel shader programs
VS_NUM_REG number of GPRsto allocate for vertex shader programs
PARAM_SHADE One 16 bit register specifying which parameters are to be gouraud shaded (O=flat, 1

= gouraud)
PARAM_WRAP 64 bits: for which parameters (and channels (xyzw)) do we do the cyl wrapping

(=linear, 1=cylindrical).
PS_EXPORT_MODE Oxxxx : Normal mode

1Ixxxx | Multipass mode
If normal, bobz where bbb is how many colors (0-4) and z is export z or not
If multipass 1-12 exports for color.

VS_EXPORT_MASK which of the last 6 ALU clauses is exporting (multipass only)
VS_EXPORT_MODE 0: position (1 vector), 1: position (2 vectors), 3:multipass
VS_EXPORT
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| _COUNT_{0...6} Six 4 bit counters representing the # of interpolated parameters exported in clause 7(located in VS_EXPORT_COUNT_6) OR
# of exported vectors to memory per clause in multipass mode (per clause)

PARAM_GEN_IO0 Do we overwrite or not the parameter 0 with XY data and generated T and S values
GEN_INDEX Auto generates an address from 0 to XX. Puts the results into RO-1 for pixel shaders

and R2 for vertex shaders
CONST_BASE_VTX (& bits)Logical Base address for the constants of the Vertex shader
CONST_BASE_PIX ©bits) Logical Base address for the constanis of the Pixel shader
CONST_SIZE_PIX (8 bits) Size of the logical constant store for pixel shaders
CONST_SIZE_VTX (8 bits) Size of the logical constant store for vertex shaders
INST_PRED_OPTIMIZE Turns on the predicate bit aptimization (if of, conditional_execute_predicates is

always executed).

 
CF_BOOLEANS 256 booleanbits
CF_LOOP_COUNT 32x8 bit counters (numberof times wetraverse the loop)
CF_LOOP_START 32x8 bit counters (init value used in index computation)
CF_LOOP_STEP 32x8 bit counters (step value used in index computation)

25. DEBUG Registers

25.1 Context

DB_PROB_ADDR instruction address wherethe first problem occurred
DB_PROB_COUNT numberof problems encountered during the execution of the program
DB PROB BREAK break the clause if.an error is found,
DB_INST_COUNT instruction counter for debug method 2
DB_BREAK_ADDR break address for method number2
DB_CLAUSE
_MODE_ALU{0...7} clause mode for debug method 2 (0: normal, 1: addr, 2: kil}
DB_CLAUSE
_MODE_FETCH_{0...7} clause mode for debug method 2 (0: normal, 1: addr, 2: kill)

 
DB ALUCST MEMSIZE Size ofthe physical ALU constant memory
DB_TSTATEMEMSIZESizeofthephysicaltexturestalememory

eee Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

26. Interfaces

26.1 External Interfaces

Whenever an x is used, it means that the bus is broadcast to all units of the same name. For example, if a bus is
named SQ—5Pxit means that SQ is going to broadcast the sameinformation to all SP instances.

26.1.1 SC to SQ: 1/ Control bus

This is the control information sent to the sequencerin order to control the LJ fifos and ali other information needed to
execute a shader program on the sent pixels. This information is sent over 2 clocks, if SENDXY is asserted the next
control packet is going to be ignored and XY information is going to be sent on the IJ bus (for the quads that where
just sent). All pixels from the group of quads are from the same primitive, all quads of a vector are from the same
renderstate.
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26.1.3 S@ to SX: Interpolator bus

Name Direction Description
SC_SQ_9_wr_mask | $C-—SO | Quad Write mask left to right ;
SC_SQ_lod_correct SCc—3Q LOD correction per quad (6 bits per quad)
SC_SQ_flat_vertex | $C-»8Q Provoking vertex forflat shading
SC_SQ_param_ptrO sCc-8Q P Store pointer for vertex 0
8C_SQ_param_ptri | SC-—8Q | P Store pointer for vertex 1
SC_SQ_param_ptr2 SC—SQ P Store pointer for vertex 2
SC_SQ_end_of_vect 1 $C--8Q \ End of the vector .
SC_SQ_store_dealloc SC—SQ Deallocation token for the P Store
8C_SQ_state | $C--SQ [ State/constant pointer
$C_SQ_valid_pixel SC—5Q | Valid bits for all pixels
SC_SQ_nuilprim SC--8Q _| Null Primitive (for PC deallocation purposes)
SC_SQ_end_of_prim | SC-5Q End Ofthe primitive
8C_S8Q_send_xy 8c—38Q Sending XY information [XY information is going to be

; . sent on the nextclock]
SC_SQ_prim_type sc--SQ Real time command need to load tex cords from

alternate buffer. Line AA, Point AA and Sprite reads
their parameters from GEN_T and GEN_S GPRs.
000 : Normal
011: Real Time
100: Line AA

| 107: Point AA
; i [| 110: Sprite

SC_SQ_new_vector $Sc—$Q This primitive comes from a new vector of vertices.
Make sure that the corresponding vertex shader has
finished before starting the group of pixels.

|SC_SQ_RTRna| SQ Stalls the PA in n clocks
SC_SQ_RTS LSC--5Q SC ready to send data

26.1.2 SQ to SP: Interpolator bus
Name Direction Description
$Q_SPx_interp_prim_type SQ—-SPx Type of the primitive

000 : Normal
011: Real Time
100 : Line AA
101: Point AA

110: Sprite
SQ_SPx_interp_ijline SQ >SPx Line in the IJ/XY buffer to use to interpolate
8Q_SPx_interp_buff_swap | SQ—SPx 4 Swap the 1JOcY buffers at the end of the interpolation
SQ_SPx_interp_gen_l0 SQ—SPx Generate [0 or not. This tells the interpolators not to

use the parameter cache but rather overwrite the data
with interpolated 1 and 0. Overwrite if gen_!0 is high. J

e-
 
 
      

 
 

 
 

Name Cirection | Description
SOS interp flat_vic | $O--SPx [2 Provoking vertex for flat shading
$Q@_SPx_interp flatgouraud|$Q->SPx 4 Flat or gouraud shadin
Si | $O-S8Px f4 Ww 

 
 

26-1-326.1.4 SQ to SP: Parameter Cache Read control bus

The four following interfaces (SQ--SP, SQ--SXSP--SX and 3X—Interpolators) are all SYNCHRONIZED together.

Name Direction Bits|Description
 

SO_SPxptrOsO-SkxpkO  SPxS00SPx  72 CPeinterof PC
  SQ_SPx pyisQ-3Px_pi4  PxSQSPx     79 C Pointer of PC     
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§Q SPx_ptr250-SPxptr2 SQ-+SPxSQ—SPx [79|Parameter Pointer intoParameter

CachePemerelLRS
 

SQ. SPx pod addr ssikGQSPO+reacena|SQOSPxSO-SP9|24 Selection one of the pointers for parameter
cache ORead-enablesforthe-4 memories inthe
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
     

  
    

SFO
$0 SPx pel_addr seisO-St+read-ene|SQOSPxSa-SR4|24 Selection one of the pointers for parameler

cache 1Read-enables-forthe-4 memeres inthe
SP4

$0Q SPx pe? addr ssisQ-SPa-read-ena|SQOSPxSa-—-SR2|24 Selection one of the pointers for parameter
cache 2Read-cnablestorthe4memoresinthe
SP2

SO. SPx peo addr selsOQ-eM3-read—ana|SQOSPxSG--SEB|24 Selection ene of the pointers for parameter
cache 3hced-onsbies-iorthe--+-momenesinthe

| SP3
4
4

ne 4 Jee 8

- _=) Formatted: Bullets and Numberin
26-4+-426.1.5SQ to SX: Parameter Cache Mux control Bus — Se = =———

  

 

 

   
|Name oe

SQ_SXx_muxd (4 MSbs of Pointer
' 1 case)

$Q_SXx_mux1 SQ—SXx 4 Mux control for PC or RT (4 MSbs of Pointer_in the PC
_ | case)

SQ_SXx_mux2 SQ—-SXx 4 Mux control for PC or RT (4 MSbs of Pointer_in the PC
case)

SQ SAx RT switch | BSQ--5X% Li Selects between RT and Normal date
       

 
26-1526.1.6 SQ to SP: Staging Register Data —— = ae
This is a broadcast bus that sends the VSISR information to the staging registers of the shader pipes.
 
 
  
 
 
         

 

Name |Direction | Bits|Description ; _
SQ_5Px_vgt_vsisr_data SQ—SPx Pointers of indexes or HOS surface information
SQ_SPx_vgt_vsisr_double| SQ-SPx 0: Normal 96 bitspervert1:double192bitspervert
SQ_SP0_data_valid | SQ—SP0 Data is valid
SQ_SP1_data_valid SQ-SP1_ Data is valid
SQ_SP2_datavalid $Q-33P2[4|Dataisvalid
$Q_SP3_data_valid | $Q-.SP3 i Datais valid SS

. . as =>) Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
26-1-626.1.7 PA to SQ: Vertex interlace : = = =

26-4+6-426.1.7.1 Interface Signal Table

The area difference between the two methods is not sufficient to warrant complicating the interface or the state
requiremenis of the VSISRs. Therefore, the POR for this interface is that the VGT will transmit the data to the
VSISRs (via the Shader Sequencerin full, 32-bit floating-point format. The VGT can transmit up to six 32-bit
floating-point values to each VSISR where four or more values require two transmission clocks. The data bus is 96
bits wide.
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24 September, 2001 4 September, 20154 GEN-CAXXAX-REVA 41 of 50: : 4 SAAS.

Name Bits Description
PA_SQ_vagt_vsisr_data 9966|Pointers of indexes or HOS surface information
PA_SOQ_vgt_vsisr_doubie 1 OG: Normal 96-9¢bits per vert 1. double 422-192bits per vert
PA_SQ_vgt_end_of_vector 1 Indicates the last VSISR data set for the current process vector (for double vector

data, "end_of_vector" is set on the second vector)
PASOvolvsisrvalid 1 Vsisr dataisvalid
PA_SQ_vagt_state 3 Render State (6°3+3 for constants). This signal is guaranteed to be correct when

“PA SQ vgt_end_of_vector’is high.     

PA_SQ_vgt_send Data on the VGT_SQis valid receive (see write-up for standard R400 SEND/RTR
interface handshaking)

 
 

SQ_PA_vot_rtr
  

1 Ready to receive (see write-up for standard R400 SEND/RTR interface
handshaking)

2646226.1.7.2 Interface Diagrams

    
-

 == =| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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26-14-7261. 8 S@ to CP: State report
a7 [| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
 
 

     
  

eed Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

 

 
 
    
  

Name Direction | Bits|Description
SQ_CP_vrtx_ state SEQ-—>CP 13 Oldest vertex state still in the pipe
|SQ_CP_pix_state “|SEQ-3CP (3 Oldestpixel state still in the pipe

| 26-+826,1.9 SQ to SX: Contro/ bus
Name | Direction | Bits Description
SQ_SXx_exp_Pixel SQ >SXx 1 1: Pixel0: Vertex

SQ_SXx_exp_start | 8Q-95Xx [1 Raised to indicate that the SQ is starting an export
SQ_5Xx_exp_Clause SQ—Sxx 3 Clause number, which is needed for vertex clauses
SQ_5x%x_exp_State | SQ->SXx L3 State ID, which is needed for vertex clauses

  
Thesefields are sent synchronously with SP export data, described in SPO—SXOinterface
{ISSUE: Where are the PC pointers}

 gee -| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

 

 
 

26-+-926.1.10SX ta SQ: Output file contro!

Name |Direction | Bits|Description
SXx_SQ_Export_count_rdy SXx-SQ | 1 Raised by SX0 to indicate that the following twofields

reflect the result of the most recent export
SxXx_SQ_Export_Position SXx-SQ | 1 Specifies whether there is room for another position.
SxXx_5Q_Export_Buffer SXx8Q 7 Specifies the space available in the output buffers.  0: buffers are full

pixels in a clause)

64 pixels)
65-127: RESERVED

 1: 2K-bits available (32-bits for each of the 64

64: 128K-bits available (16 128-bit entries for each of  
 

2614026.1.1]1 SQ to TP: Contro/ bus

Once every clock, the fetch unit sends to the sequencer on which clauseit is now working and if the data in the GPRs

« oe (Formatted: Bulletsand Numbering - )

is ready or not. This way the sequencer can update the fetch counters for the reservation station fifos. The sequencer
also provides the instruction and constants for the fetch to execute and the addressin the registerfile where to write
the fetch return data.
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 

 
 

  
Name Direction Bits|Description
TPx_SQ_data_rdy _TPx-> SQ 1 Data ready

| TPx SQ clause num | TPx-- SOQ 3 Clause nurnber|

TPx_SQ TypeTPx80_clause_num | TPx. > SOTPx—|13 Type of data sent (PIXEL, PVERTEXClause| S& AuAbsE
$Q_TPx_const SQ—TPx 48 Fetch state sent over 4 clocks (192 bits total)
SQ_TPx_instuct |SQ>TPx 24 Fetch instruction sent over 4 clocks
SQ_TPx_end_of_clause SQ-»TPx 1 Lastinstruction of the clause

| [SOTex Type SG TPs ii | Type of data sent OF KEL. TVERTEX)
SQTPxphase |SQ>TPx 2 | Writephasesignal
SQ_TPO_lod_correct SQ—TPO 6 LOD correct 3 bits per comp 2 components per

quad
SQ_TPO_pmask | SQ--TPO 4 Pixel mask1 bit per pixel .
SQ_TP1_lod_correct | SQ>TPI1 6 LOD correct 3 bits per comp 2 components per

/ quad
SQ_TPi_pmask SQ—TPI 4 Pixel mask 1 bit per pixel
$Q_TP2_lod_correct SQ—TP2 6 LOD correct 3 bits per comp 2 components per

I quad
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SQ_TP2_pmask _SQ—TP2 4 Pixel mask 1 bit per pixel
SQ_TP3_lod_correct SQ-TP3 6 LOD correct 3 bits per comp 2 components per

quad
SQ_TP3_pmask | $Q-5TPS 4 Pixel mask 1 bit per pixel
SQ_TPx_clause_num SQ5TPx 3 Clause number

SQ_TPx_write_gpr_index SQ->TPx 7 Index into Registerfile far write of returned Fetch|| Data 

2614426.1.12 TP to SQ: Texture stall
a

The TP sends this signal to the S@ when its input buffer is full. The SQ is going to send it to the SP X clocks after
reception (maximum of 3 clocks of pipeline delay). 

Name | Direction | Bits Description 

TP_SQ_fetch_stall | TP SQ 4 Do not send more texture request if asserted
   

26-4+-1226.1.13 SQ to SF: Texture stall   
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Name |Direction Bits| Description _ | ne
SQ_SPx_ fetch stall _SQ-2SPx i Do not send more texture request if asserted | ee

26-1-1326.1.14 SQ to SP; GPR, Parameter cache control and auto counter we
Name Direction | Bits | Description
SQ_SPx_wr_addr | §Q—S5Px 7 Write address
SQ_SPx_gpr_rd_addr SQ—SPx 7 Read address
SQ_SPx_gpr_re_addr |SQ->SPx 1 Read Enable

SQ SPx_gpr_weaddr SQSPx 1__| Write Enable for the G
SQ_SPx_gpr_phase_mux SQ—SPx 2 The phase mux (@

reads and writes)
SQ_SPx_channel_mask | SQ—SPx 4 The channel mask
S$Q_SPO0_pixel mask SQ—SP0 4 The pixel mask
$Q_SP1_pixel_mask $Q-»SP1 4 The pixel mask
SQ_SP2_pixel_mask $Q >SP2 4 The pixel mask
SQ_SP3_pixel_mask __SQ--SP3 [4 The pixel mask ;
SQ_SPx_pe_we_ader _SQ—5SPx 4 Write Enable for the parameter caches
$Q_SPx_gpr_input_mux SQ—SPx 2 When the phase mux selects the inputs this tells from

which source to read from: Interpolated data, VTX0O,
VTX1, autogen counter.

SQ_SPx_index_count $Q—SPx Index count, commonfor all shader pipes

= >| Formatted: Bullets and Numbering
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Name Direction | Description
 

$Q_SPx_ instruct start SQ—SPx
 

_ Instruction start 

$Q_SP_instruct SQ—SPx Transferred over 4 cycles
0: SRC A Select 2:3

SRC A Argument Modifier 3:3
SRCAswigzle 14
Unused 20.12

4. SRC B Select 20
SEC B Argument Macifier 33SECS swiezie 14
Unused 20:12

2: SRC C Select 28
SRC CS Argument Modifier 3
SRC C swzgie :
Unused  
 
3: Vector Opcode 40

Scalar Oocode 10:3
Vector Clamp 144
Scalar Clamp V212
Vector Write Mask 16:13
Scalar Witte Mask 20:1 7insinicten-sentover

Aes 

SQ_SPx_stall SQ—SPx
  

~_| Stall signal 

$Q_SPx_export_count SQ—SPx Each set of four pixels or vectors is exported over
| eight clocks. This field specifies where the SP is in
| that sequence.
 

SQ_SPx_export_last SQ—SPx | Asserted on the first shader count of the last export
of the clause 

SQ_SP0_export_pvalid SQ—SP0 Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports (depth and all color
buffers}. 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per
clock 

SQ_SPO0_export_wvalid SQ—SPO0 Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit word
of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16 pixels or

_vectors 

$Q_SP1_ export_pvalid SQ—SP1 Result of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports (depth and all color
buffers). 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per
clock 

SQ_SP1_ export_wvalid 8Q—SP1
Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit word
of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16 pixels or

_vectors
 

$Q_SP2_ export_pvalid $Q—SP2 Resuit of pixel kill in the shader pipe, which must be
output for all pixel exports (depth and all color
buffers}. 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per
clock 

SQ_SP2_ export_wvalid SQ—SP2 Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit word
of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16 pixels or
vectors 

SQ_SP3_ export_pvalid

  
SQ >SP3 Result of pixel Kill in the shader pipe, which must be

  
output for all pixel exports (depth and all color

| buffers). 4x4 because 16 pixels are computed per 

deriv 2023.doch400_Bequencer.dec
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| clock
SQ_SP3_ export_wvalid SQ—SP3 (2 Specifies whether to write low and/or high 32-bit word

of the 64-bit export data from each of the 16 pixels or
_ vectors

26-14526,1.16SP to SQ: Constant address load/ Predicate Set “

Name | Direction | Bits | Description
SPO_SQ_const_addr | SPO—SQ | 36 Constant address load / predicate vector load (4 bits only)

Lo to the sequencer
SP0_SQ_valid SP0—S50 1 Data valid
SP1_SQ_const_addr SP1—SQ 36 Constant address load / predicate vector load (4 bits only)

I te the sequencer
SP1_SQ_valid -|SPi58Q(4. |[Datavaid
SP2_SQ_const_addr SP2—S8Q 36 Constant address load / predicate vector joad (4 bits on)

to the sequencer
SP2_SQ_valid | §P2-SQ 14 Data valid
SP3_SQ_const_addr “SP3=SQ 36 Constant address load / predicate vector load (4 bits only)

to the sequencer
SP3_S$Q_valid | SP3—8Q 4 Data valid

26-+4626,1.17SQ to SPx: constant broadcast ee
Name | Direction | Bits | Description
$Q_SPx_constant _SQ->SPx 128|Constant broadcast

2611726118 SPO to SQ: Kill vector Joad °

\Name | Direction _ Bits |Description ss—‘“sSSSCSCisS
SPO_SQ_kill_vect | SPQO>SQ | 4 Kill vector load
SP1,SQ_ kill vect SP1=SQ 4 Kill vector load

SP2_SO_Kkill_vect | SP2--8Q i4 Kill vector load
SP3_SQ_Kill_vect | SP3 >SQ 4 Kill vector load

26-14826.1.19 SQ to CP: RBBM bus

Name Direction Bits|Description
SQ_RBB_rts | SQ-»CP i 1 Read Strobe
SQ_RBBoid SQ—CP 32 Read Data

S$Q_RBBM_nrirtr $Q>CP 1 Optional |SQ_REBM_rir 5Q--CP im Real-Time (Optional)

2644926.1.20 CP to SQ: RBBM bus .

Name Direction Bits |Description
rbbm_we CP-SQ 1 Write Enable
rbbrm_a CP—SQ 1815|Address -- Upper Extent is TBD (16:2) |
robbruwd CP-SQ. 32.| Data :

lrbbmbe_| CPSQ 4 Byte Enables
robm_re CPS 4 Read Enable
rbb_rsO | CP-»SQ 4 Read Return Strobe 0
rbb_rs1 CP—SO 1 Read Return Strobe 1
rbb_rdO | CP-SQ 32 Read Data 0
rbb_rdi CP3a | 32 Read Data 0
RBBM_SQ_soft_reset | CP—SQ 1 Soft Reset
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| 27. Examples of program executions

27.1.1 Sequencer Control of a Vector of Vertices
4.

11.
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PA sends a veciorof 64 vertices (actually vertex indices — 32 bits/index for 2048 bit total) to the RE’s Vertex FIFO
e state pointer as well as tag into position cache is sent along with vertices
e space was allocated in the position cache for transformed position before the vector was sent
e also before the vector is sent to the RE, the CP has loaded the global instruction store with the vertex

shader program (using the MH?)
e The vertex program is assumed to be loaded when we receive the vertex vector.

e the SEQ then accesses the [S basefor this shader using the local state pointer (provided toall
sequencers by the RBBM when the CPis done loading the program)

SEQ arbitrates between the Pixel FIFO and the Vertex FIFO — basicaliy the Vertex FIFO always haspriority
e at this point the vector is removed from the Vertex FIFO
e the arbiter is not going to select a vector to be transformed if the parameter cacheis full unless the pipe as

nothing else to do (ie no pixels are in the pixel fifo).

SEQ allocates spacein the SP register file for index cata plus GPRs used by the program
e the number of GPRsrequired by the program is stored in a local state register, which is accessed using the

state pointer that came down with the vertices
e SEQ will not send veriex data until spacein the registerfile has been allocated

SEQ sends the vector to the SP register file over the RE_SP interface (which has a bandwidth of 2048 bits/cycle)
e the 64 vertex indices are sent to the 64 register files over 4 cycles

e RFO of SU0,SU1, SU2, and SU3 is written the first cycle
® RF of SU0, SU1, SU2, and SUSis written the second cycle
® RF2 of SU0, SU1, SU2, and SU3is written the third cycle
e RF3 of SUO0,SU1, SU2, and SU3 is written the fourth cycle

e the index is written to the least significant 32 bits (floating point format?) (what about compoundindices)
of the 128-bit location within the register file (w): the remaining data bits are set to zero (x, y, Z)

SEQ constructs a control packet for the vector and sendsit to the first reservation station (the FIFO in front of
fetch state machine 0, or TSMO FIFO)
e the control packet contains the state pointer, the tag to the position cache and a register file base pointer.

TSMO accepts the control packet and fetches the instructions for fetch clause O from the global instruction store
e TSMO wasfirst selected by the TSM arbiter before it could start

all instructions of fetch clause O are issued by TSMO

the control packet is passed to the next reservation station (the FIFO in front of ALU state machine 0, or ASMO
FIFO)
e TSMO does not wait for requests made to the Fetch Unit to complete; it passes the register file write index for

the fetch data te the TU, which will write the data to the RF as it is received
e once the TU has written all the data to the registerfiles, it increments a counter that is associated with ASMO

FIFO; a count greater than zero indicates that the ALU state machine can go ahead start to execute the ALU
clause

ASMO accepts the control packet (after being selected by the ASM arbiter) and gets the instructions for ALU
clause 0 from the global instruction store

. all instructions of ALU clause 0 are issued by ASMO, then the control packet is passed to the next reservation
station (the FIFO in front of fetch state machine 1, or TSM1 FIFO)

the control packet continues to travel down the path of reservation stations until all clauses have been executed
e position can be exported in ALU clause 3 (or 47); the data (and the tag) is sent over a position bus (which is

shared with all four shader pipes) back to the PA’s position cache
« A parameter cache pointeris also sent along with the position data. This tells to the PA where the data is

going to be in the parameter cache.
® there is a position export FIFO in the SP that buffers position data before it gets sent back to the PA
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e® the ASM arbiter will prevent a packet from starting an exporting clause if the position export FIFOisfull
e parameter data is exported in clause 7 (as well as position data if it was not exported earlier)

e parameter data is sent to the Parameter Cache over a dedicated bus
« the SEQ allocates storage in the Parameter Cache, and the SEQ dealiocates that space when there is no

longer a need for the parameters(it is told by the PA when using a token).
® the ASM arbiter will prevent a packet from starting on ASM7if the parameter cache (or the position buffer

if position is being exported)is full

 
after the shader program has completed, the SEQ will free up the GPRs so thal they can be used by another
shader program

.L.2 Sequencer Control of a Vector of Pixels

As with vertex shader programs,pixel shaders are loadedinto the global instruction store by the CP

e=At this pointit is assumed that the pixel program is loaded into the instruction store and thus ready to be read.

the RE’s Pixel FIFO is loaded with the barycentric coordinates for pixel quads by the detailed walker
« the state pointer and the LOD correction bits are also placed in the Pixel FIFO
e the Pixel FIFO is wide enough to source four quad’s worth of barycentrics per cycle

SEQ arbitrates between Pixel FIFO and Vertex FIFO — when there are no vertices pending OR there is no space
left in the registerfiles for vertices, the Pixel FIFO is selected

SEQ allocaies spacein the SP register file for all the GPRs used by the program
e the number of GPRs required by the program is stored in a local state register, which is accessed using the

state pointer
e SEQ will not allowinterpolated data to be sent to the shader until space in the register file has been allocated

SEQ controls the transfer of interpolated data to the SP register file over the RE_SP interface which has a
bandwidth of 2048 bits/cycle). See interpolated data bus diagrarns for details.

SEQ constructs a control packet for the vector and sendsit to the first reservation station (the FIFO in front of
fetch state machine 0, or TSMO FIFO)
e note that there is a separate set of reservation stations/arbiters/state machines for vertices and for pixels
e the control packet contains the state pointer, the register file base pointer, and the LOD correction bits
e all other information (such as quad address for example) travels in a separate FIFO

 

TSMO accepts the control packet and fetches the instructions for fetch clause 0 from the global instruction store
e TSMO wasfirst selected by the TSM arbiter before it could start

all instructions of fetch clause O are issued by TSMO

the control packet is passed to the next reservation station (the FIFO in front of ALU state machine 0, or ASMO
FIFO)
e TSMO does not wait for fetch requests made to the Fetch Unit to complete; it passes the register file write

index for the fetch data to the TU, which will write the data to the RF as itis received
e once the TU has written all the data for a particular clause to the register files, it incrernents a counter thatis

associated with the ASMO FIFO: a count greater than zero indicates that the ALU state machine can go
ahead and pop the FIFO and start to execute the ALU clause

. ASMO accepts the control packet (after being selected by the ASM arbiter) and gets the instructions for ALU
clause 0 from the global instruction store

. all instructions of ALU clause 0 are issued by ASMO, then the control packet is passed to the next reservation
station (the FIFO in front of fetch state machine 1, or TSM1 FIFO)

. the control packet continues to travel down the path of reservation stations until all clauses have been executed
e pixel data is exported in the last ALU clause (clause 7)

® itis sent to an output FIFO whereit will be picked up by the render backend
» the ASM arbiter will prevent a packet from starting on ASM7if the output FIFO is full

. after the shader program has completed, the SEQ will free up the GPRs so that they can be used by another
shader program
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| 27.1.3 Notes
14. The state machines and arbiters will operate ahead of time so that they will be able to immediately start the real

threads or stall.

15. The register file base pointer for a vector needs to travel with the vector through the reservation stations, but the
instruction store base pointer does not — this is because the RF pointeris different for all threads, but the [S
pointer is only different for each state and thus can be accessed via the state pointer.

28. Open issues
Need fo do sometesting on the size of the register file as well as on the register file allocation method (dynamic VS
static).

Saving power?

Parameter caches in SX?

Using both IJ buffers for center + centroid interpolation?
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